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Knowles Where Good Health Begins!

Your Full-Service 
Pharmacy

& Compounding Specialist

Custom Compounding Products & Formulations
Hormone Replacement Therapy

*prescription required

Veterinary Compounds/Pet Supplements
Natural Health and Beauty Aids

Vitamins & Supplements
*Practitioner Vitamin lines available

Homeopathic Remedies / Aroma Therapy 

We accept most insurance plans for prescriptions 
including CVS Caremark.

Pharmacist Owned & Operated

Alan Chiet, R.Ph.
Pharmacist

Hossein Ejtemai, R.Ph.
Pharmacist

Johnette Armstrong
Wellness Advisor

For General Inquiries send us an email at
info@knowleswellness.com
For Supplement inquiries and orders email us at 
supplements@knowleswellness.com

Checkout our new 
website and our new 

online store!
KnowlesWellness.com

301-942-7979 | KnowlesWellness.com
fax: 301-942-5544     Follow us on Facebook and Instagram!

Come Experience the Di� erence
10400 Connecticut Ave.
Suite 100
Kensington, MD
Pharmacy Hours:
Mon- Fri 9am-6pm

20% o� 
Everyday Vitamins*
and Supplements 

*may not include ALL vitamin lines

15% o� 
Professional Lines
FREE Reusable Tote Bag

with purchases of $75 or more
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Create a wave of positive infl uence of hope and 
peace in a world devastated over the last few years 
by the pandemic, threat of war, infl ation, massive 

shootings and fear. 

There is power and potential within 
us to bring a positive change 

by believing it is possible!

fastpraymeditate.org
Email: change@fastpraymeditate.org

Twitter: @fastpray062122 

Instagram: fastpraymeditate

Join us! 
June 21, 2022

Come together on the 
Summer Solstice, 

the longest day of the year, to 
fast, pray and meditate as we 

breathe in hope and exhale our 
reluctance to believe we can 

impact positive change. 
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In Our 50th Year!

Bringing Sustainably Grown, Affordably Priced  
Vegetables, Fruit and Christmas Trees to  

Farmers Markets, Food Co-ops and CSAs in the DC/MD Area

~ Market Dates Rain or Shine ~

SATURDAYS:
ADAMS MORGAN FARMERS MARKET
STARTING June 4 through December 24, 8am – 1pm 
At Unity Plaza (Columbia Rd and Euclid St, Washington, DC)

WARD 8 FARMERS MARKET
10am – 1pm
June – October (dates TBD)
Behind MLK Elementary, 3200 6th St, SE, Washington, DC

TUESDAYS:
BROOKLAND FARMERS MARKET
STARTING June 7 – October 27, 4pm – 7pm
At the Brookland Metro, under the bridge 
at 10th and Otis, NE, Washington, DC

Farm Staff Jobs Available  
for the 2022 Season

From April – November, Live & Work on our farm 
located two hours from the DC/MD area. 
No experience necessary except a willingness to work 
hard and eagerness to learn pesticide-free farming.
Requirements:  
• Drivers’ license 
• Willing to make a minimum 4-month commitment
Compensation: $1,000/mo with increases +  
Room & Board, Free WiFi/Internet
Contact: info@lickingcreekbendfarm.com

Farm Visit Day Open House (Free Event!)
Sunday, May 22, 2022, 11am – 4pm
Join us to meet our amazing staff, tour the farm, plant 
seedlings or pick your Christmas tree, plus share a picnic 
lunch, swim in the creek, and enjoy a day in the country just 
2 hours from the DC/MD area. Fun for the whole family!
Contact us at info@lickingcreekbendfarm.com

Join Our CSA ( June – November)
Pick up locations at our markets  

and in Takoma Park, MD.  
Special early bird rates.

Contact us at  
info@lickingcreekbendfarm.com

info@lickingcreekbendfarm.com   •   1-301-587-1739
www.lickingcreekbendfarm.com   •   Instagram @lickingcreekbendfarm
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Uma Alexandra Beepat 
Soul Alignment Coach, Intuitive Consultant,  

Spiritual Teacher  
Owner of The Lotus and The Light  

Metaphysical Center  
www.thelotusandthelight.com  

Services:
• Soul Alignment Coaching 
• Spiritual Entrepreneur Business Coaching 
• Spiritual Life Coaching 
• Intuitive Readings 
• Psychic Readings 
• Energy Healings
• Law of Attraction Coaching  

Classes:
• Psychic Development 4-week Program 
• Intuitive Development 4-week Program
• Psychic Mediumship 4-week Program
• Private Mentorship with Uma
• Access Bars 
• Tuning Fork Workshops
• Angel Tarot Workshops
• Munay Ki Shamanic Initiation

info@thelotusandthelight.com 
www.thelotusandthelight.com

Check out our calendar for  
ALL Of Uma’s events and classes!  

www.meetup.com/thelotusandthelight

PATHWAYS SPECIALS

FREE  
Money Mindset Workbook! 

Subscribe to our  
weekly newsletter and get  

a FREE ebook! 
Bit.ly/SignUp4Uma 

$85 Integrated Energy 
Therapy Special

*Expires May 31, 2022
*Session booked with Lotus Practitioner not Uma 
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MInd • Body • Spirit • Environmental Resources Since 1979

What We Are About 
Pathways Productions is a full-service advertising, marketing, event and publishing company serving 
the mind, body, spirit community since 1979. From the start, we have been a small, family-run busi-
ness. Today, we have a women-led team dedicated to helping all businesses—local, small & inde-
pendent—succeed and thrive. Over the years, we have expanded our offerings to include live events, 
most notably the widely successful and always popular Natural Living Expo. 

The articles and resources offered by Pathways Magazine and its affiliated hosted events demon-
strate a common belief on the part of local individuals, businesses and contributors that sharing 
ideas and expertise builds community and commerce in a spirit of unity, cooperation and under-
standing while maintaining a high level of integrity, responsibility and service. Our content embrac-
es these ideals; we are a conduit—a pathway—for the most loving and dynamic insights and informa-
tion that enable all of us to live more consciously. 

The views and opinions expressed in Pathways Magazine, and by vendor materials for our host-
ed events, are those of the contributing writers, editors and merchants, and do not necessarily 
reflect the official policy or position of Pathways ownership or any Pathways staff. Any content 
provided by our contributors is of their opinion and is not intended to malign any religious, ethnic, 
or cultural group, organization, company or individual. Furthermore, the products and services 
presented herein and at our hosted events do not necessarily constitute an endorsement of use or 
a recommendation on the part of Pathways and its staff, and are largely paid advertising and 
vending. 

Making Connections 
Join our Pathways Community! Through our quarterly and online publications, and our sched-
uled hosted events, we are committed to providing the public with free or affordable access to local 
resources focused on holistic health and wellness practices, spirituality and personal growth, com-
munity activism and outreach, and stewardship to the environment. We foster these opportunities 
through information, ideas, events, goods and services.  

Our goal is to provide a platform for businesses to reach the public in a comprehensive and cost-ef-
fective way. Through advertising, packaged marketing, live events, and event planning support, we 
offer businesses opportunities to market themselves through a variety of channels, and use our ex-
pertise to facilitate this growing network. Pathways is your one-stop resource to make connections, 
nurture growth and achieve success.

Finding Pathways 
Pathways Magazine print edition is distributed through dozens of outlets in Maryland, DC and 
Virginia. Visit our “Where To Find” page online for the nearest locations to pick up your print copy. 
More distribution outlets are being added with each issue. We also provide an online digital edition 
with interactive links to references, resources and businesses for each issue. Our website features 
our current issue, as well as a magazine archive, where you can view issues dating back to 2010.  

Subscriptions for Pathways Magazine are available for $12/year and direct-mailed. Order yours 
through our website: www.pathwaysmagazineonline.com.

Advertising In Pathways 
Pathways advertising opportunities are available through all of our outreach channels: our free 
quarterly journal, Pathways Magazine, distributed in print and digitally; our hosted events; and our 
comprehensive website and growing social media presence. We offer ad rate discounts with custom 
packages for Expo exhibitors, and  provide design services for low one-time fees. For more informa-
tion, upcoming deadlines and our editorial calendar, visit us online.

 Erin deSabla
Owner & Publisher; 

Events + Operations + 
Business Development

Michelle Alonso
Editor, Magazine & Web Content; 

Social Media + Marketing

Claudia Neuman
Operations + Sales + Event Support

Amaya Roberson
Sales + Event Support

Ann Silberlicht
Graphic Design

MayaRose Creative
Magazine & Website, 
Design + Production

Contributing Editors
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Cam MacQueen
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Book Reviews
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15K copies by Pathways Staff

SPRING 22
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Published quarterly with the season 
change by ERIN DESABLA
PATHWAYS PRODUCTIONS

7407 Aspen Ave.
Takoma Park, MD 20912

www.pathwaysmagazineonline.com
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ADVERTISING EMAIL:
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Ad Rates Available Online:
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PATHWAYS SPRING NATURAL LIVING EXPO ~ SUNDAY, APRIL 3, 2022
An Invitation From Your Pathways Team

 Spring is starting to bloom, and so are all the plans we’ve been putting into motion for months. We have 4 live 
events planned — one for each quarter — starting with PATHWAYS SPRING NATURAL LIVING EXPO! We want 
to see you at the College Park Marriott at the University of Maryland on Sunday, April 3rd. Visit our expanded 
Spring Expo page on our website, and the center section of this issue, for more information.
 Until then, enjoy this latest edition, where the need for change, cleansing and renewal is obviously uppermost 
in many minds. Take care of one another and the earth, and stay connected so we help each other thrive. 

Promote Peace!

Fridays for Future youth movement 
plans Global Climate Strike for March 
25. Story on page 71.
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• The Alchemy of Change: Embrace the 
New, Celebrate the Unknown, by Carol 
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• Until Justice Be Done and Chasing Me To 
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• “I Can See Clearly Now”, by Rev. Trish 
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Strike, by Common Dreams Staff - pg 71
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(301) 587-7200 • takomachapel@netzero.com
www.takomametaphysicalchapel.org

Our Mailing Address Is:
1901 Powder Mill Road, 
Silver Spring, MD 20903

Classes and Workshops Include:

SPIRIT SPEAKS ON RELATIONSHIPS
Mondays @ 7:30 via Zoom

THE MIRACLE OF RELATIONSHIPS
Thursdays at 7:30 pm via Zoom

See website 
www.takomametaphysicalchapel.org
for other classes, online support
and more details. 

Many classes available via conference 
call also.

OTHER EVENTS INCLUDE:
Wednesday Evening Healing/
Meditation Circles
7:15 - 8:30 via conf.
717-908-1636 (635833#)

3rd Sunday Goddess Circle
7:30 p.m via conf.
717-908-1636 (635833#)

A Course In Miracles Calls
M-F 6:55 a.m. via conf
Sunday 9:30 am via conf
717-908-1636 (635833#)

Takoma Metaphysical Chapel

Imagine A Place Where….
Your beliefs are supported and embraced. Everyday events are explored from the 
physical, mental and spiritual perspective. Like-minded individuals support you in 
your spiritual journey.

At the Takoma Metaphysical Chapel, you will 
fi nd such a place.
The Takoma Metaphysical Chapel is a growing community of people committed to 
spiritual growth and development resulting in transformation and emotional well-
being. You’ll fi nd uplifting services, you’ll feel the spirit of Love, and you’ll learn 
practical ways to put this energy to work for your greatest good.

Relevant, Practical Themes.
Teachings based on numerous “new thought” spiritual traditions that show you 
how to apply timeless spiritual principles in practical ways to navigate your life with 
more peace, joy and grace.

Come As You Are 

Come experience uplifting music, meditation, prayer and 
messages designed to touch your heart and uplift your spirit. 
Experience wisdom from various spiritual traditions to heal your 
heart, mind and soul.

The Takoma Metaphysical Chapel meets on Sundays at 11:00 am 
on Zoom (Meeting Code 81385184622) and on Facebook Live.

Sunday 11:00 Services 
now virtual at Zoom 

(81385184622) and 
Facebook Live. 

Other activities via conf. 
at 717-908-1636 (635833#)

A Spiritual Community
That Supports Your

Individual Development
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Black Spiritual Wisdom
BY DEA LOTT

MIND-BODY-SPIRIT

 I have frequently struggled with how best to describe my work in 
spirituality and wellness. While I call myself a Yoga teacher and I have 
Western training and certificates in Yoga, I am not strictly a Yoga 
teacher. This is because my spiritual understanding is grounded in 
the sacred indigenous spiritual traditions of Africa and the Black Di-
aspora. And, since one’s personal spiritual connection is manifested 
through their thoughts and actions, my work in spirituality and well-
ness has become a fusion of both Black and Indian spiritual traditions.
 My purpose here is not to make any claim to or rename any aspect 
of Yoga. I am aware of and refuse to participate in the Western world’s 
distortion, appropriation, and commodification of spiritual traditions. 
I take a strong stance on this because Black spiritual traditions have 
endured the same fate — to the point 
that they are almost unrecognizable to-
day. Those of us who work to preserve 
these spiritual traditions are aware of 
how the Western world has demonized 
Black spirituality. Yet, we are equally 
aware of the spiritual wisdom our tra-
ditions have to offer to the world.
 For this reason, I take this opportu-
nity to publicly uplift African and Black 
Diasporic spiritual traditions. In doing 
so, I honor the existence, sacrality, and 
importance of Black spirituality for our 
collective morality, healing, liberation, 
and unity. The broad philosophy and 
practices of Black spirituality I intro-
duce here are available for all to learn 
to achieve spiritual connection and 
growth.
 However, it is necessary to note, 
Black spiritual traditions are not up for critique, dissection, or debate. 
There is a long history of Europeans who “studied” Black spiritual tra-
ditions in this way for the purpose of dehumanizing and projecting 
their spiritual deficiencies onto Black people to justify the enslave-
ment, rape, oppression, and murder of our people. For those who 
question the wisdom of Black spiritual traditions, I encourage them to 
consider whether that inquiry stems from a need to acknowledge and 
heal from white supremacist and anti-Black conditioning. Spiritual 
wisdom simply exists, and each culture offers an understanding of the 
Divine Spirit that is important to share with the world.
 Despite the history of violence and oppression of Black people’s 
spiritual and physical freedoms, we have remained privately and 
deeply connected to our spiritual traditions. But given history, we re-
tain a healthy dose of suspicion and practice discernment in matters 
of religion and spirituality. For this reason, I offer an overly simplified 
distinction between religion and spirituality. Religion is an institution 
that uses spiritual teachings to direct and guide human behavior to 
advance a social or political goal. In contrast, spirituality is the per-
sonal relationship to and interactions with the Divine Spirit. This dis-
cussion of Black spiritual traditions emphasizes the latter.

Honoring Black Spiritual Traditions
 It is a beautiful testament to the spiritual reverence, strength, and 
resilience of Black people that our spiritual traditions have transcend-
ed violence, time, and location. While Black people have diverse cul-
tures and practice many religions, we have remained united through 

an unspoken spiritual understanding of each other and all life. This 
spirituality unifies the Black Diaspora — a topic much too complex for 
this article. Recognizing this limitation, I present a very broad over-
view of my own Black American spiritual tradition to exemplify the 
importance of the Black tradition to the spiritual path.
 The Black American spiritual tradition recognizes that a Divine and 
loving entity (whether defined as the universe, nature, monotheistic, 
polytheistic, etc.) exists and provides balance to life. This Divine Spirit 
is omniscient, omnipotent, and worthy of reverence. We acknowledge 
the mystical power of Spirit, peacefully accept it, and make no attempt 
to deny, challenge, or control spiritual matters. We also understand 
ourselves to be a personal embodiment of Spirit with direct access to 
spiritual wisdom.

 Our spiritual tradition has no hier-
archy or rigidity in the transfer of its 
teachings. There are no bloodlines, 
trainings, or assessments required for 
one to possess or share spiritual wis-
dom with their family and community. 
Rather, it is understood that everyone 
is spiritual, everyone has spiritual ex-
periences and gifts (whether recognized 
or not), and everyone can offer spiritu-
al wisdom and guidance — particular-
ly when they are attuned to the Divine 
Spirit.
 With respect to spiritual occurrenc-
es, we perceive no fixed boundaries be-
tween the spiritual, dream, natural, and 
material worlds, and the presence of 
each is important to acknowledge. We 
understand the Divine Spirit and oth-
er spirits can reach us in any of these 
realms to offer important lessons for 

the individual, family, and community. We also value the spiritual 
guidance other people share when it is offered from a place of authen-
ticity, humility, and truth gained through personal experience. For 
this reason, we try to recognize and understand daily spiritual occur-
rences for the guidance they provide to us.
 More importantly, we understand we have our own spiritual paths 
and must rely on our spiritual discernment to recognize, relate to, and 
stay connected with the Divine Spirit. So, there is no need for over reli-
ance on the spirituality of others. We embrace our spiritual nature and 
trust in our personal relationship with Spirit to navigate our paths.
 Historically, our spirituality was viewed as the most essential and 
centering aspect of Black American daily life, and many of us still ad-
here to this in some way each day. Because of this, we have a pro-
foundly holistic spiritual tradition — our philosophy and practices are 
intertwined with, and inseparable from, our day-to-day activities. We 
don’t typically regard them as formal practices because it feels so nat-
ural to practice them as the need arises throughout the day. Of course, 
many of our spiritual practices (prayer, meditation, etc.) overlap with 
worldwide traditions, but our practice requires no formality.
 Spiritual practices of importance include: authentic and truthful 
communication with ourselves and others for spiritual growth; humor 
and laughter for uplifting the spirit; engagement with the universe 
and nature for spiritual connection and study; communication with 
the deceased for spiritual guidance; dance for energetic and physical 
benefits; dream interpretation for guidance and warnings; intuition 

continued on page 27
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NEW ADDRESS!

Learn to be a Professional Massage Therapist 
• PMTI offers 9-month and 18-month programs
• Our Professional Massage Training Program is one of the most 

comprehensive and respected  training programs in the US
• PMTI graduates have a 95% average pass rate on the  

National Massage & Bodywork Licensing Exam (MBLEx) 
(vs. US avg 70%, MD avg 62% – source: FSTMB 2010-2018)

• Lowest Cost Tuition Massage School in Maryland
• We offer Continuing Education and Community Workshops  

to fulfill licensing requirements and help your practice grow!
• Easy Metro access in Silver Spring, Maryland

8701 Georgia Ave., Suite 700
Silver Spring, MD 20910
(202)686-7046
www.PMTI.org

New classes to be announced 
check www.PMTI.org for updates

Classes, dates, and times subject to change.

Community Workshops 
& Continuing Education

The PMTI Graduate Clinic 
is open!

Staffed by recent graduates of our acclaimed  
Professional Training Program,  

PMTI’s Graduate Clinic is open 7 days a week.

$65 appointments 
(202) 686-7046 / www.PMTI.org
Join our email list for discounts and specials!

PMTI continues to maintain protocols and  
procedures for the health and safety  

of our clients and practitioners. 
Visit www.PMTI.org for more details.

We’ve moved! Visit our new clinics and classrooms at 

8701 Georgia Avenue, Suite 700 in downtown Silver Spring, MD
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ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL JUSTICE

Politics and Civility: A Dual Reality or Civil War?
BY MICHAEL TABOR

 For 50 years now, I’ve been farming in south-central Pennsylvania. 
During winter and early spring is the time of year I kick back and re-
cuperate from a farm season that keeps me going twelve hours a day, 
six days a week, including about 300 miles in my farm truck delivering 
our produce southeast to markets in Baltimore and DC.
 Each week during the farm season, those 300 miles find me travel-
ing through the rural areas of Hagerstown, Chambersburg, Frederick 
and Harrisburg on farm business. I listen to the local talk show sta-
tions and the political messaging of Christian and pop radio. Sadly, 
conspiracy beliefs can be heard every day on those programs. They are 
reinforced by half-truths and outright provable lies, fueling conspira-
torial and divisive right-wing theories about Democrats and liberals. 
 Many of my decent and well-meaning rural neighbors also embrace 
Christian end-of-days beliefs. Massive weather events like wildfires, 
tornadoes and flooding are perceived as apocalyptic rather than the re-
sult of climate change. Also, uncivil language on signs I never thought 
I’d see in the conservative rural areas is directed against adversaries.
 At least once a week I pass through Thurmont and Emmitsburg, 
where I make sure to pick up the town’s local paper. In a time when 
almost all regional newspapers have been bought by syndicates or 
chains, it is a delight to read, especially because it emphasizes local 
politics and the need to be aware of what our candidates stand for and 
believe. Far too often voters don’t pay attention or care about local 
politics and the important task of choosing our office holders.
 Indeed, it’s rare to find people not absorbed by distrust, fear of 
government, and disinformation about secret cabals. There are still 
Q-Anon people who believe Nancy Pelosi and Hillary Clinton are eat-
ing babies in Washington, DC’s Comet Pizza restaurant’s basement! 
It’s all reinforced by podcasts, magazines and the Internet. Fox News 
and its misinformation are but minor players in this delirium that’s 
been evolving in this region and others across the country. Sadly, the 
news media I read and watch as dependable and responsible — The 
Washington Post, The New York Times, The Atlantic, MSNBC and 
CNN — are viewed as purveyors of lies and mistruth by many of my 
neighbors. All who disagree are demonized and belittled. My farm 
workers tell me I need to be careful.
 The weekly rounds return me to my office and home in Takoma Park, 
Maryland. I watch the TV morning news on CBS and NBC affiliates to 
check the weather and road conditions, then to CNN and MSNBC’s 
Morning Joe with former Republican Congressman Joe Scarborough 
and guests who discuss and debate politics. Then I switch to conserva-
tive channels, like Fox and Friends and Channel One News, and listen 
to right-wing propaganda.
 The books I read during this seasonal downtime are what I look 
forward to most. I started reading the recently published book by Ja-
mie Raskin, Unthinkable: Trauma, Truth and the Trials of Ameri-
can Democracy. In his book, Raskin documents how close we came to 
an armed insurrection and cancellation of the 2020 election in which 
Trump might have declared martial law with a mobilized National 
Guard and federal troops to back him up. At one point in his book he 
describes when the halls of Congress were filled with Confederate flags 
and angry voices chanting “Hang Mike Pence” and “We want Trump.”
 I’m conscious of the duality of people’s perceptions of reality. When 
I’m in my farm truck driving distances, I listen to national C-SPAN 
call in voices from Independents, Republicans and Democrats, local 
political talk shows and Christian radio, as well as NPR’s South Center 
PA  WITF station. And thanks to hands-free technology, I can also 
have conversations with my urban and suburban DC neighbors. The 

energy, the issues, and the reactions to our current social and political 
climate are as diverse as our farm market shoppers and our neighbor-
hoods. And living in the shadow of our nation’s capital means we can 
rarely escape the 24-hour news cycle of political punditry on a nation-
al, and even international, level. I’m bombarded with both sides of 
the political consciousness. Keep in mind, many of my rural neighbors 
prefer to listen to casual DJ playful “banter” on country/western and 
pop music stations funded by corporate and local advertisements. 
 Regarding this issue of dual realities, my perception is that there’s 
a significant portion of the country that is willing to blindly accept 
far-fight, extremist news, podcasts and whatever else Trump and his 
collaborators and inner circle decide to broadcast to their public. His 
influence, and the sentiments he trumpeted during his tenure, endure. 
Many of those listeners seem to take what they hear as gospel truth and 

accept his self-serv-
ing lies and incite-
ment. It seems the 
new Trump com-
mandment has be-
come, “Hate thy 
neighbor.” And to 
my dismay, many 
willingly embrace 
that sentiment.
 What drives 
some neighbors to 
post “F—Biden” 
signs? The Presi-
dency is about real 

governing, not entertainment. And while I’m not of Biden’s faith, I 
recognize the religious commitment and deep compassion and care 
that drive him. People of faith should be able to also recognize and 
appreciate these qualities.  
 How many people in our rural areas are willing to accept whatever 
comes out of Trump’s mouth and imagination? Judging by local voting 
and frequent signage on lawns, a lot! For example, the voter suppression 
laws spreading around the country, inspired by the “Big Lie” attempt-
ing to limit minority voting, could easily affect all of us, not just Demo-
crats. Based on these restrictive laws being proposed in several states, 
anyone of us could be turned away from the polls with no recourse.
 The nature of the signs in our otherwise conservative area  alarms 
me. It was not that long ago that kindness, compassion, understand-
ing and civility dominated our actions and behavior toward each other 
regardless of our political affiliations. It has gotten so bad that our 
neighbors to the north in Gettysburg talk about a civil war again. Civil 
War? Fighting in the fields, shooting and maiming and killing each 
other? Destruction of our homes and fields? Burning buildings? Real-
ly?!
 It seems these rural neighbors have been totally seduced by and 
become complicit with the Trump machine and blind to what Demo-
crats and a handful of Republicans are trying to do for our country: the 
start of real infrastructure improvements, better health care, access to 
higher education and childcare, improving our environment, healing 
race relations and halting the dangers of climate change. Not to men-
tion bringing back decency and civility to the office of the President.  
 Whether you are a Republican, Independent or a Democrat, these 
efforts are for all Americans.  Yet Trump devotees will accept the sup-
port shamelessly while continuing to damn the Democrats and ignore 

continued on page 60
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Discover your plan for this lifetime!

Joanne Selinske  
www.theSoulSource.net

410.371.7950

Past Life & Life Between Lives Regression®

Interlife Journeys & Spiritual Counseling 
SOUL SCHOOL

Awakened Soul: Discoveries of Healing, Self-Love and 
Spiritual Growth
shares powerful truths to life fulfillment from inspiring  
stories of spiritual regression clients who overcame 
challenges to self-esteem, self-doubt, self-acceptance, 
loss, forgiveness and self-care.

It follows these interlife travelers as they engage 
with spirit guides, angels and ascended masters 
who populate the eternal worlds. These exchanges 
shed light on the past life origins of false beliefs 
that have trapped them in emotional distress.

Selinske takes the reader beyond the 
understanding of the healing power of past life 
regression and spirit communication introduced 
with Dr. Brian Weiss’ Many Lives, Many Masters 
and furthered through life between life 
journeys in Dr. Michael Newton’s Journey of 
Souls and Destiny of Souls. 

Awakened Soul will help remind you that you 
are a spiritual being immersed in a human 
experience and in the process help you to 
awaken to the power of self-love.

Available on Amazon.
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How to Clear Your Energy, Gain Clarity and Create Flow
BY PATRICIA BONNARD

MIND-BODY-SPIRIT

continued on page 32

 Why clear your energy?
 Clear energy promotes a grounded, centered sense of spaciousness 
and ease. Additionally, clearing your energy can shift your mood, clar-
ify your thinking, and facilitate flow. Unlike a drug’s temporary quick 
fix, maintaining clear energy requires some regular attention: some 
new self-care practices or behaviors. In essence, it’s adopting a health-
ier way of life, at least, in some manageable and comforting ways. But 
it doesn’t have to be burdensome. 

10 Ways to Clear Energy
 Clearing your energy can happen on any or all levels: physical, emo-
tional, mental, or spiritual. It depends where it’s needed. For example, 
you may first perceive congested, blocked, or imbalanced energy as a 
shattered mind, lack of fulfillment, or an achy back. But, as an energy 
healing practitioner, I’ve noticed it takes atten-
tion and tweeting on all levels to keep clarity 
and balance on any level. Although modern cul-
ture doesn’t often support it, every individual is 
an integrated whole and, in some ways, part of 
everything else.
 The 10 ways suggested below are diverse. If 
time is a constraint, consider a practice that re-
quires little extra time (e.g, drinking water). Or, 
consider those that can be practiced anywhere 
at any time (e.g., breathwork and meditation). 
Finally, you can avoid any additional cost (e.g., 
bathing).

1. Do some form of movement
 Clearing from a number of sports activities is 
oriented through physically extending, stretch-
ing, pumping, etc. Walking, running, stretch-
ing, Yoga, and dancing are invigorating sports 
that awaken the body and encourage energy to 
move and clear. In contrast, the gentle forms 
and intention of Qigong and Tai Chi create en-
ergy movement and cleanse. Yoga and dance do 
both.
 Expansion and extension of the body create space. Spinal stretch-
es, twists, and figure eights are of particular significance to energet-
ic well-being. These actions lengthen and strengthen the spine and 
cultivate flexibility. They activate the central nervous system and the 
central light column that runs along the spine and contains important 
energy centers called chakras. They shift the body into a more open 
and spacious shape that’s capable of more supple and sensuous move-
ment. In other words, the body is primed to respond and adjust with 
ease and embrace change.

2. Practice breathwork
 Breath, or prana, is life-force energy. The quality and pattern of 
breath are shifting and readjusting all of the time. These changes sig-
nal the presence of balance or imbalance to other parts of the body. 
By altering your breath pattern you can deliberately alter your energy, 
balance, and well-being.
 Several types of breath techniques have pronounced clearing ef-
fects. These typically include lengthening and deepening the breath, 
sending the breath to congested or blocked areas of the body, and ton-
ing the vagus nerve, which controls the parasympathetic (or relax and 

restore) response of the autonomic nervous system. For many people, 
just a few breaths or a few minutes of practice is all that’s needed.

3. Meditate
 There are so many forms of meditation, it’s hard to generalize about 
their effects on the mind, body, and spirit. However, there are medi-
tations methods that have been researched and found to have a pro-
nounced effect on clearing the mind, facilitating focus, and creating 
flow. For me, Transcendental Meditation (TM) is exceptional. That 
said there are many other self-directed and guided methods created 
specifically for clearing the mind. 

4. Clear limiting thoughts and beliefs
 Thoughts and beliefs often trap energy and limit our ability to make 
desired changes. This includes even those thoughts that say “change 
is not possible.” Furthermore, these thoughts and beliefs seem like 

immutable truths. As such we can become com-
pletely stuck in these thought patterns and re-
sistant to change. In other words, our mental 
energy is blocked.
 If we can notice these constraining thoughts 
and gather plausible evidence in support of al-
ternative narratives, we can create a crack in 
our fixed mindset. Moreover, we cultivate a 
capacity to convincingly question our personal 
perspectives, decisions, and actions. And, it’s 
this curiosity that generates a new perspective 
and helps us shift and move forward. 
 Integrated Energy Therapy (IET) and Theta-
Healing are energy healing modalities specif-
ically geared toward releasing emotional and 
mental patterns that are resistant to change. 
Journaling, a common practice, can be used to 
explore stuck patterns and rigid thinking.

5. Receive energy healing
 Probably the most effective holistic approach 
to clearing is energy healing. Just briefly, ener-
gy healing encompasses a wide range of mind-

body-spirit healing practices that work with the body’s energy systems 
and how they relate to the human body, health, and well-being. It 
works with the whole integrated being, unlike conventional medicine, 
which focuses on components of the body. 
 Some more well-known energy healing modalities include Reiki, In-
tegrated Energy Healing, ThetaHealing, Qigong, Tai Chi, Shamanism, 
and many more modalities. In fact, you could add all forms of vibra-
tional healing such as singing bowls, tuning forks, and toning because 
they’re all capable of shifting and clearing energy as well.

6. Smudge with herbs, essential oils or hydrosols
 Smudging is one of the first things that pop into people’s heads 
when they hear the words “energy clearing.” For most people, smudg-
ing means cleansing energy with traditional dried-herb smudge sticks 
or smoldering resins.
Essential oils and hydrosols (aka botanical extracts) are smokeless al-
ternatives; and, they can be derived from a wider range of plant spe-
cies with many additional healing properties. Consequently, they offer 
more diverse healing experiences than traditional smudges.
 Several effective non-plant-based methods utilize the vibrational 
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10400 Connecticut Ave. Suite 205, Kensington, MD 20895
301-942-7979 • www.KnowlesWellness.com Follow us on FB and Instagram

Aromatherapy Supplies
Candle and Electric 

di� users available

doTERRA, Aura Cacia 
& NOW Essential Oils 
and more

Selection of Himalayan 
Singing Bowls 

Himalayan Salt Lamps 
Dimmable Lights and 

USB powered lamps available

Knowles Rock Shop
inside the Knowles Apothecary

FREE Hematite Ring with 
Rock Purchase of $25 or more

• Natural Rock Specimens 

• Mineral Orbs & Wands

• Healing Stones

• Chakra Accessories  

• Crystal Pendants

• Mystic Pendulums

• Dreamcatchers 

• Full line of Smudge Supplies

• Natural Bracelets & Pendents

Each Piece Hand Picked 
for Its 

Unique Energy
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How Gen Z Is Fighting Back Against Big Tech
BY ELAINE MEYER

 Many in this generation are aware of what they have lost by 
having grown up on social media, so they’re logging off and 
working to create a safer, healthier future.

 As a seventh grader, Emma Lembke was one of the last in her friend 
group in Birmingham, Alabama, to get on social media. When she did, 
she says she soon found herself addicted, spending five hours a day on 
the apps, mostly Instagram.
 “At an important developmental period in my life as a young fe-
male, as a young kid, in middle school, [I got] wound up in this world 
of likes, comments, very deeply quantifiable measures of my value, 
addictive algorithms, and the endless scroll,” she says.
 When Lembke reached what she calls a 
“breaking point” in ninth grade, she began 
looking into the effects of social media. She 
found research articles, statistics, and a now 
widely shared TEDx Talk that all suggested 
to her that the anxiety, body image issues, 
and isolation she thought she was alone in 
feeling were in fact linked to social media 
use.
 During the pandemic, Lembke, who is 
now 19 and a freshman at Washington Uni-
versity, started an organization called Log 
Off, which provides resources for reducing 
screen time, advice for better digital well-be-
ing, a curriculum for schools on navigating 
social media, and a place to submit personal 
stories so teens can break what Lembke says 
is a stigma around admitting that use of so-
cial media is making them miserable. The 
group has since grown to a team of 60 digital youth advocates from 16 
different countries.
 “I was unaware of the heavy editing and toxicity of the body stan-
dards present on the apps, but what I was aware of was how I was not 
meeting that preset standard,” starts one anonymous story published 
on the organization’s website. “I wish someone would have told me 
to never get on the apps as a young, highly insecure 7th grader. It has 
taken years of self discipline and reflection to get to a place where I can 
look in the mirror and smile.”
 Log Off is part of a growing Generation Z movement pushing back 
against companies like Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, and TikTok, 
and the way they control teens’ social lives. Those born between 1995 
and 2010 are often portrayed as “digital natives” who are gleefully 
glued to their phones. But they, like all age groups, are struggling with 
the mental health effects of spending hours in worlds that encourage 
heavy social comparison and value the quantifiable, the optimizable, 
and the performative over the authentic. Forty-two percent of Gen 
Z-ers now say they’re “addicted” to social media and couldn’t quit if 
they tried, and more than half believe life was better before social me-
dia, according to polling by the Harvard Kennedy School Institute of 
Politics.
 “Teens face a choice: Either risk your social circle or risk your men-
tal health,” Lembke says.

The Social Media Generation
 Unlike older adults, Gen Z never really had a meaningful choice 
about whether to use social media. To not be on Instagram or Snap-

chat or TikTok is, at most American schools today, to be in a distinct 
and socially left-out minority. Even before the pandemic, 95% of teens 
in the U.S. had their own smartphone or access to one, according to 
Pew Research Center, and 75% had at least one active social media 
profile, according to the American Academy of Child and Adolescent 
Psychiatry.
 At the same time, research is increasingly showing that smartphone 
and social media use is connected with heightened anxiety, depres-
sion, self-harming behaviors, and sleep deprivation in teens.
 In 2017, when psychologist Jean Twenge published an article in The 
Atlantic linking increased smartphone use with a 56% rise in suicide 
rates in Americans ages 10–24 between 2007 and 2017, her findings 
were widely dismissed.
 “The arrival of the smartphone has radically changed every aspect 

of teenagers’ lives, from the nature of their 
social interactions to their mental health,” 
she wrote.
 But our understanding of social me-
dia has changed dramatically since 2017, 
with recent revelations by Facebook whis-
tleblower Frances Haugen that the com-
pany’s own research found that teen girls’ 
eating disorders and body image issues got 
worse on Instagram. This came as there was 
already a growing awareness of the negative 
effects of heavy social media use because of 
the forced isolation of the pandemic. The 
release of The Social Dilemma on Netflix 
in September 2020, which features former 
employees of Facebook, Google, and Twitter 
revealing the addictive, emotionally manip-
ulative design of these apps, furthered this 
cause.

 In the past year, a nonprofit headed by The Social Dilemma protag-
onist Tristan Harris called the Center for Humane Technology—per-
haps the organization that has done the most to raise awareness of and 
put pressure on Big Tech—has begun heavily supporting the work of 
young activists.
 This includes LookUp, a nonprofit that funds young people to raise 
awareness about digital wellness and develop more ethical and inclu-
sive tech. The organization was founded in 2019 by Susan Reynolds, 
a former English teacher at a private boys school in Concord, Mas-
sachusetts, who began researching the impacts of tech after noticing 
the addictiveness of AOL Instant Messenger in the late 1990s for her 
and her students. By the 2010s, she was meeting with college students 
to share research on associations between smartphone use and weak-
ened cognitive capacity and sleep disruption.
 “What was clear to me was that [teens] needed data, but they didn’t 
need me telling them what to do,” Reynolds says.
 In the past year, LookUp has expanded, with chapters in the Unit-
ed Kingdom, India, and Africa. In October, the organization hosted a 
youth summit that drew 1,200 registrants and featured more than 175 
youth speakers, as well as a panel hosted by Deval Patrick, the former 
governor of Massachusetts, and remarks by Massachusetts Sen. Ed-
ward Markey, who is cosponsoring the KIDS Act. If passed, this legis-
lation would ban social media’s addictive features, such as autoplay, 
push alerts, and follower counts, for users under 16.
 Ritom Gupta, 22, director of community engagement for LookUp 
India, believes raising awareness is especially important for his peers. 

YOUTH VOICES

continued on page 69
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Learning At Its Best!
Lasseter Lundy Institute is:

The Lasseter Lundy Institute is an educational organization that provides a full curriculum for intuitive healers to be 
certified as Lasseter Lundy Method practitioners and to become faculty members of Lasseter Lundy Institute. We provide 
learning for becoming a master of intuitive healing. The course material is unique to Lasseter Lundy Institute and provides 
a comprehensive education in energy healing, intuition and combining the two skill sets. You will understand how intuition 
and energy work, how these skills can be fully developed, and you will become more enlightened in the process.

Wanda Lasseter Lundy

2022 Courses: Level 1 
Becoming A Healer: Intuition & Healing 
(Taught by Wanda Lasseter Lundy)

During this class, you will combine the use of intuition with healing 
energy to give feedback to a client on the healing experience. You 
will be using intuition to determine why a client has congested 
energy, how their energy has modified as a result, and describe 
how their energy is changing as they receive healing.

Date: Saturday, March 19, 2022
Time: 12:00 pm–5:30 pm EST
Tuition: $150 if paid by March 4, $170 if later.
To Register: Please call or text Wanda at 703-674-7511  
or email Katie at katielynn3492@gmail.com

2022 Courses: Level 2
Activate Your Intuition and Energy  
(Virtual and in person)
(Taught by faculty members Wendy Wisner and Rodrigo Ortiz)

Open your intuitive gifts and change your life. Develop your 
natural psychic ability to collect information on anything, 
anywhere, at any time. 

Learn:
• How intuition works as a function of energy 
• How to become competent in the use of intuition
• How to develop your self-awareness to activate your intuition
• How to access your inner knowing, understand how intuition 
works, and know how your body activates your psychic senses

Date: March 26–27, 2022
Time: 9:30–5:30, 9:30–4:00
Tuition: $350 if paid by February 28; $390 if paid later. And 40% 
discount if you have taken the Lasseter Lundy Institute Intuition 
and Energy Pt. 1. 
To Register: call Wendy Wisner at 202-549-7954  
or email at wendy@radiantyou.us

Etheric Surgery
(Taught by Wanda Lasseter Lundy)

This class is about understanding and performing etheric surgery. 
Learning includes: 
• The meaning of etheric surgery 
• Types of etheric surgeons 
• What etheric surgery accomplishes 
• The variety of roles in performing etheric surgery 
• Several methods for performing etheric surgery 
• An introduction to the etheric surgeons who will continue to 
work with you 
• Practice exercises

Date: Saturday/Sunday April 23 & 24
Time: 12:00 pm–6:00 pm (Both Days)
Tuition: $350 if paid by April 8, $380.00 if later
To Register: Please call or text Wanda at 703-674-7511 or email 
Katie at katielynn3492@gmail.com

Future Classes:
❖  LEVEL 1: Becoming Intuitive: How Intuition 

Works – Saturday April 2 
(Taught by Rodrigo Ortiz)

❖  Level 1: Becoming Intuitive: Empathy is a Gift – 
Saturday May 7 
(Taught by Douglas Macauley)

❖  FACULTY HEALING EVENT – Saturday & 
Sunday May 21 & 22

For more information and to see more on our 
upcoming classes, please visit our Website and 

Facebook Page:

Website: lasseterlundy.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/ 

Lasseter-Lundy-Institute-115595590132572
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Meet Microneedling - Your Health & Beauty Ally

TO YOUR HEALTH

BY HELENA AMOS, M.AC., L.AC., EURO. PHYSICIAN

 Acupuncture is best known for treating ailments like pain, allergies, 
or anxiety. Every time a needle is inserted into the skin, the body sees 
it as a “micro injury” and increases circulation to the area involved 
and the stimulating point. This reaction is beneficial for something 
like an old injury producing chronic discomfort or for inducing appe-
tite suppression; but it also has implications for skin health and aging. 
Acupuncture is also an effective alternative method for addressing 
skincare issues and enhancing beauty. Two of the most popular tech-
niques — cosmetic acupuncture and microneedling — take advantage 
of the injury response; while they are each fairly different, both meth-
ods provide beneficial results.

Cosmetic Acupuncture and Facial Rejuvenation
 Cosmetic acupuncture is more in line with the acupuncture practic-
es of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM). This treatment often incor-
porates acupoints on other parts of the body targeting the associated 
internal organs that are known to correct the underlying imbalances 
contributing to issues in the face. For instance, there are points that 
influence imbalanced hormones (endocrine system), or points that 
clear digestive disorders, both of which can impact skin health, creat-
ing premature wrinkles or skin impurities. 
 There are various techniques within the field of cosmetic acupunc-
ture — everything from threading needles within and under wrinkles 
to simply using points across the face — but in general, they involve 
inserting small acupuncture needles into acupuncture points on the 
skin or into motor points to increase circulation, to stimulate collagen 
production, and to improve muscle tone. The increase in circulation to 
the area can help the body fight the bacteria involved in acne or flush 
out any toxins building up in a lymphatic system. Stimulating muscle 
motor points is important for facial muscle toning to avoid sagging, 
and the dreaded second chin and jowls. Ultimately, skin regains elas-
ticity and the face can appear firmer, leading to a more youthful ap-
pearance.
 With Acupuncture Facial Rejuvenation, there are three mecha-
nisms at work: the benefits to the internal organs; the inducement of 
collagen production; and the resulting new collagen separating the 
damaged collagen — like that would comprise a wrinkle, scar or blem-
ish — from the underlying tissue. 

Microneedling
 Much like its acupuncture counterpart, microneedling is a 2,000 

year old time-tested treatment originating in ancient China. Emperors 
who wanted to live forever used this technique to remain youthful. 
Simply put, microneedling is the insertion of very fine, thin needles 
into the skin for the purpose of skin rejuvenation. The process works 
by the needles creating micro channels in the skin. The channels are 
effectively small wounds, and the skin’s own repair response is to start 
producing collagen, elastin, and new skin cells thereby healing that 
controlled injury that was just created. That in turn makes the skin 
tighter and smoother. In general, treatments are gentle and painless; 
the results can be visible after just one treatment, and can be long-last-
ing.
 Microneedling is used to treat and improve conditions like acne 
scarring, fine lines and wrinkles, loose skin, skin texture, pore size, 
brown spots, stretch marks, and pigment issues. Depending on the 
depth of the needle penetration, the level of skin rejuvenation and the 
results of the treatment differ. They range from the simple enhance-
ment of product absorption  — typically applied to treat fine lines, pore 
size, pigmentation issues and sun damage — to the clinical treatment 
of traumatic scars, moderate wrinkles, and acne scars. Microneedling 
can also be done on other locations on the body to get rid of scarring 
and stretch marks. In the case of hair loss, microneedling promotes 
hair growth. When used on the scalp, it stimulates dermal papilla, or 
the stem cells in hair follicles, to encourage growth factors. Again, the 
idea is the body’s natural defenses against these tiny wounds will en-
courage the healing process and ultimately new hair growth to help 
reverse thinning hair.
 Unlike Microdermabrasion, a harsher form of skin rejuvenation 
that involves removing layers of skin, the channels created by mi-
croneedling allow for delivery of topical nutrients by penetrating the 
skin; absorption can increase by up to 3000%. For example, when 
used with microneedling, Hyaluronic Acid, a potent and popular skin 
care nutrient, holds 1000 times its weight in water, allowing for deep 
hydration, nourishment and rejuvenation. Apple stem cells, a holistic 
herbal topical, have shown in studies to promote facial stem cell reju-
venation by over 80%. 
 Professional microneedling is done with a top-of-the-line, premium 
Class 2 medical device that looks like a pen. The microneedling pen-
like device oscillates to ensure the skin doesn’t tear. For example, all 
AcuMicro premium needling tips are some of the thinnest stainless 
steel needles on the market, and designed for single use. You know 
that you are in good hands with an AcuMicro certified practitioner. Be 
wary of faulty, vibrating (rather than oscillating) or cheap micronee-
dling devices on the market, and it is never recommended to use de-
vices intended for at-home treatment.

What Is Nano-Needling?
 Both the nano- and microneedling treatments use a pen-like device 
that oscillates a tip up and down to stimulate a skin reaction. They 
both induce cell turnover, serum infusion and provoke the healing 
process that results in skin transformation. However, nano-needling 
works a little differently. Nano-needling only affects the epidermis —  
the outermost of the three layers that comprise the skin — treating 
within the upper .15 mm of the skin. It does use the same type of os-
cillating motion, but the cartridge encompasses 81 silicone tips. These 
microscopic hair-like cones separate the cells within the epidermis to 
allow active products to be pushed into the skin. The benefits of this 
serum infusion treatment include pigmentation reduction, increased 

continued on page 33
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Uppccoommiinngg  CCllaasssseess::

Deepen your knowledge with our 
extensive herbal education & hands-on 
training course. Instructors with over 100 
years of combined practical herbalism 

experience. 
For full class selections & registration 

visit smileherb.com or Eventbrite
• Vitamins & Supplements
• Bulk Botanicals & Teas
• Aromatherapy
• Specialty Crystals & Gems
• Botanica Section
• Candles, Incense & Sage
• D.I. Y Supplies
• Unique Gifts
• Bath & Beauty

Rejuvenate the
Body and Mind

with 
Adaptogens

We carry a wide
range of herbs to 

support stress, 
sleep, and a 

resilient immune 
response!

4908 Berwyn Road College Park, MD 20740 I (301) 474-8791 
www.smileherb.com I smileherbalist@gmail.com 

_IL. Like us on
LJ Facebook 

March 5-6: Musculoskeletal 
Health & Herbal Pain Relief
April 2-3: Herbal Support for 
the Endocrine System
May 7-8: Plant ID, Botany, 
Wildcrafting & Medicine 
Making   Details on our 
website & Eventbrite!

TRUST SMILE TO HA VE WHAT YOU NEED 
HERBS I TEA I VITAMINS I SUPPLEMENTS I GIFTS I PLANTS I EDUCATION

Learn with Smile ONLINE! Check our our school site:
www.smileherbschool.com

for free blogs, free webinars and our most popular web 
classes available for purchase!

*** We're Open, Come on in***Shipping or Curbside Pickup available too*** 
Place orders at smileherb.com or give us a call at 301-474-8791!

Spring 2022 
Weekend classes 
begin Mar 5-6

MASH Professional Herbal
Certification Course
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PEMA CHOEPEL MALLU, DVM, CVA, MAC, LAC
YING NGO, DVM, CVA

$25 OFF
FIRST DR’S VISIT

Not to be combined with
any other o� er. 

One coupon per visit.
Valid with this coupon only.

Expires 7/31/22.
Valid with this coupon only.

DOES YOUR PET…
●  Itch a lot, have hot spots, hair loss, or skin 

troubles?
●  Have trouble getting on the sofa or going 

down stairs?
●  Feel sore after exercise?
● Seem tired all the time?
●  Drink a lot of water or urinate a lot?
●  Struggle with intermittent vomiting or 

diarrhea?
●  Have unexplained weight gain or weight 

loss?
●  Lick excessively?
●  Get � eas despite using topical � ea 

prevention?
●  Eat a prescription diet you must buy from 

your vet?

Our integrative health care approach 
can help resolve these issues naturally.

We believe your pets are family who 
deserve compassionate and stress-free
care, and, we expect miracles through 

challenging the status quo.

12627 Wisteria Drive, Suite C&D
Germantown, MD

240-715-6570 
holisticveterinaryhealing.com

Acupuncture • Animal Communication 

• Chiropractic • Dental • Herbs 

• Homeopathy • Labs • Osteopathy/FIT 

• Ozone • Reiki • Surgery 

• Tui Na Massage • X-Ray

CULTIVATING COMPASSION

We’re in Deep: The Scoop on Poop
BY ANDY LAUREL; EDITED BY CAM MACQUEEN
 Where does the poop go? So queries a classic popular comedy film 
about an invention that disappears poop. Granted the fictional focus 
is regarding the poop of our companion animals rather than domestic 
farmed animals. Those of us who love and care for our companion 
animal friends are aware of the vast quantities of material that must 
be disposed of — the cat boxes & the doggie-doo bags. We’re pretty 
good about handling that on an individual, household basis. Cleaning 
after one or two is manageable for most people. The animals on fac-
tory farms are incredibly larger in number and often in size. Accord-
ing to the United States Department of Agriculture, nearly 10 billion 
land animals were slaughtered in 2020, in the United States alone. 
(Source: USDA) As factory confined animals don’t use a potty box or 
doo bags, we will take a glimpse at what happens with all that waste
 When I was a kid growing up on a family dairy farm, one of the 
regular chores, beyond the feeding and the milking and the breeding 
of the cows, was the manure management. Several times a week we 
would have to scrape the barn out because the poop would be about a 
foot and a half high — up to knee level on a cow, almost knee level on 
a person wearing long rubber boots. It is rather unpleasant to wade 
in crap, for the cows and the farmworkers. On that farm we used a 
tractor to scrape it into a big holding tank. We then used a different 
tractor attachment to spray the material as fresh fertilizer out on the 
fields. Even back then, there was more poop than field. With modern 
day farming operations, there’s even far less field and far more poop. 
The overage is stored in tanks, ponds and lagoons. 
 Most farming no longer takes place on small family farms like we 
had decades ago. Farming has become much less a lifestyle or family 

legacy and much more business oriented. The profit margin is thinner, 
and with that comes the necessity for volume. Most people cannot make 
a living or a life on a family farm. Subsequently, more and more of farm-
ing is operated by corporations. 
 Part of the profit equation is saving on costs and expenses. Enter the 
factory concept. Over 98% of all farmed animals come from CAFOs 
(concentrated animal feeding operations). The common practice here is 
having more animals in a smaller space. Chickens are in cages smaller 
than your iPad, unable to spread their wings. It’s about the same life 
that a parakeet would have living in a toilet paper roll. Pigs are also in-
tensely confined in spaces too small for them to turn around. Profit is 
paramount in these factory models 
 Due to land costs and zoning, industrial farms are found in lower 
cost areas. Besides the animal factories and warehouses, these low-ly-
ing communities also contain people. Who would want to live next to 
fields of open cesspools? Well, no one, really. Those who live nearby are 
people who cannot afford to leave or have limited opportunity to leave; 
they are more likely to be minorities, working class people, and the rural 
poor. 
 One of the problems in these communities is living amongst the poop 
lagoons. The animal urine and feces is pumped into huge open festering 
vats, pools, and ponds — there are actually billions of gallons, millions of 
tons. The United States Department of Agriculture estimates that con-
fined farm animals yield more than 450 million tons of manure each 
year. (Source: DoSomething.org) That huge number is difficult to pic-
ture, so think of the entire weight of the entire human population of 

continued on page 30
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®

■   THOM SHENK
 Rockville & Bethesda, MD...(301) 452-6630

■   BILL SHORT
 Washington, DC...(202) 328-3441

■   MARY STARICH
 Silver Spring, MD...(301) 437-2825

CERTIFIED ROLFERS

■   JOY BELLUZZI
 Chevy Chase, MD...(301) 654-5025

■   KAT BURNETT
 Herndon, VA...(703) 863-7653

■   EMILY GORDON
 Frederick, MD...(240) 575-0454

■   YUICHI MIYOSHI 
 Bethesda, MD...(240) 988-0927

R O L F I N G
POOR  
POSTURE.  
IT’S WORSE 
THAN IT  
LOOKS.
■ Poor posture is the  

result of poor  
structure. When the  

body’s parts are lined  
up improperly,  
maintaining good  
posture is impossible.
■ Poor structure often  
leads to inflexibility,  
pain in muscles and  
bones, less energy,  
more injuries, a less  
attractive appearance  
and lower self- 
esteem.
■ ROLFING® im- 

proves structure in a  
gentle, safe and  

lasting way. The ten  
sessions of careful  
manipulation of  
muscle wrappings  
reorganize the  
structure so that it  
becomes more  
vertical and  

symmetrical. 

Call now for an appointment or more information
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the soul shepherd

Eileen Strange
Messages to You 

through "Me”

www.thesoulshepherd.comwww.thesoulshepherd.com

443-838-9147443-838-9147

Intuitive Empath
Psychic Medium
Medical Intuitive
Empath Coach

In-person, one-on-one In-person, one-on-one 

or group  readings. or group  readings. 

Also, offering Zoom Also, offering Zoom 
and over-the-phone and over-the-phone 

distant readings.distant readings.

ASTROLOGICAL INSIGHTS

Spring Quarter 2022:  
Searching for a New Approach

BY MISTY KUCERIS 

 Spring officially starts on March 20th when the astrological Sun en-
ters the sign of Aries. At this point you’re ready to move on with your 
life. You want to make plans for the upcoming year. Yet at the time the 
Vernal Equinox occurs, the Moon is what we call void-of-course and 
forms an out-of-sign quincunx to the Sun. This means  you don’t know 
what’s going on in the world. You have too many questions. With Mer-
cury, Jupiter, and Neptune forming a conjunction in the sign of Pisces 
you realize you’re not getting all the information you need; or a lot of 
the information you do get is conflicting or not factual. 
 You’re right to be concerned about finances right now. Uranus is 
forming a square to the conjunction of Mars, Venus, and Saturn in-
dicating that the economy will be slower in its recovery as prices in 
goods and services continue to increase and interest rates start rising. 
Basically, the world is still in the process of recovery and searching 
for a new approach. For this reason it’s not easy for you to get all the 
answers yet. But there are clues you’ll feel or see during this spring 
quarter as we experience the energies of a very active Jupiter and also 
the first two eclipses of the year.
 Astrologically, Jupiter is what we call a societal planet. This means 
that because Jupiter stays in a sign for about 13 months, an entire 
population born during those 13 months has the same Jupiter. It also 
indicates where you, as a group, need to move beyond the constraints 
of society and start living by your rules. About every 12 years, Jupiter 
returns to the same sign, and the changes that occurred 12 years earli-
er suddenly resurface and history potentially repeats itself. 
On April 12th, Jupiter in Pisces forms a conjunction to Neptune in 
Pisces. The last time this conjunction occurred was throughout the 
year of 2009 when Bitcoin was introduced, the world experienced 
the Swine Flu pandemic, the economy was still in the trenches, and 
Barack Obama was elected President. 
To understand how this conjunction between Jupiter and Neptune 
operates in your life, it may help to think back to the year 2009 and 
what happened in your life during that time period. The key is that 
when this conjunction occurs, you want to make changes in your life. 
You don’t want other people to tell you what to do. 
 Both planets represent the need to shift boundaries, although they 
represent shifting those boundaries in different ways. Jupiter does 
this by forcefully pushing up against authority or ignoring authority. 
Neptune does this by not recognizing a boundary exists and just float-
ing through life. Both planets also represent the desire to find ways to 

continued on page 22
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Did you know that:
• licensed therapists are limited to certain approaches by “standards 
of care” that leave out a number of highly effective healing 
modalities?

• even if you’re paying out-of-pocket for your sessions, your therapist 
might be unable to use anything “different” because of insurance 
company requirements and state regulations?

I’m not a therapist, but I always have therapists among my clients.  
They come to me for:

• the most ancient healing modality (shamanic healing)

• proven, but less conventional modalities (hypnosis/NLP and Eye 
Movement Integration [similar to EMDR, but gentler])

• the most exciting new energy modalities (Energy Psychology, such 
as EFT or “tapping” on meridian points, biofield work, and chakra 
manipulation)

• intriguing coaching modalities (including Motivational 
Interviewing, True Purpose coaching, and Archetypal coaching)

And they come for all the same problems they’ve seen one of their 
more conventional colleagues for – as well as problems of a spiritual/
energetic nature. 

So, whether you’re struggling with the newer stresses of the 
pandemic or with older issues that keep you from being who you 
want to be, call to find out how I can help.

I have a limited number of sliding-scale appointments, and I offer 
helping and healing professionals appointments at half-price:  
only $150.

Maybe your next therapist  
shouldn’t be a therapist

Eric Weinstein
It’s Not Therapy

(It’s Problem Solving)

Read more about how I can help you at  
www.Its-Not-Therapy.com

Have questions or want to  
set a video appointment?

Call 703-288-0400 
or email  

eric@its-not-therapy.com
Serving the DC metro area and Anne Arundel  

county from offices in Reston VA and Annapolis MD.

live your dreams. Jupiter represents setting goals and trying to follow 
those goals to their end result. Neptune represents feeling inspired 
in a specific way and manifesting your inspirations so you can also 
achieve an end result. On a spiritual level, both planets represent your 
soul’s search for truth. 
 When Jupiter forms this conjunction to Neptune, it’s time to look 
around you. It’s time to see where you can find the truth in how you 
live your life. Don’t be taken in by illusions. At the same time, don’t 
let others dictate your life if what you see doesn’t work for you. Often 
Jupiter forming the conjunction to Neptune means the old rules don’t 
work anymore and you need to develop new rules that make greater 
sense. 
 Before the next active Jupiter energy occurs, you experience the first 
eclipse of the year on April 30th. This is a partial solar eclipse which 
occurs at the time of the new Moon. This is actually going to be the 
second new Moon for the month of April and it’s called a Black Moon. 
This is not an astronomical term — I honestly don’t know where the 
term originated, but I do find it appropriate. 
 A solar eclipse occurs when the Moon blocks the Sun. Spiritually, 
the Sun represents the fire that lights the Moon, while the Moon rep-
resents the water that can extinguish the fire. In other words, you may 
need to retreat from the world in order to grow in strength, or you may 
want to find a way to flame the passions of your desires. 
 Since this is a new Moon, both the Sun and Moon are in the same 
sign: the sign of Taurus. This new Moon also forms a conjunction to 
Uranus in Taurus. Taurus represents value systems. Since eclipses 
tend to obscure matters, you may feel your value system is under at-
tack. Or since Uranus brings new information into your life, you may 
feel the old value system isn’t working and you need to re-evaluate 
your values. This is especially true if you’re a Taurus or Scorpio. What 
is also true is you don’t want to be disrespected. With Mars, Neptune, 
Venus, and Jupiter forming a conjunction in Pisces and also forming 
a square to Ceres, you want to find a way to live in society safely. You 
want to be able to communicate your values and have other people 
listen to you. 
 When Jupiter becomes active again, it forms a sextile to Pluto ret-
rograde in Capricorn on May 3rd. Where Jupiter wants to move be-
yond the old rules and incorporate new rules, Pluto is a bit different. 
Pluto represents where you want to move slowly, and yet you want to 
find passion in your daily life. With Pluto retrograde in Capricorn, you 
want to apply a conservative approach. You want to take the lessons 
you learned from the past to move forward with your dreams. 
 This is a good day to review your dreams because you are willing 
to do what it takes, in a practical manner, to achieve those dreams. 
And because you want to apply a conservative approach, your desire 
to push boundaries is slightly different. Today you want to understand 
your place in society and determine how you can change the rules to 
assure you maintain your place in society. 
This works out well as Mercury in Gemini will go retrograde on May 
10th while a more important astrological shift occurs later in the day, 
namely Jupiter is leaving the sign of Pisces and entering the sign of 
Aries. 
 This Spring quarter is one where you realize there’s a theme here: 
Old ways aren’t working. New ways aren’t established. Life is in flux, 
and you still don’t have all the answers. With Mercury turning retro-
grade in the sign of Gemini you may find communications more dif-
ficult. Or you may decide you need to think about some of your past 
ideas to determine just how important they are today. And as Mercury 

ASTROLOGICAL INSIGHTS

Spring Quarter 2022...
...continued from page 21
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Transforming Your Burnout to Soul Bliss
BY KATHERINE SEARCY, M.DIV, LICSW, RMT

ACCESSING YOUR INTUITION

 The topic of career burnout has been a central theme, as we experi-
ence waves of employees resigning from their positions in this season 
of what has been termed “The Great Resignation”.  It is an area of 
peak interest to me because I, too, am a participant of this movement. 
I have worked in the healthcare industry for over a decade. Although I 
found it extremely rewarding to offer support, healing, and resources 
to those who are underserved, I also found myself experiencing ex-
treme exhaustion and fatigue during my work week. This is a condi-
tion the World Health Organization has classified as “workplace burn-
out”.  
 It is my belief that many of us have or are currently experiencing 
the effects of this phenomenon, but we simply minimize its symptoms 
and/or normalize the situation. I am here to tell you it is not normal. 
Burnout is a manifestation of chronic stress — emotional and mental 
— disconnection, and lack of investment into one’s sense of work and 
purpose.
 As a social worker and energy practitioner, I did not correlate my 
exhaustion to my work. I thought that because I was pouring into oth-
ers, surely the Universe would refill my cup. I could not have been 
more misaligned. Reflecting back, what I thought was anger and not 
feeling valued as a clinician, which definitely added to the stress, was 
actually energy imbalance. The consistent value I  provided to my cli-
ents was not met in terms of compensation, sense of worth and value 
with the company’s culture, or the expression of my most authentic 
self in my spiritual work. In energy practice, one of the core principles 

is around reciprocity — as you give, you also receive. Yet, the scales 
were drastically tipped. I was giving out so much and receiving back 
very little, hence the burnout. I was pouring from an empty cup.  So 
the question becomes, how do I fill it back to overflow?
 I had to go back to the basics. Why did I initially choose my profes-
sion? So often we become disillusioned with our practice, after having 
to negotiate the policies and expectations of our organization. We end 
up losing sight of our true purpose by serving the company more than 
our initial goals. 
 The first step is to connect with our sense of personal agency. Where 
is my power in this situation? Am I in love with what I do? If not, 
what is the purpose? Financial gain? Force of habit? It is so important 
that we reconnect with our purpose and passion. We are here on this 
planet to serve the collective based on our unique gifts and talents, 
and they need an outlet of expression. Yes, your purpose is absolutely 
a divine right and a necessity to unleash. If it remains stagnant we fall 
into these areas of burnout, causing our internal flame to dim under 
the pressure of ego driven expectations instead of spiritually aligned 
action and flow.
 The next step is reconnecting with what lights you up within. If your 
passion is connected to your work, it is vital you are expressing it in 
ways that nourishes your inner waters, as well as the receivers of it. 
We are not called to this physical realm just to be workers. We are 
not living life only to earn a paycheck. We are here to collectively heal 
during this incarnation to raise our spiritual consciousness.  Your pur-
pose is vitally necessary for the expansion of collective wisdom and 
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A Consultation includes:
• Enhancement of 3 focus areas 
   (e.g. Love, Career, Wealth)
• Space clearing
• House blessing
• Decluttering maintenance plan
• Focus on revitalizing the client’s energy
• Accountability schedule
• Arrangement of furniture
• And much more tailored to the needs of the client

COMPLIMENTARY GIFT WITH A FULL CONSULTATION
Please contact me, I would love to talk with you about your space.

A Balancing Act | Feng Shui

Anora Summers
www.anorasummers.com
anora.summers@gmail.com
847.682.2389

REVITALIZE YOUR LIFE WITH

Balance and Harmony
Do the items in your home bring your energy up or down?

What is your stuff telling you?

ACCESSING YOUR INTUITION

Transforming Your Burnout...
...continued from page 23

understanding. We need you! 
 Expressing your passion fills your cup as you align with who you 
really are. It is important to remember your purpose may not be con-
nected to financial compensation. It may be one connected to a hobby 
that completely fuels and fills you. Are you doing the thing that brings 
you joy on a consistent basis? I challenge you to connect with that. 
This is not a luxury, it is a necessity.
As we rectify burnout in our lives, it is important to note this is not 
only integral to our spiritual and emotional well-being, but our phys-
ical longevity as well. Fulfilling our life’s purpose adds to our over-
all health. There are areas throughout the world known as “Blue 
Zones”. Blue Zones hosts the longest lived people around the globe. 
As researchers have gone to explore these areas, there is one common 
thread throughout these regions. These centenarians continue to ex-
press their purpose because they are aware it is essential to their vital-
ity. In some regions, they have no word that translates into retirement 
because there is no such thing in their culture. No one can retire from 
who they are! They continue to operate in their life’s work because 
one cannot separate their purpose from their life force.  This leads to 
longevity and positive health outcomes across the board.  
 We see the opposite in American culture, as the elder population 
is often pushed to the edges of society where they cannot be seen or 
heard. We tell them their purpose is tied to their productivity, so when 
they can no longer physically labor, they are no longer valuable to so-
ciety.  This leads to a poorer quality of life. One is stripped from their 
essence when they do not have an outlet to create and manifest their 
highest spiritual expression. It is our life’s work and what connects us 
all.
 Creating from your inner passion is essential to alchemize our burn-
out to bliss. We were all provided a blueprint upon our arrival to this 
physical incarnation that gives us the GPS coordinates to align in our 
divine purpose and travel the road towards our destiny. We all are 
uniquely created to create heart centered work. We are the human 
community who have been called to acts of service to enhance soci-
ety. When we move into our creation, it brings us a level of joy that 
transmutes the stress, pain, suffering, and burnout as we move into 
integrity with our entire being. It is our initiation into our soul bliss 
that begins to nourish us from the inside out.

 Katherine Searcy, MDiv., LICSW is a licensed psychotherapist, 
intuitive energy healer,  integrative life coach specializing in the ar-
eas of spiritual and emotional health. She has been in the healing and 
helping profession for over 10 years as a chaplain and social worker, 
offering emotional and spiritual modalities to help clients and families 
at the most vulnerable stages in their lives. She is honored to be a partici-
pant along the journey, knowing that each person can heal themselves at 
every level. www.deepbreathhealing.com; on Instagram @deepbreath-
healing

HIGHER  
THAN MOST  
ON YOGA

“A Yoga Induced, Organically Grown,  
Plant-Based, and Meditative  
Approach to Mindful Living.”

Go to  
Higherthanmostonyoga.com  

to learn more
Email: Kenny@higherthanmostonyoga.com

Call: 571-305-0926
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Gentle Dental Care
FOR

THE WHOLE FAMILY
Mercury Free Dentistry since 1982

Our office offers a unique approach combining 
the best from the natural modalities of homeopathy, 
Chinese medicine and nutrition, with the latest lifesaving 
treatment for sleep apnea and snoring.

We have been a health oriented practice for over  
40 years, offering a variety of quality services including:

WE LISTEN!
Richard D. Fischer, D.D.S., FAGD, MIAOMT

Past President International Academy of  
Oral Medicine & Toxicology, Fellow Academy of General Dentistry

EVERGREEN PROFESSIONAL CENTER
4222 Evergreen Lane, Annandale, Virginia 22003

(703) 256-4441 • www.evergreendentalwellness.com

•  Cosmetic Dentistry
•  Tooth Colored Fillings
•  General Dentistry
•  Children’s Dentistry
•  Snoring and sleep apnea

•  Preventive Care & Non-Surgical  
 Alternatives to Gum Disease

•  TMJ (Jaw Joint) Therapy

•  Crowns & Bridgework

•  Invisalign and Zirconia Implants

Board Certified by the American Board of Dental Sleep Medicine

Where Things Stand: 
Update on the Cannabis Industry in the DMV 

BY MEREDITH KINNER AND JOHN MCGOWAN

ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL JUSTICE

 Over the past few years jurisdictions that have legalized adult use 
cannabis have all passed laws or local initiatives to varying degrees. 
The intent of these laws also vary — from addressing inequities and 
providing meaningful access for BIPOC and others to participate in 
the lucrative legal cannabis market, to legislating the operational and 
law enforcement conditions of these markets. Navigating all these 
changes can make any head spin.
 To recap, forty-nine states, and the District of Columbia currently 
have laws which legalize cannabis or low-THC CBD for medical use. 
This hasn’t changed since Summer 2021, when 19 states, and the Dis-
trict of Columbia have legalized adult use cannabis. Cannabis is still 
100% illegal at the federal level, despite the overwhelming trend to-
ward legalization at the state level.
 The laws here in the tri-state area, which includes the District, 
Maryland and Virginia, are equally affected by different degrees of 
flux, so it’s worth periodically reporting on where things stand in the 
DMV.

I. Washington, D.C. 
 The District medical cannabis program became operational in 2013. 
As of January 2022, there are currently 7 dispensaries, 8 cultivation 
centers, and 12,661 unique medical cannabis patients. The Alcoholic 
Beverage Regulation Administration, which administers the program 
is expected to issue a license for one additional dispensary, two cul-
tivation centers and two independent testing facilities in September 
2022. 
 The District is a unique jurisdiction for many reasons, not the least 
of which is its relationship with Congress, which controls the District’s 
purse strings and has far reaching oversight over legislation put for-
ward by the City Council, as well as ballot initiatives adopted by Dis-
trict voters. When the D.C. Council passes a municipal budget, it is au-
tomatically incorporated into the omnibus federal budget. This means 
that members of Congress have the ability to singlehandedly influence 
how the District allocates its budget. 
 What does all this have to do with cannabis? Good question. In Fall 
2014, District voters overwhelmingly passed Ballot Initiative 71 (or 
I-71 as it is colloquially referred to), which legalized (kind of) adult-
use cannabis. If you are familiar with I-71, then recall under this stat-
ute, it is legal for an adult (age 21 and older) to possess and transport 
up to 2 ounces of cannabis flower, and to transfer up to 1 ounce of can-
nabis flower to another adult. One adult is also permitted to cultivate 
no more than 6 cannabis plants in their principal residence, with 3 of 
the plants being mature and budding at any one time; and two adults 
may cultivate up to 12 plants in their principal residence with six being 
mature at one time. An adult is also permitted to possess the harvest 
from their legally grown plants in their residence. 
 Shortly after I-71 was passed overwhelmingly by District voters, 
the actual sale of cannabis was restrained due to the so-called “Harris 
Rider”. Representative Andy Harris, a Republican Congressman from 
Maryland’s Eastern Shore, authored an amendment or “rider” to the 
federal budget preventing the District from using its municipal budget 
to “enact any law, rule, or regulation to legalize or otherwise reduce 
penalties associated with the possession, use, or distribution of [can-
nabis].” In this way the Harris rider effectively prevents the District 
from using its own budget to develop and implement the regulatory 
infrastructure required to create a taxed and regulated adult-use can-
nabis market.

 As a result, the market had no choice but to adapt, and has done so 
by creating a gray economy where businesses transfer or “gift” legal 
amounts of cannabis to adults. These small businesses largely operate 
as any other small retailer would, except when a customer purchases 
a retail product, say a T-shirt or art,  they also receive a gift of canna-
bis. If a business is charging fair market value for its retail products, 
it can be said that there is no value being attached to the gift of can-
nabis. Therefore, I-71 does not run afoul of the Harris rider, because 
it does not require the District to take any positive action to regulate 
cannabis and does not permit the outright sale of cannabis. Rather, 
it exempts the use, possession, transfer, transport and cultivation of 
small amounts of cannabis from criminal prosecution, which is an im-
portant distinction. 
 The District’s cannabis community was initially buoyed by the 2020 
election and hopeful that with a Democrat in the White House and 
Congress flipping from Republican to Democrat, 2021 might be the 
year the Harris rider finally died. In early March 2021, D.C. Mayor 
Muriel Bowser and the Council Chairman, Phil Mendelson both in-
troduced adult use cannabis bills. On November 19, 2021, a marathon 
public hearing was held on Mendelson’s bill. This hearing was a big 
first step toward establishing a regulated market. Though what this 
adult market will look like was a point of contention among the wit-
nesses, perhaps the most contentious issue is how to treat the exist-
ing I-71 businesses during and after the transition to a fully regulated 
market. 

continued on page 26
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Update on the Cannabis Industry...
...continued from page 25

 Unfortunately, on December 2, 2021, just a few short weeks after 
the hearing, movement on the bill stalled in earnest when Congress 
passed a “continuing resolution” or “CR” until February 18, 2022. A 
continuing resolution is a temporary measure that keeps the previous 
year’s budget in place until Congress gets it together to pass a new 
budget. For the District, the CR meant that the 2021 budget, which 
contained the Harris rider, would remain in place until Congress 
passed the 2022 budget, or the CR expired and Congress passed a new 
CR. Not surprisingly, Congress punted; and on February 18, 2022, 
Congress passed another CR, this one set to expire on March 11, 2022. 
It is unlikely that there will be any further debate by the Council on 
Mendelson’s bill until a 2022 budget is passed. 

II. Maryland 
 Since its inception in 2015, Maryland’s medical cannabis program 
has been plagued by a torrent of lawsuits and protracted delays. In 
spite of this, medical cannabis in Maryland has flourished. As of De-
cember 2021, the market boasts an estimated $1 billion in retail sales 
in just 3 years. The medical cannabis market will just continue to grow 
as more medical cannabis processors and cultivators become opera-
tional. 
 The initial push for adult use cannabis in Maryland largely stalled 
out in 2021, when multiple legalization bills failed to get out of com-
mittee. But 2022 could be a game changer, with 3 state representa-
tives filing separate legalization bills in the first weeks of the legislative 
session. 
 Del. Luke Clippinger (D-Baltimore) introduced a proposed ballot 
referendum, which would leave the question of legalization up to vot-
ers in Fall 2022, as well as accompanying legislation that would allow 

adults age 21 and older to purchase and possess up to 1.5 ounces of 
cannabis and automatically expunge prior state cannabis possession 
charges. Sen. Jill Carter’s (D-Baltimore) bill would permit adults to 
possess up to 4 ounces of cannabis, allow for home grow, vacate canna-
bis possession and distribution convictions, and would require 30% of 
operators to be a minority-owned business. The third bill, introduced 
by Sen. Brian Feldman (D-Montgomery County), would allow adults 
to possess up to 2 ounces of cannabis and automatically expunge past 
cannabis convictions. The cannabis community will be following these 
developments closely.

III. Virginia
 Virginia’s  foray into the world of regulated cannabis has been full 
of surprises, and has proven to be a harbinger of good things to come 
in the state. In February 2021, Virginia’s General Assembly passed an 
adult use cannabis legalization bill. Then Governor Ralph Northam 
signed the bill into law on April 21, 2021, making Virginia the first 
Southern state to legalize adult use cannabis. 
 Currently, adults (21 and over) in Virginia may possess up to 1 ounce 
of cannabis or an equivalent amount of cannabis products (like con-
centrates, oils, edibles, etc.), transfer one ounce of cannabis to another 
adult, and cultivate no more than 4 cannabis plants in their principal 
residence. The possession of more than 1 ounce of cannabis but less 
than 1 pound is a $25 fine. However, possession of more than 1 pound 
is still a felony. The current law resembles the District’s I-71 in that it 
permits an adult to transfer cannabis to another adult; but the Virgin-
ia law explicitly prohibits a business from transferring cannabis to an 
individual, which effectively closes the gifting loophole exploited by 
I-71 businesses. 
 The 2021 bill also created a regulated and taxed adult use market 
slated to become operational in 2024, with 400 dispensary licensees, 
25 wholesalers, 450 cultivators and 60 processors. Furthermore, the 
bill addressed social equity by prioritizing license applicants that have 
an ownership team with 66% representation of individuals that have 
had a prior cannabis conviction, have a close family member with a 
cannabis conviction, live in an area that is considered economically 
distressed, or who have graduated from a Historically Black College or 
University located in Virginia. 
 However, in a quirk of Virginia politics, as the bill was drafted, the 
specific provisions regarding a regulated market and social equity 
must be re-enacted by the state legislature and again signed by the 
Governor by July 1, 2022. The election of Republican Glen Youngkin 
as governor, and the flip of the state legislature from a Democrat to 
Republican majority have thrown the future of this re-enactment into 
question. While Youngkin and the majority of the state’s Republican 
lawmakers have signaled they will not scrap the regulated market, the 
future of the social equity provisions still remains unclear. 
 Meredith Kinner and John McGowan are the managing partners of Kinner & Mc-
Gowan, PLLC, a boutique cannabis-focused law firm based in Washington, D.C. K&M 
advises businesses in the medical and adult-use cannabis space in Washington, D.C., 
Maryland and surrounding jurisdictions. Meredith and John are also the publishers 
of The Outlaw Report, the essential online source for cannabis news in the DMV.

llustration Cannabis Law © Bazuzzza | Dreamstime.com
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MIND-BODY-SPIRIT

development for sensing intentions and knowledge; music and poetry 
for spiritual devotion and inspiration; proverbs and storytelling for 
spiritual education and warnings; and spiritual activism for liberation 
and balance.
 Through these practices, we recognize and celebrate our innate 
spiritual gifts for the connection, health, inspiration, and assistance 
they offer us. Despite our spiritual gifts, we understand all people are 
fallible. We understand the spiritual consequences that come from 
spiritually deficient thoughts and actions; and we educate and warn 
our community about these consequences.
We know there will be both peaceful and challenging times, and we 
face both with the understanding that they call on us to gain a deeper 
spiritual understanding of what actions are necessary for spiritual bal-
ance. Through both peace and challenge, we find ways to cherish the 
moment, laugh, and find a sense of calm in knowing our connection 
with the Divine Spirit guides us through all.
 As with any spiritual tradition, there is no way to fully illustrate the 
beauty and depths of the Black American spiritual tradition through 
words. It can only be experienced.
 For truth seekers from all cultures and of any race, our spiritual 
understanding and growth is compromised when we choose denial 
and ignorance instead of the wholeness of spiritual wisdom that Spirit 
bestows through all cultures. I offer this writing to address the wide-
spread denial and ignorance of Black spiritual traditions for those on 
the spiritual path. As part of this, I encourage the Black Diaspora to 
embrace the beauty and truth of our spiritual traditions. Also, I en-

Black Spiritual Wisdom...
...continued from page 9

courage those outside of the Black Diaspora to respect our traditions 
and learn from our spiritual wisdom. 
 Overall, Black spiritual traditions have much to teach the world 
about spiritual inclusiveness, equality, expression, liberation, and uni-
ty.

 Dea Lott, J.D., RYT-200, has been studying spirituality through 
the Black spiritual tradition and Yoga for almost 20 years and she 
has more than 452 hours of teacher training focused on Raja Yoga. 
She is the owner of Spiritual Living by Che, a natural living bou-
tique and Yoga studio combining spiritual wisdom from the Black 
Diaspora and Yoga. Dea created Spiritual Living by Che with an un-
derstanding that the cultural and social changes our world society 
needs most must come from within each of us — not from institutions 
or systems — and hopes to serve as a guidepost to others along their 
spiritual journeys toward liberation. www.cheyoga.org 
@che_yoga_ | www.fb.com/cheyogallc
© 2022 Dea Lott. All Rights Reserved

llustration Cannabis Law © Bazuzzza | Dreamstime.com
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How To: Plogging For The Planet
BY KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL
Plogging is the combination of picking up litter while jogging.

 Litter impacts our quality of life, and often ends up as marine de-
bris, polluting waterways and oceans harming wildlife and the envi-
ronment. Through the plogging trend, individuals are empowered to 
help remove litter and debris from the environment, ultimately creat-
ing cleaner and greener communities. Combining jogging with inter-
mittent squatting, plogging also offers individuals exercise benefits. 
In fact, one hour of plogging burns an average of 288 calories; that 
compares with an average of 235 calories for jogging, according to the 
fitness app Lifesum.
 Originating from Sweden, the word plogging blends the Swedish 
phrase ‘plocka upp’ (meaning ‘pick up’) and ‘jogging’. Keep America 
Beautiful adopted this trend in 2018, and has since joined its affiliate 
network in leading plogs across the United States. Click here to find 
an affiliate near you, https://kab.org/search-result/; or search for up-
coming plogs in your area here: www.volunteer.kab.org.
 Keep America Beautiful launched its TrashDash initiative (kab.
org/kab-events/trashdash/), an annual plogging event and fun run, 
in 2019. At the inaugural event in Norwalk, Connecticut, more than 
200 ploggers participated and picked up 740 pounds of litter along the 
route. Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the 2020 TrashDash engaged 
individuals virtually to pick a site in their community, plog, and share 
their experience on social media.
 The plogging trend continues to pick up around the world, so now is 
a great time to get involved.

Photo © Antoniodiaz | Dreamstime.com

 To plog, we recommend you have the following supplies:

• Gloves or a litter grabber to pick up litter
• Bag or bucket to collect litter along your route
• Face covering (be sure to follow your state and local health guide-
lines)
• Sturdy shoes
• Reusable water bottle

 Follow these easy steps to join the movement and get plogging: 

• Pick a site in your community to plog — your neighborhood, local 
park, parking lot near your office building, nearby beach, etc.
• Gather all of your supplies (listed above).
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GREEN NEWS & VIEWS

• Get plogging! Plogging doesn’t have to just be jogging — you can 
walk, run, or stroll too! 
Along the route, feel free to tell others what you’re doing and spread 
the word on how they can make a difference, too.
• When you’re finished, dispose of the collected litter properly. If using 
a trash bag to collect the litter, be sure to securely tie off the bag. Visit 
berecycled.org to learn how to properly dispose of your recyclables.
• Post a picture from your experience on social media with the hashtags 
#DoBeautifulThings and #TrashDash and tag @KeepAmericaBeauti-
ful. Please include the number of bags you collected in your caption.

 That’s it! We thank each and every one of you for doing your part to 
take action in your community!

SAFETY TIPS:
• Wear gloves when picking up litter. (Online edition: Click here for 
tips on how to safely remove gloves.)
• Keep yourself safe. Wear a safety vest and make sure you pay atten-
tion to traffic and other conditions around you while collecting litter 
or trash.
• Avoid personal injury. Only pick up litter or trash that you can indi-
vidually manage. Don’t exceed your physical weight lifting limitations. 
Report finding any hazardous materials, weapons, or medical waste to 
local officials for their safe removal.
• Stay hydrated and energized.
• Minimize physical contact with litter. It is best to use some type of 
litter grabber and/or protective work gloves to protect yourself from 
cuts, scrapes, and any contaminant that may be on the collected litter 
or trash.
• Keep your hands away from your face. During and after collecting 
litter, do not touch your face with gloved hands or hands that have not 
been washed and sanitized.
• Wash and sanitize your hands.

 Keep America Beautiful originally posted this article online on March 15, 2021. It’s 
reprinted here with permission. A leading national nonprofit, Keep America Beautiful 
inspires and educates people to take action every day to improve and beautify their 
community environment. We envision a country in which every community is a clean, 
green, and beautiful place to live. www.kab.org

Plog On! More Plogging Tips and Resources

Wikilocs’s “Best Plogging Trails in the United States”: 
www.wikiloc.com/trails/plogging/united-states
A massive online database of trails that’s community-based and 
community driven by outdoor enthusiasts.

Earth Day 2022 The Great Global (Solo) Cleanup: 
www.earthday.org/actions/great-global-solo-cleanup/
The Earth Day Network has adopted plogging as the ultimate 
safe and responsible cleanup practice, and provides resources for 
tracking and other activities you can do to participate.

County Departments of Parks and Recreation or Environmental 
Services can offer plogging opportunities in conjunction with 
Earth Day or other designated national, state or local cleanup 
campaigns. Check the events calendar of your local agencies. 
Added bonus: several of these agencies will give students SSL 
(Student Service Learning) hours for their participation! 

Check in with your local gym for upcoming plogging events, or 
organize your own! Area fitness centers often sponsor plogging 
events and friendly competitions, or partner with local govern-
ment agencies,  as part of their own social calendar and communi-
ty-building efforts.
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CULTIVATING COMPASSION
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Holistic Approach in a Relaxing Environment

Michelle Janbakhsh MS, DDS

earth. These poop lagoons produce a tremendous stench, along with 
health hazards. The molecules in the air can be stinging and burning 
to the eyes, nose, skin — not just for the incarcerated animals, but for 
the nearby unfortunate human residents as well. Sounds sickening? 
Studies have repeatedly shown that people who live near farm facto-
ries have an increased risk of respiratory irritation, chronic asthma, 
immune suppression and mental health disorders. Living near these 
factories increases the risk of death according to a recent study from 
Duke University. (Source: Duke Health News) Open sewage pools and 
poor air quality are the norm in factory farming communities.
 Consider that bodily waste from humans is treated as a potential 
biohazard. By law it must be disposed of properly, whether to a sep-
tic tank, dump station, a port-a-potty or directed via sewer to a waste 
treatment plant. Every municipality has systems to handle and treat 
human sewage. The amount of farm factory waste is approximately 3 
times more waste material than produced by every person in America, 
according to the Humane Society of the United States. (Source: Hu-
mane Society of the United States) The waste lagoons are classified as 
temporary storage facilities. Temporary storage until — just like we 
did forty years ago — the waste gets sprayed through the air out onto 
fields. The lagoons are just a large hole in the ground — giant pools 
and ponds. The contaminate material seeps into the ground and the 
water table, into local streams and rivers, and on to the ocean. 
 Climate change has brought extreme weather events such as hur-
ricanes and flooding. When these rains and floods occur in industrial 
farm areas, there is more extreme flooding of the poop lagoons. When 

hurricanes have headed to North Carolina pig farming areas, the citi-
zens became concerned about a potential public health crisis. The waste 
lagoons overflowed, and dead drowned pigs were also floating and de-
composing in surrounding areas. According to the North Carolina De-
partment of Agriculture, over 3.4 million chickens drowned during 2018 
Hurricane Florence alone. (Source: Vox.com) Factory farm animals do 
not get evacuated for weather incidents, and due to their imprisonment 
cannot escape flooding. They subsequently drown.
 There are no federal legal protections for farm animals. Floating dead 
bodies and quantities of waste material should not be floating around 
in modern day America. These latest hurricanes and flooding outcomes 
have brought the poop lagoon issue to the public light. Any new hog 
farming construction cannot use the waste lagoon system. Industrial 
farms are slow to phase in more responsible practices, as they are more 
expensive. The lagoon is the lowest cost solution, and the environmental 
hazards that occur are usually cleaned up at taxpayer expense. 
 According to the Environmental Integrity Project (EIP) as of 2019, 
Maryland’s Eastern Shore had 503 active poultry operations, with a total 
of 2,178 houses — each longer than a football field — that raise a total 
of about 300 million chickens a year. They also produce more than 600 
million pounds of manure and tons of airborne ammonia, which create 
a host of downstream problems, including runoff of nitrogen and phos-
phorus into the Chesapeake Bay and health threats for neighbors. Simi-
lar to North Carolina, Maryland is susceptible to hurricanes and increas-
ingly more violent storms leading to environmental devastation of waste 
water runoff. The everyday suffering endured by hundreds of millions of 

...continued from page 19
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chickens cannot be overlooked.
 Another big byproduct of animal factory farming is methane gas. 
Due to the way ruminant cows digest food, they produce gas in the 
form of burps and flatulence. Yearly, one cow belches about 220 
pounds of methane, according to animal studies at University of Cal-
ifornia Davis. Factory farming currently is the biggest contributor to 
methane emissions in the United States. Methane is a strong contrib-
utor to atmospheric warming, which leads to climate crisis. Experi-
mental studies at UC Davis have tested feeding seaweed to cows in 
order to cut down the methane flatulence. Potentially this may be a 
creative workaround in methane harm reduction. (Source: UC Davis 
News and Media Relations) However, a cow’s natural diet is grass. In 
the winter, alfalfa hay or timothy hay is a good substitute. Grain is a 
usual supplemental treat given during the milking process for dairy 
cows, or ‘finishing’ (final fattening up) for beef cows. 
 What approach would make more sense than feeding a cow sea-
weed instead of her natural diet? What would lessen the quantities 
of both methane and manure? What if we all switched to a Meatless 
Monday? It is a small ask to adjust meal choices once a week. Pub-
lic schools in New York City are trying this approach. The all-vegan 
Friday meals began just last week. This project was spearheaded by 
Mayor Eric Adams, who reversed his diabetes by switching to a vegan 
diet. The approach was proposed to improve healthy food offerings for 
students. Students are learning what to eat (and drink) in schools as 
part of a health curriculum. (Source: Patch.com/new-york) They may 
learn more by what is regularly on the cafeteria tray than by what is in 
the health textbook chapter. 
 People often learn by doing, and learn more by habitual behavior. 
Normalizing vegan animal-free meals is a definite step in the right di-
rection. One meatless day each week for the average American would 
save over a lifetime 319 chickens, 8 turkeys, 1 duck, 1 cow, and 4.5 
pigs. (Source: Medium.com)The appetite for animal meat drives the 
breeding, feeding and slaughter process — demand and supply. If we 
consumers lower the demand, the production supply will lessen. This 
in turn leads to less waste lagoons and methane gas in the environ-
ment. 
 The biggest action you can take to protect the environmental future, 
prevent animal suffering and improve your health is to switch to a 
vegan diet. Many people are consuming less animals and animal prod-
ucts as the harmful consequences of factory farming come to light. 
There are great options available in many restaurants and grocery 
stores. You can get a free guide to get started here: www.pcrm.org/
media/3142.

 

 Andy Laurel is a former farm kid, foodie and retired firefighter. 
More recently, the author of, Eat Like a Hero, Save Lives With Your 
Fork, and co-founder of Eat Like A Hero (vegan fun foods and gifts), 
https://eatlikeahero.com.
 Cam MacQueen is the creator/manager of the “Cultivating Com-
passion” column. If you have an idea for an article, feel free to email 
Cam at ncm.advocacy@gmail.com.

Illustration © Irina Miroshnichenko | Dreamstime.com 
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MIND-BODY-SPIRIT

How to Clear Your Energy...
...continued from page 13
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1.888.501.4464

quality of sound. These include humming, singing, tuning forks, and 
singing bowls.

7. Use crystals
 Natural crystals are vibrational. They’re held together by highly en-
ergetic bonds. Each type of crystal has its unique chemical composi-
tion and crystalline structure, which offers special healing properties. 
Some are specifically good for clearing energy such as selenite and 
clear quartz. Salt lamps are actually chunks of selenite.
 Place selenite or quartz in a space you use frequently. Slide either 
under the healing table. Use a single-point crystal wand made of ei-
ther material. Place the rounded end on the area you want to clear. 
Energy will be drawn into the wand, out through the pointed end, and 
transmuted.

8. Drink plenty of water
 Water makes up approximately 60 percent of an adult’s body 
weight. In fact, the brain and heart are as much as 75 percent. In-
credibly, the lungs, which we associate with air, are 83 percent wa-
ter (USGS). Therefore, it’s no surprise water is absolutely necessary 
to support life and proper biochemical and physical functioning. It 
irrigates and flushes the body, ridding it of congestion, toxins, and 
negative energy; and it distributes nutrients throughout the body. 
Lukewarm rather than ice water offers the best healing properties. In 
other words, water is essential to our physical, emotional, mental, and 
spiritual state of being.

9. Bathe
 Traditionally, people used water to cleanse themselves and clear 
energy. Ritual baths date back more than 2,500 years. In fact, they’re 
still widely popular today in various parts of the world such as India 
and Nordic countries.
A soothing bath of salt or tap water also cleanses the skin. Add specific 
herbs, essential oils, and/or carriers (e.g., milk or vegetable oils) and 
garner their healing and spiritual properties to support your personal 
bathing intention. Whether you choose to bathe or shower, water will 
enliven you and your senses like a balmy evening breeze that dances 
across freshly scrubbed skin.

10. Detox
 The primary intention of any detox routine is to eliminate conges-
tion and toxins, gain clarity, and enhance flow. For the purposes here, 
toxins include negative energy, unaddressed or suppressed emotions, 
and limiting beliefs.
A quick search of the Internet reveals innumerable ways to detox 
including fasting, special diets, herbal remedies, oil massages (e.g, 
Ayurvedic abhyanga), colonics, baths, exercise, saunas, and more. 
Another great resource is the book Staying Healthy With the Seasons 
by Elson M. Haas. It offers a list of ways to naturally detox and gives 
you the wisdom behind the practices as well.
 To start clearing your energy and keep it clean, choose one or more 
of these practices that you could regularly incorporate into your life-
style. For example, you can take just a simple step like switching from 
ice to lukewarm water, committing to 10 minutes of stretching every 
morning, or taking regular breaks to practice a few minutes of breath-
work. In fact, it doesn’t have to be burdensome at all.
 But, of course, the more cleansing you do, the clearer you’ll be. In 
addition, if you attend to all aspects — physical, emotional, mental, 
and spiritual — you’ll be more apt to gain that spaciousness and ease 
that promote clarity and flow.

 Patricia Bonnard, PhD, ACC is a life coach and Master energy heal-
er in a number of different modalities including eight types of Reiki. 
She blends conventional coaching, embodied practices, and energy 
healing in ways that best suit the needs and the unique preferenc-
es of her clients. She also offers virtual and in-person sessions and 
workshops to workplaces and the general public and small intimate 
in-person energy certification classes. Find more resources, including 
her blog, eBook, free guides, and contact information at Starchaser 
Integrated Coaching and Energy Healing, www.starchaser-healing-
arts.com.

Photo © Landfillgirl | Dreamstime.com
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cell turnover, skin rejuvenation and an immediate glow with no down-
time. This treatment can be done weekly to exfoliate the skin.
 Whether it’s facial acupuncture, microneedling, or nano-needling, 
all of these skin healing and rejuvenation techniques are steeped in a 
blend of traditional practice with modern technology. They are equally 
safe and effective for their indicated treatment area(s), and require 
neither a huge time commitment during the process (an average ap-
pointment time is 30-40 minutes, spaced typically one month apart) 
nor a lengthy post-procedure recovery or down time. For most condi-
tions, results are seen and felt after the first treatment; research has 
shown benefits lasting 4-6 years without maintenance. With those 
kinds of long-term effects, professional acupuncture and micronee-
dling treatments are indeed useful health and beauty allies.

 Helena Amos, M.Ac., L.Ac., is a licensed acupuncturist, European 
physician and Functional Medicine practitioner with more than 30 
years of clinical experience combining the best of modern Functional 
Medicine with the ancient wisdom of Traditional Oriental Medicine. 
She is Founder/Owner of the Acupuncture and Natural Medicine 
Clinic in Rockville, MD, and is available for in-office and telehealth 
consultations. Visit rockvilleacupuncturemd.com for appointments 
and to see her list of services offered and conditions treated.

TO YOUR HEALTH

Meet Microneedling...
...continued from page 17
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ASTROLOGICAL INSIGHTS

re-enters the sign of Taurus in retrograde motion on May 22nd, you 
realize that once again you’re re-evaluating your value systems. You 
may not even know how to communicate your values, or your changes 
to those values, until Mercury turns direct on June 3rd. 
 When Jupiter enters the sign of Aries, it begins a new 12-year cycle 
and a paradigm shift. Jupiter will remain in the sign of Aries until 
October 28, 2022, and re-enter the sign of Pisces for a few months. It 
will once again enter the sign of Aries on December 20, 2022, and re-
main there until May 16, 2023, when it enters the sign of Taurus. The 
last time Jupiter was in Aries was from June 6, 2010, to September 9, 
2010, and again from January 22, 2011, to June 4, 2011. 
 Some people remember the year 2010 as one moving into economic 
recovery while remembering 2011 for the Arab Spring and actions that 
took down some government officials and propped others up. Other 
people remember the tsunami triggered by a 9.0 earthquake and the  
subsequent meltdown of the reactor at Fukushima Dalichi Nuclear 
Power Plant in Japan. Yet there are two other areas worth remember-
ing. First, when the Arab Spring occurred there were reports on the 
importance of social media and its use in either promoting the various 
protests or squelching them. And second, while perhaps only space 
buffs paid attention, SpaceX became the first privately held company 
to launch, orbit, and retrieve a spacecraft. Meanwhile, NASA awarded 
several Space Act Agreements to increase their Commercial Crew De-
velopment effort, which meant then (and also now) that crews to the 
International Space Station would come from the private sector.
 When Jupiter is in the sign of Aries, events heat up and speed up. 
Celebrities become more involved in political and social movements. 

Spring Quarter 2022...
...continued from page 22

Events are viewed from an increased global perspective. Simultane-
ously, concerns increase that foreign agents are trying to control local 
government actions. What may start locally in politics quickly moves 
nationally and even internationally. Meanwhile, the veil between cor-
porations and governments becomes blurred. In some countries cor-
porations become more involved in government operations and poli-
cy. In other countries governments drive corporate decisions. 
 There is a tendency to be impulsive when Jupiter is in Aries. You 
lose patience when things move too slowly. You’re tired of not having 
the freedom to express your needs. And you don’t want to be involved 
in relationships or situations where you feel you could lose your iden-
tity. In astrology, the sign of Aries represents the “I am” principle. On 
a spiritual level this sign represents the spark your soul needs to enter 
the earth plane and start developing an ego in order to become your 
own individual. 
 While you will see some paradigm shifts over the next 13 months 
relating to commerce and politics, you’ll also feel these shifts impact 
your life, depending on your Sun sign:

• As an Aries: You’ll feel the need to experience life so you can under-
stand who you really are.
• As a Taurus: You’ll learn to release those fears that have been holding 
you back from expressing yourself.
• As a Gemini: You’ll take time to increase your circle of friends and 
acquaintances so you can express your needs better. 
• As a Cancer: You’ll find a way to improve that balance between work 
and family.
• As a Leo: You’ll start thinking about those goals in life which bring 
increased fun.
• As a Virgo: You’ll start processing information that brings a deeper 
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ASTROLOGICAL INSIGHTS

connection with what you need in life.
• As a Libra: You’ll place more emphasis on commitment relationships 
as you realize you don’t need to lose your identity.
• As a Scorpio: You’ll find solace in your daily routine and the balance 
it brings into your life.
• As a Sagittarius: You’ll learn to play and take calculated risks that 
bring more adventures into your life.
• As a Capricorn: You’ll realize you don’t need to work as hard and can 
spend time with family and friends.
• As an Aquarius: You’ll listen to various scenarios, perhaps even col-
lect data, as you decide just what is important in your life.
• As a Pisces: You’ll realize you don’t need to try and fix things for other 
people all the time.

 Because Jupiter in Aries is a cycle that lasts for about 13 months, 
don’t be at all surprised that you don’t feel these shifts immediately. 
Or you may find that during these 13 months you continue to encoun-
ter events that bring these shifts to your conscious reality. Although 
each one is different, the common thread you will experience with Ju-
piter in Aries is you want to express who you really are.
 As the Spring quarter for the year 2022 starts drawing to a close, 
the second eclipse of the year occurs on May 16th. This is a total Lu-
nar Eclipse, a Blood Moon, which occurs at the time of a full Moon. 
Basically, as the earth prevents the Sun’s light from reflecting on the 
Moon’s surface, the Moon emits a red glow that we can see. As a mat-
ter of fact, if the weather cooperates, you’ll be able to see the eclipse in 
the greater Washington, DC metropolitan area starting at 9:32:05 pm 
on May 15th. The actual (what astronomers call) Maximum Eclipse 
will occur on May 16th at 12:11:28 am EDT. 
 Eclipses tend to obscure matters and this can create dilemmas when 

it’s a lunar eclipse. Usually at the time of a full Moon you review sit-
uations in your life to determine if you need to make changes in your 
approach to situations. And, with the Sun in Taurus and the Moon in 
Scorpio at this time, those changes could involve your value system 
or your financial approach to daily life. Whatever the change is, when 
there is a lunar eclipse, you respond with greater emotion than usual. 
You also fear that other people are trying to manipulate you into deci-
sions you’re not ready to make.
 The good news is this lunar eclipse also shows spiritual protection. 
The Sun forms a sextile to the conjunct between Mars and Neptune, 
while the Moon forms a trine. If you pay attention to your emotions, 
you’ll actually have a sense of the direction you want to take. Also, the 
Sun forms a trine to Pluto retrograde while the Moon forms a sextile 
to Pluto retrograde indicating you feel a deeper connection with indi-
viduals in your life and how they can impact your decisions. With the 
lunar eclipse forming a square to Saturn, it’s important for you to un-
derstand the impact the foundations you’ve established have on your 
future decisions. By having this sense of direction, feeling a deeper 
connection with others, and understanding your foundations, you’ll 
gain insight that helps you create a new approach.

 © 2022 Misty Kuceris | Misty Kuceris is a Certified Astrological 
Professional, a Reiki Master, and Co-founder of the NOVA Astrology 
Group. She has contributed to Pathways for over 30 years. See her 
website for monthly astrological reflections: www.EnhanceOneself.
com. Contact her at: misty@EnhanceOneself.com.
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Are you a psychic medium? 
Are you clairaudient?  
    Do you receive vocal messages? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                          Many people hear voices or receive vocal messages. Some people are able to channel these unusual experiences in a healthy 
productive manner, while others find these experiences to be distressing and feel the need for psychiatric care. We hope to gain insights 
from people who live comfortably with these kinds of experiences that may be helpful to others who find their experiences to be 
challenging and stressful. Our ultimate goal from this National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded study is to learn how to be more helpful to 
people who struggle with their voices. 

 
• If you have these kinds of experiences, we are very interested in working with you in a paid research study at the University of Maryland 

School of Medicine where we are trying to learn about how these real experiences occur in the brain. If you have psychic abil ities, 
please contact us so we can determine if you are eligible. People between the age of 18-65 you may be eligible to participate. 

 
• The study includes interviews, cognitive testing, EEG recording, and an MRI brain scan. The study involves making 3-4 visits to the 

Maryland Psychiatric Research Center at 55 Wade Avenue in Catonsville. We have made changes to approaching scientific research 
during COVID-19. One of these response measures is to move some research assessments online. Depending on your available 
technology, we can make arrangements for you to complete some assessments remotely on a laptop, tablet or cell phone in order to 
reduce number of visits to our research center. That said, we have taken many steps to ensure the safety of our research volunteers 
and staff during any required in-person visits.  

• Each visit is likely to take 2-3 hours, with payment of $20 per hour. *During COVID-19, these visit durations may be reduced  
 
The research is directed by Dr. James Gold, Ph.D  
(Email: jgold@som.umaryland.edu, Phone: 410 402-7871).   

For additional information, please contact: 
Sharon August at (saugust@som.umaryland.edu, 410 402 6057))  
https://www.goldcanslab.com/participate 
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Pathways Presents the 54th 

NATURAL LIVING EXPO

Sunday, April 3, 2022 • 10 AM - 7 PM
 

100+ EXHIBITORS ~ 40+ WORKSHOPS

College Park Marriott Hotel & Conference Center 
3501 University Blvd. East, College Park, MD 20783

ONLY $10 WITH COUPON • FREE INDOOR PARKING 

More Information on the Pathways Spring Expo Page Online at: 
www.PathwaysMagazineOnline.com

The Pathways Event of the Season!
The Premiere MInd~Body~Spirit Event in the DMV!

Our Spring Event! 

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE • ANGEL READINGS • ANIMAL WELL-BEING • ART • ASTROLOGY • AURA 
PHOTOGRAPHY • AROMATHERAPY • AYURVEDA • BEADS & CRYSTALS • BOOKS • CANDLES • CBD 
CHAKRA BALANCING • CHIROPRACTIC • CLOTHING • COACHING • CRAFTS • DENTISTRY • ENERGY 

HEALING • ESSENTIAL OILS • FITNESS • HEALTH PRODUCTS • HERBS • HOLISTIC DOCTORS 
HYPNOSIS • JEWELRY • LEARNING CENTERS • MASSAGE • MEDITATION • METAPHYSICS • MUSIC
NUTRITION • PAIN MANAGEMENT • PALM READING • PHARMACIES • PSYCHICS • PSYCHOLOGY

QIGONG • REFLEXOLOGY • REIKI • SHAMANS • RETREAT CENTERS • SKIN CARE • SPIRITUAL CENTERS 
SPIRITUAL STONES • SUPPLEMENTS • TAROT • WEIGHT LOSS • YOGA • MUCH MORE • SPEND THE DAY!

EXPLORATION  

ENLIGHTENMENT 

EDUCATION  

ENGAGEMENT
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NATURAL LIVING EXPO • SPRING 2022 EXHIBITORS 
Exploration • Enlightenment • Education • Engagement

A Balancing Act | Feng Shui
Benefits of Feng Shui include 
initiating shifts to create an up-
lifted sense of harmony, wellness, 
productivity and good fortune in 
everyday life. Release obstructive 
physical, mental, emotional or 
spiritual clutter to optimize tran-
quility, foster balance and increase 
home sales.
www.anorasummers.com 

Activation By Zoe
I am a Pleiadian Starseed provid-
ing Light Language activations, 
energetic attunements and ampli-
fications. Cosmic energetic healing 
to clear, balance and align your 
chakras, subtle bodies and Aura.
www.Activationsbyzoe.etsy.com

Alchemical Soul
Marietta is an intuitive channel, 
Reiki Master/teacher, intui-
tive holistic nutritionist/RDN; 
and intuitive certified wellness 
coach. She is a visual artist who 
interprets channeled drawing/
writing of sacred symbols and 
light language to assist humanity 
with activation to, and integration 
of a higher frequency. She offers 
aura, crystal energy and intuitive 
wellness readings; along with her 
sacred symbols. In her readings, 
she connects to loved ones, spirit 
guides, past lives, angels, ascended 
masters, saints, cosmic relatives, 
and more.

Amos Medical Intuitive and 
Julie Joy Psychic Reader 
Through Akashic Records
Amos Medical Intuitive releases 
stress and renews body, mind and 
spirit. Julie Joy is a psychic reader 
through Akashic records.
www.amoswithjoy.com

Angel Writing Through Dor-
othy
A writing from the Angels: a sim-
ple, yet profound way to connect 
to Spirit. Your personal writing 
will reflect what you need to hear 
at this time. The writing will be a 
message of hope, love & your eter-
nal being-ness.
www.dorothyblagrovellc.com

Anita’s Crystals and Gifts
My goal at Anita’s Crystals is to 
bring to you the special crystal that 
resonates with you and brings you 
joy! I believe each stone will find 
the person for which it is meant 
to be with, and it is my goal and 
honor to help in this process. 
Please check out my website to get 
a sneak peak of all of my products! 
Sending you joy, peace and love on 
your journey!
www.anitascrystals.com

Annateiko Designs
A contemporary clothing line that 
fuses the eccentric patterns of West 
Africa with the flair of American 
culture. A clothing line that focuses 
on creating looks and timeless 
pieces that is not just for Africans 
in the diaspora, but for everyone 
who adores color and dresses to be 
unique and bold.
www.annateiko.com 

Ask the Naturopath
Naturopath Sage Grace reveals 
possible root causes of women’s 
personal discomforts, decreased 
“life-force” energy, and hormonal/
mood imbalances with Muscle 
Response/Nutrition Testing, and 
other science-based biofeedback 
approaches. She facilitates mind/
body/spirit equilibrium, increased 
intuitive self-awareness, and 
revitalized energy flow, integrating 
centuries-old natural/energy 

therapies.
www.awwo.org

Aura Photo US
Aura Photography - Experience 
your energetic signature in living 
color. Includes a color printout and 
emailed analysis of all the charts, 
graphs, colors and quadrants.
www.auraphotous.com

Avillion Aura Imaging Photog-
raphy
Aura Imaging Photography with 
Polaroid photo of Heart Chakra 
Vibrations, Chakra Report with 2 
printed pictures, plus comprehen-
sive Aura Care Package available 
with Spiritual Reading for Light 
Body Expansion.
www.avillion.org

BambooTopia
Your entry into better living with 
bamboo. We offer bamboo walking 
sticks, healthy tea, fresh cut bamboo 
candles, bamboo “silica” facial mist, 
bamboo soap and bamboo art. We 
love all things bamboo.
www.bambootopia.net

B.Birdwatcher Spiritual Stones
Zenists and Fashionistas will love to 
explore the world of B.Birdwatcher 
Spiritual Stones. The gemstone jew-
elry line encompasses the principles 
of balance & harmony, protection 
& strength, relationships & self-im-
provement with an eco-chic fashion 
sense. 
www.bbirdwatcher.com

Be Well with Nikki, LLC
Nicole is a Speaker, Life Habits 
Strategist and Live Illustrator who is 
passionate about helping her clients 
understand how their words, diets, 
breath, and thoughts affect how they 
feel and how they feel about them-
selves. When working directly with 

clients, she helps them customize a 
strategy that shifts them from who 
they are to who they want to become 
using various tools and methods 
such as, but not limited to, Draw 
Your Future™, nutrition and posi-
tive psychology, and HeartMath® 
technology. 
www.bewellwithnikki.com

Beautiful Tibet
Beautiful Tibet is a family-owned 
company, and we carry Tibetan 
hand made products such as healing 
bowls and jewelry.
www.beautifultibetstore.com

Mara Berman Psychic, Tarot, 
Palmistry
Mara’s Psychic information is de-
rived from Aura colors, light sources 
using twelve dimensional rings, 
starseed energy, and the energy flow 
of the vortex. Readings involve Tar-
ot cards, palmistry, and psychology 
to decipher complex questions.
www.maraberman.net

BiofeedbackWORKS in Virginia
BiofeedbackWORKS offers neu-
rofeedback, is a state-of-the-art 
non-invasive approach for training 
the brain to function more efficient-
ly through operant conditioning. We 
also provide biofeedback, a process 
of becoming aware of involuntary 
psychological functions and learn-
ing how to control them.
www.biofeedbackworksva.com

Black Star Jewelry
Himalayan Quartz Crystal Med-
itation Implements from Nepal. 
Carved Miniature Gemstone Deities. 
Unique, one-of-a-kind handcrafted 
Sterling Silver Jewelry with Gem-
stones from the Kathmandu Valley. 
Rare gemstones set in unique, one-
of-a-kind hand cut crafted sterling 
silver jewelry from the Himalayas. 

An Invitation From Your Pathways Team
 Please join us on Sunday, April 3rd at our Spring 2022 Natural Living Expo! This is the FIRST of what we hope will be FOUR live events this 
year, and we’re happy to share it with you.
Admission is $15, or just $10 with our discount coupon available on our website. Your entry is access to our 100+ exhibitors, and allows you 
to attend up to 8 of the 30+ workshops offered — all included in the price of admission! Learn about Alternative Medicine; get a massage and 
other healing services; a psychic, Tarot, or angel reading; and shop hundreds of unique products from small, local, and diversely-owned busi-
nesses. We want you to explore, feel enlightened, get educated and engage with our Pathways Community. 
 The Spring Expo is the mind, body, spirit event of the season, and we are so excited to gather in person when we return to the College Park 
Marriott on the University of Maryland campus in College Park, MD. We want to see you there, and bring your friends! 
_____________________________________

Expo exhibitors offer an amazing variety of mind-body-spirit-eco products and services! The following businesses are par-
ticipating in our Spring Expo. This is subject to change. Watch for event updates, and the final Expo program, on the Spring 
Expo page of our website: www.PathwaysMagazineOnline.com.
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Hand carved Quartz Crystal medi-
tation implements from the Tibetan 
border. Specializing in unique 
Rings, Bracelets, Earrings and Pen-
dants. Evocative Accessories. 
www.blackstarjewelry.com

Cannabis Karma
Cannabis Karma’s mission is to 
provide good vibes events to the 
community in a relaxed chilled 
environment while normalizing the 
adult use of cannabis. We offer safe 
full service access to adults 21+. We 
provide Consulting and Cannabis 
event planning.
www.cannabiskarma.org

Chakra Charms
Handcrafted jewelry (wire-wrapped, 
hammered metal, beaded) featuring 
chakra healing gemstones.
www.etsy.com/shop/chakracharms-
byholly

Courtz Crystals Handmade 
Crystal Globes
Handmade Crystal Balls seen in a 
real vision, 1989 in Burbank, Cali-
fornia. Made with Gemstones and 
Crystals & the Cosmos. Each one is 
designed with its own unique heal-
ing energies. Water amplifies the 
crystals; the glitter represents atoms 
of energy. Meditation. Relaxation 
Gifts.
www.courtzcrystals.com

Creative Spirit Healing Arts
Martha Garland, Certified Holistic 
Practitioner. Holistic Recovery from 
Lyme Disease and Chronic Illness. 
Using a natural and comprehensive 
approach, I work with people ac-
cording to their needs, their abilities 
and their wishes. I employ various 
modalities such as Reflexology, 
Flower Remedies, Detoxification 
practices, Ionic foot bath, and more. 
www.creativespirithealingarts.com

Crystal Luxe Decor
One-of-a-kind home accessories 
hand-crafted from natural crystals 
and gemstones. You’ll find crystal 
sensor night lights, gemstone wine 
stoppers, quartz napkin rings, geode 
bookends, rock clocks, ring stands, 
mineral lamps, business card 
holders, key rings, dog and cat collar 
charms and more!  
www.CrystalLuxeDecor.etsy.com

The Crystal Shop 
Crystals-Gems-Minerals-Gemstone 
Jewelry. Aqua Aura-Chakra De-
signs. Dream Catchers. Unique and 
Original Beaded and Wired Designs. 
Instagram: @thecrystalshopdc. Cus-
tom Wire Wrap Gemstone Sets for 

Events-Parties. Retail-Wholesale. 
www.crystalshopatbarlow.com

Della Terra Organics
Locally crafted in the DMV, small 
batch, organic wellness products 
made 100% from plants! Our prod-
uct line ranges from highly sought 
after Reef-Safe Sunscreen and All 
Natural Insect Repellent to Sub-
lingual and Topical Full Spectrum 
Cannabinoids to Aluminum-Free 
Deodorant and Non-Toxic Sham-
poo and many other daily self care 
essentials. We even have products 
for dogs & cats! Vegan, gluten-free, 
eco-friendly.
www.dellaTerraOrganics.com
www.dellaTerraOrganicsCBD.com

The Divine Woo Boutique
The Divine Woo welcomes you to 
Pathways. Stop by my booth and let 
me help answer your questions.
www.etsy.com/shop/TheDivine-
WooBoutique

Dorjebajra Tibet Shop
Meditation supplies, authentic sing-
ing bowls, and much more.
www.mytibetshop.com

Dreams of Stardolphin Vision-
ary Art
Gallery quality prints, embellished 
canvases, greeting cards, magnets, 
bookmarks and light encoded 
pendants and healing discs of my 
original artwork. I also have an Ora-
cle Deck and three children’s books 
I wrote and illustrated.
www.stardolphin.com

Earth Born Beauty
We handcraft plant-based skincare 
products catered to those with sen-
sitive and dry skin, eczema and pso-
riasis. Our belief in plant power and 
its ability to care for and heal the 
skin, reflects in all of our products.
www.earthbornbeauty.com

Eckankar, the Path of Spiritual 
Freedom
Simple spiritual exercises, such as 
singing the word “HU,” can awaken 
you to your divinity as Soul. ECK-
ANKAR offers classes and support 
to help you gain a deeper under-
standing of your unique spiritual 
unfoldment for your journey home 
to God. 
www.eckankar.org

Efua’s Baby, LLC
Efua’s Baby, LLC was designed to 
inspire its buyers to celebrate their 
loved ones while honoring them by 
living a good and beautiful exis-
tence. We offer high frequency soy 

massage candles and whipped body 
butters with twelve fragrances to 
choose from.
www.efuasbaby.com

Elevated Wisdom, LLC
We offer a wide range of classes, 
services, products, trips, and re-
treats that can put you on the path 
to finding your true self. Let us help 
you find joy and bring purpose to 
your life. 
www.ElevatedWisdom.com

Eleven Eleven Candles & More
My homemade intention candles 
are carefully hand-poured & created 
with loving intentional energy and a 
unique handcrafted design contain-
ing essential oils, positively charged 
healing crystals, and natural bo-
tanicals. Wooden wicks have been 
carefully selected to deliver a soft 
crackling sound with a cone-shaped 
flame to extend the candle’s reach 
beyond the sense of smell.
www.eleven-eleven-candles.com

Enchanted Botanicals
Handcrafts organic candles, incense, 
essential oil sprays, and hand-care 
products by harnessing the power of 
divine guidance and mixing it with 
the spiritual, energetic, and magical 
superpowers of herbs and flowers. 
Our goal is to help you transform 
your mood, manifest your deepest 
desires, and enhance your life by 
“Blending Spirit and Earth.” 
www.Enchanted-Botanicals.com

Energy of Joy
Joy offers readings with spiritual 
coaching from a love-centered view. 
Her heart brings as much love and 
light to her community as she can.
www.Facebook.com/energyofjoy11

Enlightened Path
Orders taken for Akashic Records 
readings and Reiki. Herbal products 
for sale.
www.enlightenedpath9.com

Eve’s Eden Holistic Health 
Home
Everything healing, holistic and 
healthy.
www.evesedenholistichealthhome.com

Fairy Maru - Wicca
Welcome to Fairy Maru…a magi-
cal place where you’ll find esoteric 
books, Tarot decks, gems and Wic-
can classes! • Bienvenidas a Fairy-
Maru! Un mágico espacio donde 
encontraras libros esotéricos, cartas 
de Tarot, gemas, buena energía y 
clases de Wicca!
www.fairymaru.net 

Fiddlers Green Farm
Organic, small-batch third party 
tested seed-to-bottle CBD products 
made from the hemp we grow on 
our certified organic and regen-
erative farm in Carroll County, 
Maryland.
www.fiddlersgreen.com

Financial CHAKRAS™
We specialize in helping holis-
tic-minded business owners Get 
Aligned and Become Wealthy! 
www.financialchakras.com 

The Gifts of Healing Co.
The Gifts of Healing Company offers 
a variety of all natural high quality 
handmade items for internal and 
external healing.
www.thegiftsofhealingco.com

gLeaf
gLeaf is proud to cultivate, process, 
and distribute some of the finest 
medical cannabis in Maryland and 
Virginia. We offer in-store service 
and free delivery state-wide for cer-
tified patients. Ask a gLeaf Rep how 
to become a patient today!
www.gLeaf.com

Grounding Journey
Explore treasures to support you 
in connecting deeper with your 
chakras. Grounding Journey offers 
crystals, meditation sets, and Yoga 
accessories to enhance your spiri-
tual practice. Visit us to learn more 
about chakras and creating sacred 
spaces. 
www.groundingjourney.com

Habeebah’s Herbals
Habeebah Muhammad, Certified 
Reflexologist, Certified Aromather-
apist & Certified Massage Ther-
apist in traditional services and 
Sufi Unani preparation. She has a 
wholistic line of natural and organic 
body products that are spiritually 
heart-created and righteously made. 
“It’s About Chemistry and Creativ-
ity.” 
www.habeebahsherbals.com

Halcyon Tarot
Anna Osinski is an intuitive reader 
from Maryland. Anna specializes in 
helping clients connect with their 
own intuition while channeling 
real-world messages and positive 
guidance. Described as “eerily ac-
curate”, Anna’s readings are unique 
in her use of pop culture analogies, 
music, and crafty advice.
www.HalcyonTarot.com
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Harmony Collaborative for Ho-
listic Health
How heavy is your EMOTION-
AL BAGGAGE ? Find out! 1) Free 
Emotional Trauma Assessment. 2) 
HEALY: Bio-energetic frequencies 
to analyze and balance health, sleep, 
energy & emotions. 3) Skin analysis 
and recommendations for problem 
areas, including acne, uneven tex-
ture, dark spots.
www.highestharmony.guru

The Healer
I can heal with my hands. There is 
no structure that love cannot su-
persede. Pain will be cleared. 90%+ 
success rate. It does not matter what 
the pain level is, or for how long it 
has been held
www.thehealer.us

Healing & Spirit Messages with 
Ella
Ella is a psychic medium and 
energy healer. Her experience with 
trauma, loss & chronic health issues 
prepared her for what is now her 
healing ministry — to guide others 
to heal in mind, body & spirit. After 
scanning your aura and body, your 
session is customized to the needs 
detected using a combination of 
energy healing modalities (Crystals, 
Sacred Geometry, Shamanic, An-
gelic, Celtic and more). As a psychic 
medium, she shares messages from 
your body, loved ones (living and in 
spirit), angels, animals, and other 
spirit guides.
www.facebook.com/ella.fales

Hello Wellness Naturals
Offering high-quality organic hand-
crafted skin and hair care prod-
ucts that support your health and 
wellness. Our collection includes 
products for pain relief, dry skin 
relief, stress relief, and more.
www.hellowellnessnaturals.com

Herbal Infusion
One of the most diverse health food 
stores in Maryland, Herbal Infusion 
has a large selection of vitamins, 
herbs, aromatherapy, gemstone 
jewelry, books, herbal teas, and 
cleansing products. Also offering 
chair massages and Zyto Scans.
www.herbalinfusion.net 

Holistic Health and Nutrition, 
Reiki
I am your personal advocate for liv-
ing an energized and abundant life. 
I offer individual consultations and 
workshops on Weight Loss, Facts 
About Sugar, Label Reading, Pre-
vent or Improve Chronic Diseases, 
Spice as Medicine, Healthy Living, 

Love and Forgiveness, Cooking 
Classes, Health Food Store Tours, 
Fitness, Meditation & Healing with 
Reiki.
www.facebook.com/coachhemali 

House of Adonis Blue
Handmade Reiki-infused gemstone 
jewelry, artisans and wellness items.
www.houseofadonisblue.com

Indigo Moon
Featuring a variety of merchan-
dise that spans from stunning wall 
hangings to exquisite purses, Indian 
clothing to sterling toe rings. The 
items come from the exotic lands 
of Thailand, India, and Nepal. 
Indigo Moon exhibits at festivals, 
college centers, and Eastern Market 
in Washington, DC. Please call 
1-877-63INDIGO for more infor-
mation.
www.facebook.com/indigomoon-
clothing

Inner Circle Gifts / Mary Cox
This season we will feature Star-
born & Sacred Geometry Jewelry. 
New, for Ancient Alien fans, is our 
Pre-Colombian line of jewelry. New 
to us is the Aura Calcite, and Sun-
stone with Iolite pieces. We have a 
nice selection of shungite, molda-
vite, amethyst, rose quartz, etc. in 
many forms!

Innov8tive Nutrition
See the “Power of the Patch” — a 
revolutionary delivery system 
for nutritional supplements that 
bypasses the gut and digestive 
tract and offers optimal absorption 
through the skin. No pills, powders 
or shakes. Just PEEL, PATCH and 
GO! Multivitamin, Sleep, Energy, 
Immune, CBD, Collagen, Kidz Com-
plete, Weight Management. 
www.Freedom.Innov8tive.com

Irigenics® Ancestral Eye Read-
ing
Discover ancestors and how they 
show up in your eyes, including im-
ages of your ancestors. Get a macro 
photo of your eyes & a 10-minute 
sneak peek as part of your full 
reading. 
www.irigenics.com

J. Lyons Designs
Offering a collection of thought-
fully designed, handmade pieces 
of jewelry crafted from all-natural, 
intentionally selected materials. 
Each piece is created to accentuate 
the unique beauty of its components 
while leveraging their metaphysical 
power in service of its wearer. 
www.jlyonsdesigns.com/shop

Jamila White, Psychic
She’s back! One of Pathways’ most 
popular practitioners, Jamila is a 
psychic medium, life coach, Reiki 
Master/Teacher, and transforma-
tional retreat leader who teaches 
energy-sensitive people how to go 
from feeling exhausted and stuck 
to living joyfully with clarity, peace 
of mind, freedom, and purpose. 
Her intuitive readings are empow-
ering, uplifting, and fun! Come to 
my workshop! Private intuitive 
consultations and Empath Energy 
Reset course available online: www.
InspiredJamila.com

Joyful Bath Co.
Local women-owned business 
hand-crafting natural and organic 
bar soaps, bath and foot soaks, bath 
bombs, shower steamers, hemp 
ultra therapy, balms, soy candles 
and more. Made with vegan, cruel-
ty-free, sustainably sourced ingredi-
ents. Pure, natural and healing for 
the whole family. 
www.joyfulbathco.com

Knowles Apothecary
A community pharmacy offering 
traditional and alternative health 
care. Our professional pharmacists, 
nutrition consultant and medical 
herbalist work holistically to meet 
patients’ needs. Providing optimum 
care through compounding specific 
prescriptions, formulating herbal 
remedies, and developing nutri-
tional protocols with our line of 
professional supplements. Offering 
healing crystals, energy tools and 
salt lamps. 
www.knowlesapothecaryonline.com

Life Transforming Hypnother-
apy
I feature information about Spiritu-
al Hypnotherapy (Past-Life Regres-
sion, Life-Between-Lives Therapy, 
Natal Regression, Counterpart 
Selves, Future-Life Progression, 
etc.) & other hypnotic modali-
ties. I give Crystal Skull Readings 
at the booth and sell my newest 
book, Ending the Endless Conflict: 
Healing Narratives from Past-Life 
Regressions to the CIVIL WAR, as 
well as my earlier book, The Present 
Power of Past Lives.
www.lifetransforminghypnothera-
py.com

Loc Accessories, Inc.
I design handmade Loc Accessories 
(hair ties, lasso, Loc jewelry, and 
head-wraps). Complementing my 
accessories with necklaces, earrings 
and bracelets made out of semi 
precious stones and crystals. I work 

with other natural materials, such as 
various seeds.
www.LocAccessories.com

The Lotus and The Light Meta-
physical Center
Your spiritual hub in Northern VA! 
Come enjoy classes and services for 
spiritual development, healing and 
growth! We have a wide array of 
offerings for everyone. 
www.thelotusandthelight.com

Massey Wellness - Clean Nutri-
tion for Optimal Health
I’m a RN & Holistic Nutrition spe-
cialist. I have programs & education 
to help people lose weight, improve 
health & energy without fad diets — 
education to change lifestyles that 
will last.
www.masseywellness.com

Moonbeams and Fairy Dust
Metaphysical book and gift store 
specializing in items to raise your 
vibration and the vibration of the 
planet. We sell eco-friendly, sustain-
ably-sourced items such as crystals, 
incense, sage, books, Tarot cards, 
oracle cards and more.
www.moonbeamsandfairydust.com

MSS Minerals
Treasured gems and minerals with 
metaphysical supplies/tools and 
jewelry. Moldavite, Super Seven, 
Auralite, LDG, Prophecy Stone, 
Herkimer and much more.

Nadia Kim, Truth In Light 
Coaching and Healing
As an Intuitive Life Empowerment 
Facilitator and Energy Shifter, I uti-
lize my modalities and tools to bring 
users to wholeness. I offer natural 
stone jewelry with Egyptian-themed 
charms and pendants, biohacking 
and activation supplements, and 
energy shifting/empowerment 
sessions.
www.nadiakimcoach.com

New Dawn Acupuncture (and) 
Pastoral Acupuncture Wellness
Eastern Medicine for adults, healing 
Body, Mind and Spirit. Treating 
people in the DMV and beyond. 
Modalities include Acupuncture, 
Botanical Medicine, Zero Balanc-
ing and Somatic Experiencing. 
Trauma-informed care. Graduat-
ed degrees in Medicine from the 
Maryland University of Integrative 
Health.
www.crossingshealing.org

New Spiritual Horizons
Reawaken your psychic abilities, 
unfold your life’s purpose and com-
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municate with your team of spiritual 
helpers/angels. This is Practical 
Spirituality with the focus on help-
ing you find your own answers and 
trusting your inner guidance.
www.NewSpiritualHorizons.com

New Vision Strategies
Providing Intuitive guidance and 
practical tools, so you can make 
empowered decisions in your life.

OM Ayurvedic Skin Rejuvena-
tion // OM Botanical
Stop by the OM Botanical booth and 
experience a paradigm shift with 
uniquely superior products offer-
ing fast visible results. Skin care 
the way it should be. Unbleached, 
unprocessed, incredibly effective 
and yet 100% natural. Made with 
full spectrum (whole) organically 
grown botanical ingredients, these 
multifunctional products offer a 
simple two-step regimen.
www.ombotanical.com

Our Stonehenge Metaphysical 
Boutique
Reiki-infused crystals, from individ-
ual small crystals to unique speci-
mens from around the world.
www.ourstonehenge.com

Outlaw Report
An independent, online news outlet 
that provides fair and credible 
coverage of cannabis news and 
policy. The Outlaw Report focuses 
on cannabis news that impacts com-
munities and regulated markets in 
Maryland, DC, and Virginia. In ad-
dition, we cover local developments 
related to industrial hemp, CBD and 
other drug policy.
www.outlawreport.com

Pathways Productions
Magazine. Events. Retreats. Market-
ing. Stop by for: information about 
advertising & marketing options 
through our quarterly publication 
and events; to learn more about up-
coming Pathways Retreats; to find 
out how you can submit articles for 
future issues; and to pick up your 
complimentary EXPO TOTE BAG 
(*limited quantity, while supplies 
last). 
www.pathwaysmagazineonline.com

Peace & Laughter
Cheryl Giannelli is a Crystal Intui-
tive, Spirit Messenger, and Energy 
Healer. She uses her intuition to 
craft intention-based Crystal Energy 
Wands in glass vials designed to 
insert into your drinking vessel, 
held for insight, placed in your 
surroundings, or laid on the body 

to infuse and aspire with the energy 
and vibration of the crystals. Crystal 
spheres, points, and other specialty 
items. Gemstone bracelets and gift 
sets of crystals. Cheryl’s services 
include: Spirit Messaging - Crystal 
Readings, Mediumship, or Soul-
to-Soul guidance; Energy Healing 
- Reiki, home blessings or clearings; 
and Crystal Sessions for recom-
mended crystals for day-to-day life.
www.peaceandlaughter.com

Phoenix Rising Apothecary
Herbs, Teas, Tea Herbs, Bath Salts, 
Natural Pet Health, Metaphysical, 
Natural and Holistic Health.
www.store.phoenixrisingapothe-
cary.com

Readings by Christena
I am a Psychic Advisor. My ser-
vices include Card Readings, Aura/
Chakra Readings, Psychic Readings, 
and Reiki Healing Sessions.

The Reconnective Healing Ex-
perience
Explore dynamic healing with a 
whole new level of freedom! Stop 
by for a demonstration, sign up for 
your personal session, and learn 
how you can access greater levels of 
harmony and balance for yourself 
and others! 
www.dove333.com

Reflexology and Beyond
Brigitte Wiss, Clairvoyant & Gifted 
Certified Holistic Reflexologist since 
2000 will rejuvenate you physically, 
emotionally & spiritually through 
her unique practice. She will cus-
tomize your session to your personal 
needs. Not a foot massage! Not 
your typical Reflexology! Best for 
STRESS and more! See my website 
for the list.
www.reflexologyandbeyond.com

Relax Saunas of Momentum 98
Relax Saunas and Momentum 98 
Natural Health Store are dedicated 
to providing superior health prod-
ucts for renewal and rejuvenation. 
The quality of Relax Sauna — the 
centerpiece of our store and for 
health conferences — is found in its 
superb design and technology. It is 
the only portable sauna integrated 
with medical grade technology; pro-
duces 95%-99% pure Far Infrared 
energy (incredible for detoxifica-
tion! ); and has gained worldwide 
success assisting in healing Diabetic 
Ulcers, Lyme Disease, Fibromyalgia, 
Rheumatoid Arthritis, Severe Mi-
graine Headaches, and Heavy Metal 
Detoxification. 
www.momentum98.com/relaxsauna.html 

Remnants of Magic
Remnants of Magic creates the 
highest quality in handcrafted one-
of-a-kind wire wrapped jewelry in 
sterling silver and 14k gold filled 
wire, Power bead bracelets, Crys-
tal wands and much more. Power 
bead bracelets can help attain love, 
money, health and more. Every item 
sold through Remnants of Magic is 
chosen for its beauty and metaphys-
ical properties thus ensuring you get 
a piece as magical as the person who 
wears it.
www.remnantsofmagic.com

Salt On Main Wellness Center
Discover why everyone is talking 
about dry salt therapy! Halotherapy 
or dry salt therapy is a relaxing ex-
perience that detoxifies the respi-
ratory system, soothes skin condi-
tions, calms stress, and promotes 
an overall feeling of wellness. Visit 
our booth to sign up for a “Salty 
Preview” and enjoy a 15-minute 
session!
www.saltonmain.com 

SamiChakra 
SamiChakra sells products that are 
ethically and sustainably produced. 
Each brand we offer has an ex-
traordinary human story behind it. 
Reward yourself with products that 
make happy the people who grow/
make them: hand-crafted Toquilla 
Straw (natural fiber) hats; award 
winning dark chocolates; high-al-
titude Arabigo whole bean/ground 
coffee; exotic teas.   
www.samichakra.com

Shakti Warrior
Shakti Warrior is a women owned, 
eco-friendly and artist designed 
Yoga brand offering non-toxic 
and biodegradable Yoga mats and 
accessories.
www.shaktiwarriorshop.com

Share International USA-NE
This is a momentous time in the 
history of our planet with the 
emergence of the World Teacher, 
Maitreya; His group, the Masters of 
Wisdom; and the help of our Space 
Brothers. As our world is facing 
many crises, there is more hope and 
help than ever. 
www.share-international.us/ne/

Shelly’s Rock Shop & Class-
room, LLC
I come to you from Virginia Beach, 
VA. I sell some of the most beautiful 
tumbled stones you will ever see!
I work with a master geologist 
who hand selects rough rock from 
around the world. He hand breaks 

it for the best color, shape, and size, 
and then tumbles and polishes them 
himself. These stones will blow your 
mind!
www.facebook.com/shellysrock-
shop/

She’s Royal Gems Metaphysical 
Boutique 
Located in Upper Marlboro, MD, 
She’s Royal Gems provides products 
such as Sage Smudges, Palo Santo, 
Crystals, Candleholders, Aroma-
therapy Essential Oils, Jewelry, 
Reiki Spiritual Bath Soaks and so 
much more. Our focus is to bring 
understanding, love and light to 
make your Chakra Wheels spin. Our 
sister site — www.colorsmakeme-
happy2.com — provides the services 
and education on Chakras, Crystals 
Stones and Spiritual Guidance. 
Note: our products are not a cure for 
medical conditions. We just want to 
provide a space for those seeking to 
balance their Mind, Body & Spirit. 
SERVICES: Reiki | Crystal/Chakra 
Education.
www.shesroyalgems.com

Sole Healing
Providing reflexology and massage 
for shows, conferences, meetings 
or seminars. A great opportunity to 
have a sponsored area of relaxation 
and rejuvenation at your event. On 
site corporate Wellness programs, 
business and private events, girls’ 
night out parties.
www.solehealingonline.com

Sonja Secrets Aromatherapy 
Wellness Lounge
Handmade all natural products and 
wellness.
www.sonjasecrets.com 

Soul Mind Body Alignment, 
LLC
Reiki Master offers Reiki, wellness 
practices, blessings, and medita-
tion in the Tao Calligraphy Healing 
Field. These sessions can address 
issues related to overall wellness 
or a specific condition. Private 
consultations include blessings, soul 
communication for life guidance 
or wellness. Special packages with 
online classes available.
www.SoulMindBodyAlignment.org

The Soul Shepherd 
Eileen Strange is an Intuitive Em-
path, Psychic/Medium and Medical 
Intuitive. She works with several 
healing modalities, including the 
Crystal Healing Bed. During the 
show, she will be doing 15- and 30-
min. Psychic Readings and 30-min. 
Mediumship Readings. She is often 
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doing lectures and empathic coach-
ing sessions for empaths and highly 
sensitive people to help them nav-
igate their feeling world. She does 
group readings for up to 8 people 
at your location where each person 
gets a reading; she will be offering a 
discount on group readings booked 
during the show hours. 
www.thesoulshepherd.com 

Soul Source 
Offerings: Past life & Life Between 
Lives Regression®, spirit release-
ment, and Soul School with Joanne 
Selinske; and healing through the 
Akashic Records with Bill Sanda. 
www.theSoulSource.net

Souls Talisman Crystals
Our creations include high qual-
ity gemstones in each handmade 
hanging crystal, hand-knotted Mala 
Necklace, Gem Bracelets, Gem Elix-
irs, variety of loose stones, Agate 
and Heart stone art and Pendulums. 
Each Talisman supports a specific 
purpose based on the different gem-
stones used in all of our creations. 
Each beautifully balanced Talisman 
is created using Intuition, positive 
intention and deep soul listening.
www.soulstalismancrystals.com

Soul Tudes with Linda (Mag-
netude Jewelry)
Bio-magnetic interchangeable 
jewelry with a higher purpose. Rare 
earth neodymium magnets coun-
teract the negative effects of EMFs, 
increase blood flow, decrease pain, 
and improve sleep. Choose from 
natural crystal stones, dichroic, or 
artist originals. Create your unique 
style.
www.SoulTudes.com

Spiritual Living by Che
Black-owned spiritual and natural 
living shop and Yoga studio. Uses 
spiritual and cultural wisdom to 
create and curate spirit, mind, body, 
and home products & Yoga pro-
grams that encourage love of self, 
others, and nature. Serving individ-
uals & organizations.
www.cheyoga.org

Spiritual Medium Rhonda - Soul 
Portraits
Rhonda is an Evidential Psychic 
Medium and Spirit Guided Artist. 
She blends Art, Music, and Me-
diumship while channeling only 
the highest vibrations to create a 
personalized reading experience. 
Offering Psychic and Mediumship 
readings and One-Of-A-Kind Soul 
Portraits. 
www.spiritualmediumrhonda.com

Spiritual Pathways Holistic 
Healing
Holistic and natural products for 
body and hair care.
www.sphh.org

Spiritual Spectra - Tarot & Me-
dium Readings
A spiritual and holistic healing 
practice offering an array of services 
that increase wellness through the 
mind-body-spirit connection. Locat-
ed in Howard County, MD, psychic 
medium Jennifer Garcia, founder 
of Spiritual Spectra, will be offering 
spiritual Tarot consultations and 
medium readings at this booth. She 
will also be presenting “Messages 
from Spirit” — check the schedule 
for time & location. 
www.SpiritualSpectra.com

Squared Away Feng Shui
I am a Master Feng Shui Consultant 
and a certified Teacher of Psychic 
Development. I provide intuitive 
readings and feng shui yearly fore-
casts to assist people in finding their 
authentic selves.
www.squaredawayfengshui.com

Sukyo Mahikari
Sukyo Mahikari provides free 10-
min. energy sessions. Many find the 
energy to be relaxing and rejuve-
nating for the soul, mind, and body. 
Some achieve better clarity and 
sense of purpose in their lives.
www.dc.sukyomahikari.org

Susan Lynne’s Mediumlink
Susan Lynne is a gifted psychic 
& medium with over 30 years of 
experience. She uses all the clairs, 
angels, astrology, Tarot, numerolo-
gy, spirit guides, and dream inter-
pretation. Available for readings, 
consultations. CDs and other gift 
items for sale.
www.mediumlink.com

Terrie Christine Intuitive Ener-
gy Healer
I can connect to your energy in a 
matter of seconds to identify your 
subconscious blocks keeping you 
from living your best life. I will shift 
both physical and emotional blocks 
to set you free.
www.terriechristine.com

Therapeutic Thymes
A quarterly print magazine dedi-
cated to promoting a more natural, 
therapeutic, and sustainable way 
of life. We bring the experts to 
you! Back issues and subscriptions 
available!
www.therapeuticthymes.com

  Three Eyed Bob
Bobby Meeson is a spiritual medium 
offering evidential mediumship to 
bring through loved ones in spirit 
who wish to share messages of lov-
ing guidance and intuitive insight.
www.threeeyedbob.com

Third Eye Candles - Reflections 
Healing
Reiki-infused healing candles and 
gifts. Lovingly handmade to bring 
you peace and healing whenever 
you need it, wherever you are.
www.reflectionshealing.us

Thrive This Time
Struggling with anxiety, guilt 
or issues with health, finances, 
relationships? Discover the healing 
inherent in your greatest challenges 
and how to harness this “Symme-
try” to EVOLVE YOURSELF so you 
have more clarity, freedom, fun and 
connection in your life.
www.shawnmahshie.com

Tibet Sky Emporium
Tibet Sky Emporium is a social 
entrepreneurship. I donate 10-20% 
of the profits to the village region in 
Tibet that I left so long ago. I offer 
unique, mostly handcrafted clothes, 
jewelry, scarves, bags, and various 
accessories and cultural items from 
Tibet, Nepal and India. My long 
term goal is to expand my NGO ac-
tivities in Tibet and make all of the 
products eco-friendly and fair trade.
www.tibetskyemporium.org

Touch N Heal
We offer Ayurvedic Su Jok holistic 
therapies, detoxing, Indian head 
massage and other self healing 
therapeutic tools. Touch N Heal 
therapies are designed to manage 
pain & illness in a natural approach, 
with long-lasting results and no side 
effects.
www.touchnheal.com

Valley of Gems
We sell: gems, crystals, pyramids 
and spheres of quartz crystal and 
amethyst. Large pieces of polished 
moonstone, labradorite and lapis. 
Our own handmade jewelry is made 
with unusual, beautiful, natural 
stones, such as peronite, druzy, den-
drite opal, labradorite, moonstone, 
and rare Tibetan turquoise. And 
much more….

Victory Nutrition International
Interested in Trimming Down 
and Losing Weight in a way that 
supports optimal health? If one’s 
metabolism is out of alignment due 
to a cellular inability to effectively 

use oxygen, water, and nutrients to 
make energy, manage energy, and 
eliminate cellular wastes, then how 
can the body burn fat efficiently? 
Breakthrough nutrient delivery 
and absorption technology — an 
iron-free Patent Pending Disruptive 
nutraceutical technology — resets 
circulatory and metabolic systems, 
and restores the cellular ability to 
use and transport oxygen, water 
and nutrients. This technology also 
helps shift metabolism to safely ac-
tivate FAT BURNING, to empower 
your journey. 
www.empoweryourcells.com

Wellness Daily
Presents benefits about the daily 
uses of essential oils. A wellness 
consultation will be offered with 
recommendations for various 
essential oils discussed during the 
consult. doTERRA will be discussed 
as a source for the essential oils.

Wonderful Wellness
Medical Mediumship and Spiritual 
Clearing Practitioner. I visually see 
inside your body and reach into the 
matrix of the body and clear issues 
causing problems in a client’s life. I 
offer much deeper sessions where I 
unfold time and clear the core im-
balances in time and everything that 
came through time creating specific 
issues in your life. Very few practi-
tioners in this country offer the level 
of sessions I offer. I will give you 
great details about what I cleared 
during a session!! I offer many other 
types of sessions. 

Zoetic Workshops
Transforming Human Conscious-
ness. Zoetic Workshops offers a cur-
riculum of courses plus other class-
es and seminars training people in 
meditation and other life-altering 
techniques. Gentle, interactive dis-
cussions, exercises, meditations and 
techniques take you from exactly 
where and how you are in life right 
now to literally BE-ing The Flow.
www.ZoeticWellnessCenter.com
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Pathways Expo Workshops bring mind-body-spirit-eco topics to life! 
Our speakers represent some of the best and brightest in their � elds.

Experience the Light!
Bruce McBarnette

Practitioners from Sukyo Mahikari 
will discuss how the “light” energy 
works and provide free 10-minute 
sessions for participants. Many fi nd 
the light to be rejuvenating for the 
soul, mind, and body.

Insights Into the Chakras
Cris Greer

How much do you know about the 
chakras? You may have heard of 
them in Yoga class or during medi-
tation. Come explore your chakras 
and the tools to clear and open them. 
We’ll chat about crystals, meditation, 
Yoga, and more.

The Truth About Hypnosis
Nadia Kim

Learn the many ways hypnosis can 
help you make the changes in your 
life you desire! Nadia Kim dispels the 
negative stigma surrounding hyp-
nosis, and shares how this powerful 
modality truly works. Attendees will 
also enjoy a free chakra clearing/Reiki 
treatment as part of the presentation.

10:30 AM

A Holistic Approach 
to Better Health

Neelam Sethi
Touch N Heal therapies — designed 
to manage pain & illness in a natural 
approach, with long-lasting results 
and no side-effects — have taken 
a step ahead by combining various 
techniques such as Pyramid, Water 
and Color therapy.

11:30 AM

Halotherapy — How to Improve Your 
Respiratory Health

Lindsay Dively
Learn how halotherapy, or “dry salt therapy” works, 
the science behind it, and the many benefi ts for 
your respiratory health. Practicing respiratory 
hygiene is imperative because the origins of many 
respiratory issues affecting our overall health 
and wellness come from the air we breathe. Air 
pollution and our changing climate make our air 
less healthy to breathe — both of which are beyond 
our control. Take back control with halotherapy! 
Healthy lungs and a clean respiratory system are 
essential for vitality, energy, and longevity. 

“I Am An Empath…. 
Why Do I FEEL Everything?”

Eileen Strange
If you are an Empath or a Highly Sensitive 
Person (HSP), this lecture will resonate with you, 
appealing to those who believe themselves to be 
Empaths, people living with one or who are rais-
ing them, and who work with an Empath. Learn 
how to identify an Empath; ways to cope with 
& communicate with them; and their different 
learning & communication styles, and how they 
wonder how to be true to themselves while also 
“fi tting in”.  This is all about the “feeling world” 
and how Empaths and HSP navigate it!

Meditation with Light and Auras
Mara Berman

Meet your angels and spiritual guides in an 
experiential meditation. Learn aura cleaning, and 
chakra clearing. Experience the comfort of nour-
ishing white light and twelve dimensional rings 
infused with light splashing down on your aura. 
Feel comfortable in your own energy.

The 5 Eastern Medical Keys 
for Building Your Health

Dawn Caudill (M.Ac., L.Ac., NADA) & Mark 
Greiner (M.Div., M.Ac., L.Ac., CZB, NADA)

Eastern Medicine’s ancient wisdom builds 
modern healing. You will receive tips for each of 
the Five Seasons of the year to cultivate optimal 
health. Be inspired with diet and self care tips for 
you and your family.

The Nature and Function of  
Counterpart Selves

Joe Mancini
After Dr. Mancini quickly explains the nature 
and function of Counterpart Selves, participants 
will engage in a hypnotic exercise to access one 
or more such selves to gain other viewpoints 
on an important issue. Counterpart Selves were 
fi rst discussed by Seth, channeled by psychic 
Jane Roberts.
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1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Turn Your Inner Turmoil to Triumph 
with 3 Simple Steps

Nicole Batiste
You want to disappear to regain a sense of con-
trol in your life. You’re obligated to appear that 
everything’s okay. You’re a mom, an executive, 
you’re someone who’s been bravely showing up 
every day yet inside you’re struggling. You’re not 
alone. Discover 3 simple steps you can take to 
create the balance and calm you seek so you can 
smile and mean it.

Curiosity — A Birthright
Liora C. Brunn

Have you ever felt anxious or worried about 
something or someone? Have a complete expe-
riential shift from anxiousness to freedom! You 
were born curious — with all its rights, privileges 
and responsibilities. The more curious you are, 
the more alive you will be!

The Reconnective Healing Experience
Joan Fowler & Rob Koenig

Access an expanded capacity to heal yourself 
and others. In this dynamic interaction, discover 
new levels of healing energy, light and informa-
tion through live demonstration and audience 
participation. Ignite the Healer within! FREE 
ebook included!

Awakening to Love
Joanne Selinske

Join Joanne Selinske, author of Awakened Soul and 
Wisdom of Souls, for an hour of discovery. You are an 
eternal being birthed to enjoy and learn through 
countless experiences in the Earth School. Most of 
what you learn is through your relationships with 
others, including the joys and sorrows. Your goal 
throughout it all is to learn to love yourself — key 
to awakening to your divine essence. Join us to 
better understand how developing self-love and 
compassion will enhance your life as well as all 
your relationships.

“Ask The Naturopath”— Assess 
Your Holistic Health

Grace McCall
Come with questions, doubts, concerns, about 
how natural/holistic therapies can have a regener-
ating, restorative, healing force on your personal 
challenges/issues, such as: Waist Gain/Digestion, 
Menstruation/Peri-Menopause/Menopause, Food/
Environmental Toxins, Hormonal/Emotional/Mood 
Swings, and Decreased Self-Awareness/Intuition/
Creativity.

Introduction to Spirit Communication 
Uma Alexandra Beepat

Learn about the different kinds and types of spir-
it communication as we travel across the realms. 
Not every spirit communicator is the same and 
we do not have the same skills! Educate yourself 
on the kinds of readings available as a potential 
client or a future reader. A basic psychic develop-
ment exercise included! 

Spiritual Beliefs & Practices 
of the Black Diaspora

Dea Lott, J.D., RYT-200, Raja Yoga Teacher, 
Mediator, Social Justice Attorney & Founder of 

Spiritual Living by Che
Introductory workshop that explores the shared 
spiritual beliefs and practices originating from 
and thriving throughout the worldwide Black 
Diaspora. Discussion will consider the ways these 
shared beliefs and practices have kept Aborig-
inals, Africans, Black People in the Americas, 
Caribbeans, and Melanesians spiritually and cul-
turally connected despite our physical separation.

Weight Loss & Health Improvement 
with Clean Nutrition

Wendy Massey
I provide education to help people recognize 
health freedom from disease & toxic relation-
ships with food & body image to help them lose 
weight, improve health & energy without fad 
diets  — education to change their lifestyle that 
will last.
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2:00 PM

Financial CHAKRAS™
Ash Shukla

What if you could apply CHAKRAS 
as a rule to take control of your 
fi nances, business, and life? For the 
fi rst time ever, wouldn’t it be nice to 
learn a secret formula derived from 
CHAKRAS and apply it into your 
physical life?

Cannabis Karma’s Cannabis 101
Princess Mirabal, Creatrix, 

Mentor, Entrepreneur, Unicorn 
Join Cannabis Karma for our Can-
nabis 101 workshop. It’s a wonderful 
opportunity to learn about Cannabis 
Hemp and Cannabis Therapy as an 
alternative medicine. Traveling with 
Cannabis? Learn about your Endocan-
nabinoid system. Ask questions. We 
promote #plantbased healing ideas. 

Awakening Soul to Greater 
Peace and Happiness

Jan Whitely & Stephen Van Scoyoc
As sole architect of your own life, 
you have the power to take control 
of it and be happy. We explore 5 tips 
you can do NOW to change how 
your life unfolds and be author of 
your own happiness.

3:00 PM

Empath Energy Reset
Jamila White

Empaths, intuitives, HSPs, healers, 
& people who “pick up on vibes”: 
has your energy sensitivity grown 
in the past 2 years? Feeling more 
exhausted/drained lately? Interna-
tional psychic medium Jamila White 
shares why it’s happening & teaches 
techniques to manage newfound or 
increased empath sensitivity; she 
will channel heartfelt, sometimes 
even funny personal messages from 
Spirit for participants.

”Thrive This Time… No Matter 
What” with THE WORK 

of Byron Katie
Shawn Mahshie

Come experience the simple, fool-
proof, processes that USE whatever 
upsets you to transform your inner 
critic into the champion of your 
HAPPINESS! Learn about The Work 
of Byron Katie, The Wheel of Self-
Love and Shawn’s other Happiness 
Hacks.

Healing Emotional Trauma 
Is Possible!
Vicki Allen

Learn about research correlating 
Adverse Childhood Experiences 
(ACEs)/Trauma with anxiety, depres-
sion, anger issues, mental illness, 
and chronic physical diseases. The 
good news is holistic energy psy-
chology techniques easily and quick-
ly release the pain and suffering 
from emotional trauma.

Manifesting Abundance 
with Money Reiki

Debra Carter
Money Reiki is a specialized energy 
system that works to heal your 
personal relationship with money. 
Learn how to leverage the Laws 
of Attraction & Manifestation in 
combination with Money Reiki to 
create an abundant life for yourself 
and your family.

You Have Your Answers Within 
to Unfold and Live Your Life 

Purpose Abundantly
Mara Spencer

Discover the secret of your life 
purpose and if you are on track to 
accomplish it. Through techniques, 
experience the power of your spir-
itual energy and your four psychic 
abilities to create more joy, abun-
dance and fulfi llment.

Weight Loss, Metabolism & 
Cellular Health — Foundational 

Nutritional Pathways to 
Support & Strengthen the Body

The Key to Divine Evolution
Ingrid Jolly

Michael Ciletti & Marietta 
Amatangelo, RDN/LDN, RMT

What does your path towards 
optimal health look like? Even with 
healthy eating, exercise & nutritional 
supplementation, are chronic health 
issues blocking you from achieving 
your health and performance goals? 
How does your blood and cellular 
health contribute to chronic health 
challenges? To put your body back 
on the right path toward peak health, 
addressing cellular and metabolic 
health is the very fi rst step. 

We are this key & to be effective is 
best expressed as a fearless Agent of 
Conscious Evolution. This is more easily 
achieved by creating a relationship 
with our innermost being, our body of 
living light & its golden core essence, 
our soul. To attain this we need to be its 
expression in the way we live our daily 
life. Let’s practice a little by aligning into 
the core of the Celestial Lifestream and 
completing it with a cleansing and em-
powering  “Star Alignment”. Handouts 
will be provided. 
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EXPLORATION • ENLIGHTENMENT • EDUCATION • ENGAGEMENT

4:00 PM

6:00 PM

5:00 PM

Everyday Spirituality: 
Intuition, Coincidence 

and You
Rhonda Rhodes

Need help connecting with 
Spirit? It is not an elusive 
or exclusive thing. Discover 
ways we connect to Spirit 
daily. Hear about some of 
the steps on my own journey. 
How I learned discernment 
can resonate with others’ own 
experiences.

Chakra Vibes Unwind
Tameka Edwards

Our session, lessons and re-
sets will give those who want 
understanding of Chakras 
and other information that 
links to our chakras. We will 
provide you with who, what, 
where and how to begin 
your spiritual journey by 
unwinding your Chakras. By 
understanding your Chakras 
you will be able to jump start 
that good energy. 

Feng Shui for Money
Jaimie Inman

Feng Shui can be used to 
better our houses and our 
environments. It can also be 
used to target specifi c goals, 
like relationships, career, or 
money. This workshop will 
provide some Feng Shui tips 
for money.

Brain Training with 
Neurofeedback and 

Biofeedback
Lynn Gibbons

Neurofeedback and bio-
feedback are more natural 
ways to improve brain 
function. Through real time 
monitoring of brain waves, 
neurofeedback can help you 
learn new patterns of brain 
activation that will help you 
achieve a new, more func-
tional set state.

Your Ancestors Have 
Waited Your Whole Life 

For This Moment
Amy Gillespie Dougherty

Yes you can meet your an-
cestors and see their images 
in your eyes. What else is 
revealed of your gifts, talents, 
traumas and repeat patterns?

Introduction to Herbalism
Jason Barna

Q&A and discussion on the use of herbs to help 
promote natural health and wellbeing. We will 
cover basics like: internal vs external use; the 
common herbs used for common conditions like 
menopause, PMS, anxiety, stress, injury recovery 
(external and internal herbs to help heal from 
various injuries); and, of course, we’ll cover some 
herbs good for us men as we get older! 

Experience Transformation in the Tao 
Calligraphy Healing Field

Amy McLaughlin
Reiki Master introduces the power of healing 
art in the form of Tao Calligraphy. After leading 
attendees through simple and powerful medi-
tation and wellness practices in the Tao Callig-
raphy Healing Field, volunteers receive special 
free blessings and soul communication for life 
guidance. All attendees receive free blessings for 
one request.

Wicca for Beginners
Maru Johnston

Wicca is a modern-day, nature-based practice 
that can be misunderstood. Come learn more 
about the traditions and practices of this 
movement.

Manifesting with Your Angels and Trusting Your Vibes
Susan Lynne

This informative workshop will show you how to manifest, contact and communicate with your Angels. You will learn to trust 
your vibes and listen for the messages being sent to you. Discover the best ways to communicate with your Angels. Guided 
meditations will be included.

The Expo speaker schedule is subject to change. Workshop updates will be published
online, along with the � nal Expo program when available. www.PathwaysMagazineOnline.com
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Stay educated, enlightened and engaged all season long with 
these offerings from the Pathways Community. To see these 
events and more, visit our interactive ONLINE CALENDAR up-
dated regularly throughout the quarter. www.PathwaysMagazi-
neOnline.com/calendar  — Be sure to tell them you saw them in 
Pathways! 
Have an event to promote? Calendar listings are just $5 per 
listing, and accepted any time to run online. Contact us for more 
information.

MARCH

— 11 —
Group Past Life Regression, 
7pm - 9:30pm. via Zoom w/ 
Joanne Selinske, Ph.D., Cht., of 
Soul Source. $65.00 Pre-pay and 
register by March 10th to receive 
Zoom log-in and other registra-
tion material. Register at https://
thesoulsource.net/index.php/
register-pay-for-events/. Joanne 
Selinske, Joanne@theSoulSource.
net; 410.371.7950. www.theSoul-
Source.net 

Spring Fine Arts Show, 5pm 
- 7:30pm, Hampshire Co. Public 
Library, Romney, WV 26757. 
Opening for art show display-

ing the work of artists living in 
Hampshire County, WV. The 
work of Astrological Artist, V 
Pendragon will be on display. 
Event contact:  Ibi Hinrichs, 
visualarts@hampshirearts.org; 
703-655-1767. http://hamp-
shirearts.org 

— 12 —
Spring Bazaar at the Lotus 
and the Light, 10am - 2pm, The 
Lotus and The Light Metaphys-
ical Ctr, Manassas, VA . Please 
join us for a great day of mini 
healing and intuitive sessions 
with Uma, Diane, Rachyl, Aman-
da and Daphne! www.eventbrite.
com/e/268866044577.  The 
Lotus and The Light Metaphysi-
cal Center, info@thelotusandthe-

light.com. www.thelotusandthe-
light.com 

— 15 —
Myth, Mysticism & Story: An 
Introduction to Archetypes, 
7:30pm - 8:30pm. A 3-week on-
line program with Carol Pearson 
and Carol Burbank, designed 
to bring together the Science of 
Mind Principles and the 12 Ar-
chetypes in order to support our 
authentic giving of our gifts into 
the world. March 15, 22, 29, from 
7:30 - 8:30 p.m. on Zoom. $60 
plus Love Offering. Organized by 
the Columbia Center for Spiritual 
Living, info@Columbiacsl.com; 
410-750-8559. www.Columbi-
acsl.com 

— 19 —
Equinox & Full Moon Ser-
vice, 10am - 9pm, Four Quarters 
Farm, Artemas, PA. Weather 
permitting, we will gather in the 
Great Outdoors for workshops, 
hands-on practical crafts, a 
nature walk/tour — perhaps an 
Egg Hunt — and we will welcome 
Spring’s Return. Please call or 

email the office to let us know 
how many to expect. https://4qf.
org/attending/our-schedule/
moon-service-schedule-2. Four 
Quarters Interfaith, Office@4QF.
org; 814-784-3080. www.4QF.
org 

Goddess Retreat Day- 
Speaking MY Truth, 10am 
- 3pm, The Lotus and The Light 
Metaphysical Center, Manas-
sas, VA. Goddesses are out 
here saving lives, making the 
world a better place and doing 
amazing things...but when do 
they take a break? Goddesses 
need healing too! Our focus 
this month is on the THROAT 
CHAKRA so all activities will be 
focused on enhancing allowing 
ourselves to experience and 
feel love as well as letting go 
of past hurts and pains. Ex-
perience a day of refreshment 
and revival. www.eventbrite.
com/e/268657400517. For more 
info: info@thelotusandthelight.
com. www.thelotusandthelight.
com 
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— 20 —
Mediumship Practice 
Group, 1pm - 3pm, Manassas, 
VA. This group for developing 
mediums is the nurturing of 
your connection with Spirit. 
Time will be spent in meditation 
and other supportive practices 
for deepening your awareness. 
Discover if you have a natural 
gift and take steps to develop 
your own unique connection. Or 
simply come for an opportunity 
to be with a dear departed and 
witness others experience theirs. 
In-person/virtual options. Daph-
ne Bowers Moore, daphne@
creativeenergyawakening.com; 
571-451-5599. Creativeenergy-
awakening.com 

Spring Equinox Drum 
Circle, 6:30pm - 9pm, Unity 
of Fairfax, Oakton, VA. Bring 
your drums as Unity of Fairfax 
celebrates the Spring Equinox 
with a special service of music, 
meditation, and message focused 
on balance. Leaders include 
Nina Gibson, LeAnne Gioeli, 
Rev. Russell, and others. www.
unityoffairfax.org/events. Unity 

of Fairfax, admin@unityoffair-
fax.org;  1-703-281-1767. www.
unityoffairfax.org 

— 22 —
Organic Movement Class-
es in Duncan Technique, 
6pm - 7:15pm, Dance Exchange, 
Takoma Park, MD. Word Dance 
Theater offers organic move-
ment classes for adults in person 
(Tuesdays) and online (Thurs-
days) March 22-May 12. Classes 
are in the philosophy and tech-
nique of Isadora Duncan. Open 
to all; no prior dance experience 
necessary. More info: info@
worddance.org; www.word-
dance.org   

— 24 —
Online Organic Movement 
Classes in Duncan Tech-
nique, 12pm - 1:30pm. Word 
Dance Theater offers organic 
movement classes for adults in 
person (Tuesdays) and online 
(Thursdays), March 22-May 12. 
Classes are in the philosophy 
and technique of Isadora Dun-
can. Open to all; no prior dance 
experience necessary. More 

info: info@worddance.org; www.
worddance.org   

— 27 —
Drumming Creative Ener-
gy Awakening Workshop, 
1 pm - 2:15pm, Manassas, VA. 
Bring your own simple hand 
drum if you have one otherwise 
there will be percussion options 
for you to choose from. Come in 
comfortable clothing and bring a 
towel or Yoga mat to sit/lay on. 
Daphne Bowers Moore, daphne@
creativeenergyawakening.com; 
571-451-5599. Creativeenergy-
awakening.com 

Free Reiki Community 
Share, 10am - 12pm, Manassas, 
VA. Reiki Share is a healing circle 
created for all Reiki Level 1, 2 
and 3 practitioners. This is a free 
2-hour event, so come take part in 
the community! Note: If you are 
not a Reiki Healer, you may still 
participate in using your natural 
healing ability. Daphne Bowers 
Moore, daphne@creativeenerg-
yawakening.com; 571-451-5599. 
Creativeenergyawakening.com

APRIL

— 3 —
Channeling Practice Group, 
1pm - 3pm, Manassas, VA. During 
this practice group session, we 
will practice the art of channel-
ing using many different tools 
for the channeler, and will have 
the opportunity to experience 
different energies. Some of the 
exercises will be with automatic 
writing for self and others in the 
group, then we will explore doing 
verbal channeling for another and 
for the group. Daphne Bowers 
Moore, daphne@creativeenerg-
yawakening.com; 571-451-5599. 
Creativeenergyawakening.com
Pathways Spring 2022 Natu-
ral Living Expo, 10am – 7pm, 
The College Park Marriott Inn & 
Conference Center, College Park, 
MD. Join 100+ exhibitors and 
30+ workshops for exploration, 
enlightenment, education and en-
gagement. $10 with coupon; free 
indoor parking. www.pathways-
magazineonline.com

— 5 —
Organic Movement Class-

Just Breathe
Tai Chi and Qigong Classes

Live Online Classes
• Weekly classes are live and interactive. 
•  Ask questions with personalized feedback from  

senior instructors. 
•  Develop community and socialize with your  

fellow students.

Online,  Weekly Classes and  
On-Demand 24/7 Video Series*

www.JustBreatheTaiChi.com

Video-On-Demand Classes
• Feels like you’re attending live!
•  Learn step-by-step, at your own pace, on your  

own schedule—virtually anywhere there is an  
internet connection.

For full class details, sample class  
and demonstration videos,   

scan the code

*In-person classes will start in May! Check website for details.

or visit:
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3 days of outdoor education for plant identiication
July 15, 16 & 17 (Friday-Sunday)Herb Camp 

In this 5 hour class, you will learn how to identify and safely harvest wild foods. 
We will wander the botanical sanctuary paths to gather  owers, leaves and roots 
of edible weeds.  Teresa will demonstrate and prepare a wild food lunch with the 
assistance of the class, for all to enjoy. 

Saturday April 2nd 10am-3pmWild FFd Forage

�is 3 month practicum is designed to provide training for running a holistic herbal 
clinic, herbal medicine formulating and clinical protocol writing.  Learn intake skills 
to gain conidence in assessment and offering recommendations.  Student 
participation makes this training a true hands-on experience in providing herbal 
health care. 100 hours toward the 400 needed for AHG professional application.  
Clinical consultation with student practitioners available free of charge. 

MARCH 17 – MAY 19Herb Clinic Practicum

www.GreenComfortHerbSchool.com

Green Comfort School of Herbal Medicine
Presents

 “Have You Had a Spiritual    Experience?”

Sunday, April 10, 2022, 11 am-12 pm 

Wednesday, April 13, 2022, 7-8 pm

Is it time to remember

why you cameExplore the Spiritual Wisdom 
and Freedom Within You!

Please join us each month for a lively and 
loving exploration of the ways that life 
experiences can build strength, awareness, 
and a new love of life. We’ll share stories 
from the book and our own lives as we 
learn how to tackle challenges from the 
higher viewpoint of our true self, Soul. No 
book is required to participate; in April, 
we’ll summarize the stories from Chapters 
7 and 8. You’ll receive the Zoom link when you RSVP to 
spiritualdiscussions12@gmail.com  See you there!    

The Book of ECK Parables

For more information about Eckankar events, please call 703-916-0515, check out our 
Meetup site at https://www.meetup.com/Understanding-Spiritual-Experiences/ or visit 

our website at eck-va.org

Events are free and open to the public

Sponsored by Eckankar, the Path of Spiritual Freedom

Online Spiritual Adventures

Enjoy the timeless wisdom of the spiritual leader of ECKANKAR, 
Harold Klemp. Please join us each month for an uplifting 30 minute 
video talk that can help unravel some of the mysteries of life. The 
April showing –“The Foolish of God” – will be followed by a time to 
share personal experiences and questions. You may receive the 
Zoom link by writing spiritualdiscussions12@gmail.com  

Spiritual Video Night

Northern Virginia ECK Center (Merrifield), 2810 Old Lee Highway, Suite 301, Fairfax, VA 22031

es in Duncan Technique, 
6pm - 7:15pm, Dance Exchange, 
Takoma Park, MD. Word Dance 
Theater offers organic movement 
classes for adults in person (Tues-
days) and online (Thursdays) 
March 22-May 12. Classes are in 
the philosophy and technique of 
Isadora Duncan. Open to all; no 
prior dance experience necessary. 
More info: info@worddance.org; 
www.worddance.org    

— 7 —
Online Organic Movement 
Classes in Duncan Tech-
nique, 12pm - 1:30pm. Word 
Dance Theater offers organic 
movement classes for adults in 
person (Tuesdays) and online 
(Thursdays), March 22-May 12. 
Classes are in the philosophy 
and technique of Isadora Dun-
can. Open to all; no prior dance 
experience necessary. More info: 
info@worddance.org; www.word-
dance.org

— 8 —
Intermediate Psychic De-
velopment Program, 6pm - 

8pm, ONLINE. Developing your 
psychic abilities is a MUST if you 
desire to rely on your intuition 
and psychic awareness. It’s like a 
muscle! The more you exercise it, 
the more it works! This is a class 
for anyone who wants to develop 
their intuitive and psychic skills. 
You will learn a different topic 
every week, and have a chance 
to practice with students in the 
class. www.meetup.com/thelotu-
sandthelight/events/283874434/. 
The Lotus and The Light Meta-
physical Center, info@thelotu-
sandthelight.com. www.thelotu-
sandthelight.com 

— 10 —
Creating a Soul Story: Cre-
ative Energy Awakening 
Workshop, 1pm - 2:15pm, 
Manassas, VA. Bring a mat/towel 
to sit/lay on. Also bring blanket 
paper/drawing book and markers, 
colored pencils, or crayons. We 
will have a blast creating togeth-
er as a group. Daphne Bowers 
Moore, daphne@creativeenerg-
yawakening.com; 571-451-5599. 
Creativeenergyawakening.com

IET Integrated Energy Trade, 
10 am - 12:pm, Manassas, VA. 
Are you an IET Integrated Energy 
Therapy practitioner and would 
like to give and receive a session? 
Come and join us! IET Trade is 
a 2 hour community event open 
to certified IET practitioners who 
would like to do a trade! This is a 
great opportunity to practice and 
receive an IET session! We have 
2 massage tables and will need 
more if our maximum number is 
achieved. Daphne Bowers Moore, 
daphne@creativeenergyawaken-
ing.com; 571-451-5599. Cre-
ativeenergyawakening.com

Small Space Gardening Talk 
and Book Signing, 2pm - 3:pm, 
Homestead Gardens, Davidson-
ville, MD. Small Space Gardening 
is one of the hottest 2022 trends, 
as folks work to maximize every 
inch of planting space. Drawing 
from their recently published 
book, Kathy Jentz and Teri 
Speight will include all the ways 
to garden in small spaces! This 
class is free but requires registra-

tion. Participants will have the 
opportunity to purchase Kathy 
and Teri’s new book and enjoy a 
signing with the authors. https://
homesteadgardens.com/upcom-
ing-event/small-space-garden-
ing/. Homestead Gardens, diana.
love@homesteadgardens.com; 
510-798-5000. https://home-
steadgardens.com 

The Book of ECK Parables 
Drop-In Discussion, 11am - 
12pm. Drop-in book discussion of 
The Book of ECK Parables. Let’s 
share stories about seeing the 
Divine in our lives! RSVP to spir-
itualdiscussions12@gmail.com 
for the Zoom invite. Eckankar 
of Northern Virginia:  703-916-
0515; spiritualdiscussions12@
gmail.com. Eckankar of Northern 
Virginia , transformr@aol.com; 
703-915-4701. www.eck-va.org    

— 13 —
Eckankar Spiritual Video 
Night, each 2nd Wednesday, 
7pm - 8pm. Please join us for an 
uplifting 30-minute video talk 
and follow-on discussion that 
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can help unravel some of the 
mysteries of life. RSVP to spir-
itualdiscussions12@gmail.com 
for the Zoom invite. Eckankar of 
Northern Virginia:  703-916-0515; 
transformr@aol.com; 703-915-
4701. www.eck-va.org 

— 15 —
4/15-17 Full Moon Service: 
Labyrinth and Sweat Lodge 
Work Weekend, 9 am - 
11:59pm, Four Quarters Farm, 
Artemas, PA. Join us as we add 
Curbstones to the Hilltop Lab-
yrinth, and create this season’s 
Sweat Lodge. Sacred work done 
together, for all those Seeking 
Inspiration. After our work 
is complete, we will Journey 
together to Bless the Work of 
our Hands. https://4qf.org/at-
tending/our-schedule/moon-ser-
vice-schedule-2. Four Quarters 
Interfaith, Office@4QF.org; 814-
784-3080. www.4QF.org 

— 16 —
Holy Saturday Retreat, 
10:30am - 3pm. The Retreat 
Team and Prayer Chaplains of 
Unity of Fairfax invite you to par-

ticipate virtually in four 30-min-
ute silent meditations on Holy 
Saturday at 10:30 am, 11:30 am, 
1:30 pm, and 2:30 pm. You are 
welcome to participate in any or 
all of the scheduled meditations. 
Pre-registration is required so you 
can receive the Zoom link: www.
unityoffairfax.org/events. Unity 
of Fairfax, admin@unityoffairfax.
org;  1-703-281-1767. www.unity-
offairfax.org 

— 17 —
Easter Sunrise Service, 
6:30am - 7:3am, Unity of Fair-
fax, Oakton, VA. Join the Unity 
of Fairfax community as we 
welcome Easter with a glorious 
sunrise service on the Labyrinth. 
In the event of inclement weather, 
the service will be held indoors. 
We will also hold a celebratory 
service indoors at 11am: www.
unityoffairfax.org/events. Unity 
of Fairfax, admin@unityoffairfax.
org;  1-703-281-1767. www.unity-
offairfax.org 

Reiki Trade, 3pm - 5pm, 
Manassas, VA. Come practice 

and receive a Reiki session! 
Practitioners are asked to bring 
a massage table, sheets, pillows 
and blankets for your trade. If you 
don’t have a table let me know 
and I can pair you up with some-
one with a table. Daphne Bowers 
Moore, daphne@creativeenerg-
yawakening.com; 571-451-5599. 
Creativeenergyawakening.com

— 18 —
14 Days to SPRING into 
Healthy Weight Loss, 7 am, 
ONLINE. This is going to be 14 
days that will change your life! I 
provide meal plans, 5 educational 
seminars & a group to surround 
you with others interested in a 
healthy lifestyle change just like 
you! I teach you all about how you 
can work a clean nutrition life-
style into your already busy life. 
You’ll find out just how amazing 
foods taste that help you heal 
from disease AND lose weight! 
https://masseywellness.ck.page/
b1e4727b83. Massey Wellness, 
LLC, masseywellness@gmail.com; 
804-931-9056. www.masseywell-
ness.com 

— 20 —
Mediumship Development 
Circle, 8-Wednesdays, 
7:30pm-9:20pm, via Zoom. 
Spiritualist Medium and author 
Konstanza Morning Star offers 
this unique meditation & medi-
umship practice opportunity for 
those who want to develop their 
mediumship & psychic abilities. 
8 weeks. Contact for info and to 
register: silverspringoflight@
gmail.com; 240-543-9414. www.
mediumshamandc.com

— 22 —
Earth Day Drum Circle, 7pm 
- 9pm, Unity of Fairfax, Oakton, 
VA. Celebrate Earth Day with a 
drum circle in honor of Mother 
Earth. Bring your drums, flutes, 
percussion instruments and plan 
on co-creating rhythms that 
honor the earth and creation. 
Instruments will be available for 
use during the event. Facilitated 
by Nina Gibson and LeAnne Gio-
eli and guest drum circle leaders. 
www.unityoffairfax.org/events. 
Unity of Fairfax, admin@unity-

Creative Energy Workshops
Drumming, Sound Bath, Meditation,  

Receiving messages/readings,  
Creating Soul Stories Drawing and Painting

CreativeEnergyAwakening.com

LOCATIONS

Call or Text Call or Text 
571-451-5599571-451-5599

Individual Sessions and Group Trades for Reiki, Access Bars, 
and (IET) Integrated Energy Therapy

Channelling and Mediumship Group Practice Sessions

Sundays 10 am–10 pm 
The Lotus & The Light 

Metaphysical Center, Historic 
District, 9256 Mosby St #101 

Manassas, VA 20110

Monday & Thursday 6–10 pm
Cherry Blossom Laser Studio, 

Victoria Square 
10387 Main St, Suite 205 

Fairfax, VA 22030

 Rev. Trish Hall, Spiritual Leader
International Best Selling Author

DiverseDiverse
InclusiveInclusive

WelcomingWelcoming

Sunday Gatherings: 10:00 a.m. 
on Facebook: 

Center for Spiritual Living Metro

on Zoom: 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/7742840215?pwd=

K0tmYXdKajU0Q2xSMFlBNE0yK3RHdz09 
ID: 774 284 0215 PW: 765814

Check out our times, locations and 
platforms, go to:

www.cslmetro.org
When in-person, we meet at the

Arlington Arts Center
3550 Wilson Boulevard

Arlington, Virginia 

email: revtrish.cslmetro@gmail.com 
or call: 703-677-7102

Serving the Greater Washington DC Metro Area

We o� er an array of gatherings, We o� er an array of gatherings, 
classes and meditations – classes and meditations – 

on Zoom and on Facebook.on Zoom and on Facebook.
Weekday Meditation: 

8:00–8:45 a.m. 

Sunday Meditation: 
9:15–9:45 a.m.
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offairfax.org;  1-703-281-1767. 
www.unityoffairfax.org 

— 23 —
Goddess Retreat Day - Open-
ing my Third Eye, 10am - 3pm, 
The Lotus and The Light Meta-
physical Center, Manassas, VA. 
Goddesses are out here saving 
lives, making the world a better 
place and doing amazing things… 
but when do they take a break? 
This mini retreat was created with 
this idea in mind: Goddesses need 
healing too! Our focus this month 
is on the THIRD EYE CHAKRA 
so all activities will be focused on 
enhancing our psychic abilities. 
To register: www.eventbrite.
com/e/276208917307. info@
thelotusandthelight.com. www.
thelotusandthelight.com 

Youth Inner Self Awareness 
(YISA) Yoga & SEL Program, 
1 pm - 4pm, In-Person, Location 
to be announced in Baltimore 
County, MD. YISA is a fun, 
age-appropriate, and interactive 
program for youth that uses Yoga 
philosophy and mind-body prac-
tices to teach social and emotional 
learning (SEL). Guides youth in 
improving mindfulness, self es-
teem, mind-body image, emotion-
al self-regulation, relationships, 
conflict resolution and social 
responsibility. Ages: 9-12. Dates 
also available in May. Register at 
www.cheyoga.org/yisa. Spiritual 
Living by Che, info@cheyoga.org; 
202-656-4651. www.cheyoga.org 

— 29 —
4/29-5/1 Beltaine: Celebrating 
the Folk Traditions of Spring, 
12pm - 11:59pm, Artemas, PA. 
The season of hibernation is at its 
end; nature sprouts inspiration 
for joyful fecundity! It is time to 
return to the Land: to dance, to 
sing, and bless the Tribe with love 
of life and fertility. Balefire burns 
in our bellies and the Maypole 
rises to reach new heights while 
Drummers and Dancers unite as 
one. Annual Tea Party, Maypole 
Dance, Feast, Balefire. Join us 
Apr 29-May 1 & Welcome Spring! 
https://4qf.org/beltaine. Four 
Quarters Interfaith, Office@4QF.
org; 814-784-3080. www.4QF.org 

— 30 —
Healing through your 
Akashic Records with Bill 
Sanda, 1pm - 4pm, 18015 Mun-
caster Road, REAR Derwood, 
MD 20855, Near: Rockville | 
Gaithersburg. Akashic Records 
are an energetic record of every 
soul and their journey. Access the 
lessons of the past and present – 
including cellular memories and 
past lives – to alter your future. 
Resolve recurring patterns and is-
sues; heal long-standing challeng-
es; and empower future growth 
and choices! Bill will be offering 
individual clearings while in a 
group setting. Investment is $50. 
Soul Source, JoanneSelinske@
thesoulsource.net; 410.371.7950. 
www.soulsource.net 

World Tai Chi and Qigong 

Day Celebration, 10am - 12pm, 
Meadowlark Botanical Gardens, 
Vienna, VA. FREE Demonstra-
tions and Mini-Classes — Tai Chi, 
Qigong, Yoga — The last Saturday 
of April each year at 10am local 
time, tens of thousands, in 100s 
of cities, spanning 80 nations join 
together to celebrate World Tai 
Chi & Qigong Day. Join Peaceable 
Dragon for this family-friendly 
event — watch, participate, learn, 
experience. Full details at www.
PeaceableDragon.org. Peaceable 
Dragon, kris@krisbrinker.com; 
703-966-3930. 

MAY

— 1 —
Mediumship Practice Ses-
sion, 1pm - 3pm, Manassas 
VA. This group for developing 
mediums is the nurturing of your 
connection with Spirit. Time will 
be spent in meditation and other 
supportive practices for deepen-
ing your awareness. Discover if 
you have a natural gift and take 
steps to develop your own unique 
connection. Or simply come for 
an opportunity to be with a dear 
departed and witness others 
experience theirs. In-person/
virtual options. Daphne Bowers 
Moore, daphne@creativeenerg-
yawakening.com; 571-451-5599. 
Creativeenergyawakening.com

Psychic Mediumship Begin-
ner Program, 10am - 2pm, ON-
LINE. This personalized 4-week 
program is to assist in the devel-

opment of the natural mediumis-
tic and psychic abilities in natural 
and developing psychics and 
mediums. Program Goals: discuss 
psychic abilities and its relation 
to mediumship; discuss spirit 
guides and work with them in 
mediumship; discuss the etiquette 
and management of sittings; 
evaluation of private sittings and 
assessments. To register: www.
eventbrite.com/e/276191786067. 
The Lotus and The Light Meta-
physical Center, info@thelotu-
sandthelight.com. www.thelotu-
sandthelight.com 

— 3 —
Organic Movement Class-
es in Duncan Technique, 
6pm - 7:15pm, Dance Exchange, 
Takoma Park, MD. Word Dance 
Theater offers organic movement 
classes for adults in person (Tues-
days) and online (Thursdays) 
March 22-May 12. Classes are in 
the philosophy and technique of 
Isadora Duncan. Open to all; no 
prior dance experience necessary. 
More info: info@worddance.org; 
www.worddance.org   

— 5 —
Online Organic Movement 
Classes in Duncan Tech-
nique, 12pm - 1:30pm. Word 
Dance Theater offers organic 
movement classes for adults in 
person (Tuesdays) and online 
(Thursdays), March 22-May 12. 
Classes are in the philosophy and 
technique of Isadora Duncan. 
Open to all; no prior dance expe-

Gathering comes naturally...

at The Retreat Center
We’re putting the finishing touches on a safe and flexible meeting space for up 
to 20 people. Creative productivity thrives in this peaceful, wooded setting near 
National Harbor, with in-person gatherings beginning April 2022!

Visit storyweaving.com/retreat-center
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rience necessary. More info: info@
worddance.org; www.worddance.
org   

— 7 —
World Labyrinth Day, 12pm 
- 3pm, Unity of Fairfax, Oakton, 
VA. World Labyrinth Day is a cel-
ebration of the history and power 
of the contemplative practice of 
walking a labyrinth. This event 
will teach those new to labyrinth 
walking the grace of the experi-
ence and will encourage veteran 
labyrinth walkers to deepen their 
practice. www.unityoffairfax.org/
events. Unity of Fairfax, admin@
unityoffairfax.org;  1-703-281-
1767. www.unityoffairfax.org 

— 14 —
Full Moon Services at Four 
Quarters, 12pm - 9pm, Four 
Quarters Farm, Artemas, PA. Four 
Quarters is an Interfaith Sanctu-
ary of Earth-Based religion. Our 
Moon Services are on the Saturday 
closest to Full/New Moons, and 
are free and open to all. Addi-
tionally, we share gifts of Suste-
nance, Fellowship and Gratitude 
through our Church Suppers. 
These meals have both an omni-
vore and a vegetarian option, and 
are prepared by volunteers Giving 
Service to the community in this 
special way. https://4qf.org/at-
tending/our-schedule/moon-ser-
vice-schedule-2. Four Quarters 
Interfaith, Office@4QF.org; 814-
784-3080. www.4QF.org 

Goddess Retreat Day-Open-
ing to Source, 10am - 3pm, The 

Lotus and The Light Metaphysical 
Center, Manassas, VA. Goddesses 
are out here saving lives, mak-
ing the world a better place and 
doing amazing things… but when 
do they take a break? This mini 
retreat was created with this idea 
in mind: Goddesses need heal-
ing too! Our focus this month is 
on the CROWN CHAKRA so all 
activities will be focused on open-
ing up to our Universal Source 
and letting our power SHINE. 
To register: www.eventbrite.
com/e/276212056697. The Lotus 
and The Light Metaphysical 
Center, info@thelotusandthelight.
com. www.thelotusandthelight.
com 

— 15 —
Access Bars Exchange, 10am 
- 12pm, Manassas, VA. This event 
is open to Access Bars practi-
tioners. Come exchange Access 
Bars, to give and get your bars 
run. We have one massage table 
and will need more if our maxi-
mum number is achieved. Please 
let me know if you have a table 
to contribute for the exchange! 
Daphne Bowers Moore, daphne@
creativeenergyawakening.com; 
571-451-5599. Creativeenergy-
awakening.com

Full Moon Drum Circle, 7pm 
- 9pm, Unity of Fairfax, Oakton, 
VA. Join the drumming commu-
nity as we come together to honor 
both the full moon and lunar 
eclipse with a drum circle on the 
Labyrinth at Unity of Fairfax! 
www.unityoffairfax.org/events. 

admin@unityoffairfax.org;  1-703-
281-1767. www.unityoffairfax.org 

Poplar Spring Animal Sanc-
tuary 5K Run & 1Mile Walk, 
8:30am - 10:30am, in beautiful 
Brookside Gardens, Wheaton 
Regional Park, Wheaton, MD. 
19th Annual Poplar Spring 
Animal Sanctuary “Run for the 
Animals” 5K Run and 1Mile Walk! 
And it’s back to being an in-per-
son race! If you would prefer to 
participate virtually, that option 
is also available. All proceeds 
go directly to help feed and care 
for the Sanctuary residents. To 
register:  www.classy.org/event/
poplar-spring-animal-sanctu-
arys-run-for-the-animals-2022/
e390550?fbclid=IwAR2v2c-
22CE2_33Zwr6BaE0ttRm1Y-
3hpo-UYII7Yoa2ygNZhNniS-
8rNNS1rs. Howard Edelstein, 
hmedelstein@yahoo.com; 301-
335-7067. www.animalsanctuary.
org/ 

Sound Bath: Creative Energy 
Awakening Workshop, 1pm 
- 2:15pm, Manassas, VA. Bring 
a mat/towel to sit/lay on. Sound 
Bath Meditation: This relax-
ing meditation experience uses 
Singing Bowls, drums and other 
instruments to allow the partici-
pants to release stress, clear the 
busy mind, and be open to this 
magical high frequency sooth-
ing sound bath. Daphne Bowers 
Moore, daphne@creativeenerg-
yawakening.com; 571-451-5599. 
Creativeenergyawakening.com

— 22 —
Creating a Soul Story: Cre-
ative Energy Awakening 
Workshop, 1pm - 2:15pm, 
The Lotus and the Light Meta-
physical Center, Manassas, VA. 
Bring a mat/towel to sit/lay on. 
Also bring blanket paper/draw-
ing book and markers, colored 
pencils, or crayons. We will have a 
blast creating together as a group. 
Daphne Bowers Moore, daphne@
creativeenergyawakening.com; 
571-451-5599. Creativeenergy-
awakening.com

IET Integrated Energy Trade, 
10am - 12pm, The Lotus and 
the Light Metaphysical Cen-
ter, Manassas, VA. Are you an 
IET Integrated Energy Therapy 
practitioner and would like to give 
and receive a session? Join us! 
IET Trade is a 2-hour commu-
nity event open to certified IET 
practitioners who would like to 
do a trade! This is a great oppor-
tunity to practice and receive an 
IET session! We have 2 massage 
tables and will need more if our 
maximum number is achieved.
Daphne Bowers Moore, daphne@
creativeenergyawakening.com; 
571-451-5599. Creativeenergy-
awakening.com

Licking Creek Bend Farm 
Tour & Open House, 11am - 
4pm, Needmore, PA. Celebrating 
our 50th year! Come meet our 
amazing staff, tour the farm, plant 
seedlings or pick your Christmas 
tree, plus share a picnic lunch, 

SPRING CALENDAR

THE TEACHINGS OF THE ASCENDED MASTERS®

AS TAUGHT BY MARK AND ELIZABETH CLARE PROPHET

THE SUMMIT LIGHTHOUSE® OF WASHINGTON, D.C
5110 Roanoke Place, Suite 101, College Park, MD 20740  

240-391-6949  •  washdctc@yahoo.com  •  TSLDC.org

The Secret Chamber 
of the Heart Chakra

Workshops & Book Study On:

Mysteries of the Bible
Your Seven Energy Centers

Violet Flame Challenge 

Healing Meditation ~ Wednesdays at 7:00 pm
Sunday Service ~ Sundays at 11:00 am

Bookstore Open on Sundays at 11:00 am The Secret Chamber 

Spiritual Activism Group

Exploring Metaphysical Science & Spirituality 
to Enlighten & Uplift Humanity. 

Free Zoom Live Stream Every Sunday 
featuring renowned speakers who are experts in 

their metaphysical and/or spiritual subjects.

For more information contact:
metaphysicalfellowship@gmail.com

Visit Our Facebook Page: 
www.facebook.com/Spiritual-Activism-Group-112796003831843
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swim in the creek, & enjoy a day 
in the country just 2 hrs from the 
DC/MD area. Fun for the whole 
family! See our website for more 
info, to register for our 2022 CSA 
Membership, & view our Farm 
Market schedule. Contact us by 
email or phone: 1-301-587-1739. 
Licking Creek Bend Farm, info@
lickingcreekbendfarm.com.  www.
lickingcreekbendfarm.com 

— 27 —
5/27-30 Sweat Lodge Teach-
ings Weekend, 9am - 11:59pm, 
Four Quarters Farm in Artemas, 
PA. For those who wish a deep-
er exposure to the practice and 
traditions of the Sweat Lodge 
Ceremony. While our Sweat 
Lodge is active at most of the 
event weekends of the year, there 
has been a growing call for an 
immersive weekend dedicated to 
this spiritual tradition. Our Sweat 
Lodge Teachings will be just that, 
a deep dive into the songs, sto-
ries, trainings and techniques of 
Lodge. https://4qf.org/attending/
events/sweat-lodge-teaching-
weekend. Four Quarters Inter-

faith, Office@4QF.org; 814-784-
3080. www.4QF.org 

— 29 —
Free Reiki Share, 10am - 12pm, 
The Lotus and the Light Meta-
physical Center, Manassas, VA. 
Reiki Share is a healing circle cre-
ated for all Reiki Level 1, 2 and 3 
practitioners. This is a free 2-hour 
event, so come and take part in 
the community! Note: If you are 
not a Reiki Healer, you may still 
participate in using your natural 
healing ability. Daphne Bowers 
Moore,  daphne@creativeenerg-
yawakening.com; 571-451-5599. 
Creativeenergyawakening.com

Intuitive Dance and Light 
Language Movement Work-
shop, 1pm - 2:15pm, The Lotus 
and the Light Metaphysical Cen-
ter, Manassas, VA. Bring a mat/
towel to sit/lay on. Also bring a 
blanket for the resting meditation 
portion. We will be awakening the 
intuitive movement and dance in 
ourselves. This is both to express 
your creative energy and healing 
that may be brought through. No 

experience necessary. There is no 
wrong in this arena, just natural 
flow. Daphne Bowers Moore, 
daphne@creativeenergyawak-
ening.com; 571-451-5599. Cre-
ativeenergyawakening.com

JUNE

— 4 —
Adams Morgan Farmers 
Market Opening Day, 8am-
1pm, Washington, DC. EVERY 
SATURDAY starting June 4 - De-
cember 24, at Unity Plaza (Co-
lumbia Rd and Euclid St, WDC). 
Sustainably grown, affordably 
priced fruits, veggies & more from 
our farm. RAIN OR SHINE. CSA 
Memberships available for pick 
up at this location. Email to join, 
for more information, or to volun-
teer: info@lickingcreekbendfarm.
com. Licking Creek Bend Farm, 
301-587-1739. www.lickingcreek-
bendfarm.com 

— 7 —
Brookland Farmers Market 
Opening Day, 4pm-7pm, Wash-
ington, DC. EVERY TUESDAY 

starting June 7 - October 27, 4pm 
- 7pm, at the Brookland Metro, 
under the bridge at 10th and Otis, 
NE, Washington, DC. Sustainably 
grown, affordably priced fruits, 
veggies & more from our farm. 
RAIN OR SHINE. CSA Mem-
berships available for pick up at 
this location. Email to join, for 
more information, or to volun-
teer: info@lickingcreekbendfarm.
com.   Licking Creek Bend Farm, 
301-587-1739. www.lickingcreek-
bendfarm.com 

— 12 —
Channeling Practice group, 
1pm - 2:15pm, The Lotus and 
the Light Metaphysical Cen-
ter, Manassas, VA. During this 
practice group session, we will 
practice the art of channeling 
using many different tools for 
the channeler, and will have 
the opportunity to experience 
different energies. Some of the 
exercises will be with automatic 
writing for self and others in the 
group, then we will explore doing 
verbal channeling for another and 
for the group. Daphne Bowers 
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Moore, daphne@creativeenerg-
yawakening.com; 571-451-5599. 
Creativeenergyawakening.com

— 18 —
Full Moon & Summer Solstice 
Service, 10am - 9:pm, Four Quar-
ters Farm, Artemas, PA. Join us 
for our celebration of the Summer 
Solstice and help us welcome the 
Summer! We will have workshop 
and crafting activities, ceremonies 
to celebrate the Summer Solstice 
in the Stone Circle and the Laby-
rinth, Greeting the First Summer 
Sunrise, and maybe some surpris-
es. May Summer Solstice Sunrise 
greet you on the lush green of the 
Mountain! https://4qf.org/at-
tending/our-schedule/moon-ser-
vice-schedule-2. Four Quarters 
Interfaith, Office@4QF.org; 
8147843080. www.4QF.org 

— 19 —
IET Integrated Energy Trade, 
10am - 12pm, The Lotus and 
the Light Metaphysical Cen-
ter, Manassas, VA. Are you an 
IET Integrated Energy Therapy 
practitioner and would like to give 
and receive a session? Join us! 

IET Trade is a 2-hour commu-
nity event open to certified IET 
practitioners who would like to 
do a trade! This is a great oppor-
tunity to practice and receive an 
IET session! We have 2 massage 
tables and will need more if our 
maximum number is achieved.
Daphne Bowers Moore, daphne@
creativeenergyawakening.com; 
571-451-5599. Creativeenergy-
awakening.com

Reiki Trade, 1pm - 3pm, The 
Lotus and the Light Metaphysi-
cal Center, Manassas, Virginia. 
Come practice and receive a Reiki 
session! Practitioners are asked 
to bring a massage table, sheets, 
pillows and blankets for your 
trade. If you don’t have a table 
let me know and I can pair you 
up with someone with a table. 
Daphne Bowers Moore, daphne@
creativeenergyawakening.com; 
571-451-5599. Creativeenergy-
awakening.com

UPCOMING

7/16/22 Full Moon Services 
at Four Quarters, 12pm - 9pm, 

Four Quarters Farm, Artemas, 
PA. Canpásapa Wi — Moon When 
the Chokecherries Are Ripe 
(Lakota) or Moon of the Midnight 
Warm Sun (Naskapi Cree). The 
Full Moon Ceremony, a Native 
american tradition hundreds of 
years old, is a celebration, a gift to 
women, a time of healing, sharing 
and praying to the creator to give 
thanks for what we are blessed 
with, and to ask for the guidance 
needed to keep strong on the 
path. Migwich Ahay. https://4qf.
org/attending/our-schedule/
moon-service-schedule-2. Four 
Quarters Interfaith, Office@4QF.
org; 814-784-3080. www.4QF.org 

8/13/22 Full Moon Services 
at Four Quarters, 12pm - 9pm, 
Four Quarters Farm, Artemas, 
PA. Four Quarters is an Interfaith 
Sanctuary of Earth-Based reli-
gion. Our Moon Services are on 
the Saturday closest to Full/New 
Moons, and are free and open to 
all. Future dates: September 10; 
November 5. https://4qf.org/at-
tending/our-schedule/moon-ser-
vice-schedule-2. Four Quarters 
Interfaith, Office@4QF.org; 814-

2022

June 4 - 5, 2022

THE MID-ATLANTIC’S BEST SHOW
Open To The Public

Retail Vendors (Many Wholesale)
Tailgating & RV Camping

Hourly Door Prizes & Grand Prize Drawing
Saturday: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.  v  Sunday: 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

                     $6  Admission - Children under 12 FREE
Howard County Fairgrounds

2210 Fairgrounds Road
West Friendship, MD 21794

www.gem-show.com
(see website for updates)
(301) 807-9745

GEM MINER’S SPRING SHOW!!    
W. FRIENDSHIP, MD

 

 
 

A Metaphysical Church…A Spiritual CommunityMetaphysical Spiritual Community

W e l c o m e H o m e !

IN 2022, WE’RE IN A NEW PHASE & EXPLORING NEW WAYS!
• IInn--PPeerrssoonn SSuunnddaayy SSeerrvviicceess,, MMoonntthhllyy,, 11sstt  SSuunnddaayy,, NNoooonn 

o Beginning JJaannuuaarryy 22,, 22002222, join us on the first Sunday of each
month for an in-person service at the Palisades Community
Church, 5200 Cathedral Ave, Washington, D.C. 20016 (right
around the corner from the former ISDDC building!)  

• OOnnggooiinngg VViirrttuuaall OOffffeerriinnggss 
o Sunday Service, Weekly, Every Sunday after 1st , 11AM
o Evening Meditations, First 3 Weds each month , 7:30 PM
o Reiki & Energy Healing Share, Monthly, 4TH Weds, 7:30 PM
o Spirit Share Saturdays, Monthly, 4TH Saturday, 10AM

PLUS!
Online Psychic Fairs, Message Galleries, Classes,
Workshops and MORE!

Visit isd-dc.org
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• In-Person Sunday Services, Monthly, 1st Sunday
○ Next Sunday service March 6, 12:30 p.m., Palisades 

Community Church, 5200 Cathedral Ave, Washington, D.C. 
20016 

• Upcoming Virtual Offerings 
○ Sunday Service, Weekly, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
○ Evening Meditations, 1st, 2nd, 3rd Wednesday each month, 

7:30 p.m. 
○ Virtual Reiki & Energy Healing Share, Monthly, 4th 

Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. 
○ Weekly Discussion Circle – The Course in Miracles Experiment, 

7:30 p.m. (Thursdays)
○ Healing Certifi cation Program, 1st Saturdays through June, 

10:00 a.m. to Noon
○ Healing Through Your Akashic Records with Bill Sanda, 

Saturday, March 13, 12:30 p.m.
○ The Power of Shamanic Journeying with Garrett Jackson – 

Workshop Series (Saturday afternoons: March 19, April 16, 
May 21, and June 18, 2022, Noon-3 p.m., see website for 
further details).

○ Spirit Share Saturdays, Monthly, 4th Saturday, 10 a.m. 
PLUS! 
Online Psychic Fairs, Message Galleries, Classes, 
Workshops and MORE

Visit isd-dc.org
for more information on these events

784-3080. www.4QF.org 

9/4/22 Stones Rising XXVIII: 
2022, 8am - 11:59pm, Four Quar-
ters Farm, Artemas, PA. 
Four Quarters Interfaith is a 
Sanctuary of Spirit, at whose 
heart is the Circle of Standing 
Stones, begun 27 years ago with 
a single Stone inspiring others to 
come. Join us at Stones Rising & 
celebrate our commitment to the 
Land, our Church and our Tribe & 
continue Raising Stones.
Follow in our Footsteps, Gather, 
Labor Together, Build a Circle 
for Yourselves and those not yet 
Born. Aug 31-Sept 5. https://4qf.
org/stonesrising. Four Quarters 
Interfaith, Office@4QF.org; 814-
784-3080. www.4QF.org 

9/24/22 Bach Flower Level 1 
Introductory Program, 10am 
- 1pm, 9/24, 9/25, 10/1, & 10/2. 
2022 Bach Flower Level 1 Intro-
ductory Program introduces Dr. 
Bach’s simple system of healing.  
Level 1 teaches more information 
and case studies than the Basics 
course. Live virtual class is taught 
in four sessions - 3 hours each. 

SPRING CALENDAR
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Visit www.Rainbowchihealing.
com/classes or contact: Barbara 
Binney - rainchi2014@gmail.com; 
571-469-0859. www.rainbowchi-
healing.com    

10/8/22 Full Moon Service 
and Schutzenfest, 9am - 9pm, 
Four Quarters Farm, Artemas, 
PA. Schutzenfest: A traditional 
German Fall holiday celebrating 
the Arts of The Target! A fun 
afternoon to share food, fire off 
some rounds, and generally hang 
out. This is our take on a classic 
German fall festival! https://4qf.
org/attending/our-schedule/
moon-service-schedule-2. Four 
Quarters Interfaith, Office@4QF.
org; 814-784-3080. www.4QF.org 

10/29/22 Samhain at Four 
Quarters, 9am - 11pm, Four 
Quarters Farm, Artemas, PA. A 
traditional time of remember-
ing All Those Who Have Gone 
Before and honoring their lives. 
Join us as we solemnly observe 
Samhain and find ways to ex-
press our sorrow together, while 
also celebrating Life, Fellowship 
and Community in turn. Friday 

 

Life is a process of making the best choices… 
Understand your opportunities and challenges 

Astrology, Tarot, and Reiki 
Misty Kuceris 

Certified Astrological Professional and Reiki Master 
President of NOVA Astrology Group and The Jupiter Lunch Group 

Interested in astrology? Join us at NOVA 
Astrology Group or Jupiter Lunch Group 
for exciting information on astrological 
topics. Whether you’re new to astrology 
or an astrological professional, you’ll find 
topics of interest and a great community. 

Services provided: 

 Personal and corporate consultations 

 Classes and Seminars 

 Trend analysis 

 Monthly astrological column 

www.mistykuceris.com 
misty@EnhanceOneself.com 

703-354-4076 
For NOVA Astrology Group & Jupiter Lunch Group, go to www.NOVAastrologygroup.com 

October 28 - Sunday October 30. 
https://4qf.org/samhain. Four 
Quarters Interfaith, Office@4QF.
org; 814-784-3080. www.4QF.org 

12/10/22 Full Moon and 
Winter Solstice Service, 10am 
- 10pm, Four Quarters Farm, 
Artemas, PA. Celebrate with us 
the rebirth of the Sun; Share 
with us the works of your Hands, 
Heart and Spirit. Exchange with 
us Gifts of Love and Laughter, 
and Remember with us that the 
Wheel does turn, and soon the 
Sun’s light will once again warm 
our faces. Come celebrate the 
return of the Light in the heart of 
Darkness.. https://4qf.org/at-
tending/our-schedule/moon-ser-
vice-schedule-2. Four Quarters 
Interfaith, Office@4QF.org; 814-
784-3080. www.4QF.org 

ONGOING

Adams Morgan Farmers 
Market, Saturdays, 8am-1pm, 
Washington, DC. Every Saturday 
starting June 4 through Decem-
ber 24, 8am - 1pm, at Unity Plaza 
(Columbia Rd and Euclid St, 

WDC). Sustainably grown, afford-
ably priced fruits, veggies & more 
from our farm. RAIN OR SHINE. 
CSA Memberships available for 
pick up at this location. Email 
to join, for more information, or 
to volunteer: info@lickingcreek-
bendfarm.com. Licking Creek 
Bend Farm, 301-587-1739. www.
lickingcreekbendfarm.com

Brookland Farmers Market, 
Tuesdays, 4pm-7pm, Washing-
ton, DC. Every Tuesday starting 
June 7 through October 27, at 
the Brookland Metro, under 
the bridge at 10th and Otis, NE, 
Washington, DC. Sustainably 
grown, affordably priced fruits, 
veggies & more from our farm. 
RAIN OR SHINE. CSA Member-
ships available for pick up at this 
location. Email to join, for more 
information, or to volunteer: 
info@lickingcreekbendfarm.com. 
Licking Creek Bend Farm, 301-
587-1739. www.lickingcreekbend-
farm.com 

Community Wide Chaplains’ 
Chapel, weekly from 10am - 
12:30pm, ONLINE. The Prayer 

Chaplain Ministry is facilitating 
a virtual gathering for prayer and 
meditation open to everyone. 
We meet weekly for 30 minutes. 
A prayer chaplain will open the 
gathering with an invocation, 
reading or poem; provide an 
opportunity for participants to 
share affirmations, gratitude or 
prayer requests; and then invite 
all participants for 15–20 minutes 
of silence in our shared being. 
https://2022-community-chap-
lains-chapel.eventbrite.com. 
Unity of Fairfax, admin@unityof-
fairfax.org; 1-703-281-1767. www.
unityoffairfax.org/ 

Comunidad Hispana, 7pm 
- 9pm, ONLINE. Comunidad 
Hispana, el ministerio hispano 
de Unity de Fairfax, se reúne los 
lunes en la tarde de 7 a 9 p.m. 
en la Internet. ¡Bienvenidos 
todos los hispanohablantes! En 
nuestras reuniones se comparten 
mensajes inspiradores, oraciones 
y meditaciones que alinean nues-
tra mente y corazón con Dios. 
Nuestras reuniones son habladas 
en español. www.unityoffairfax.
org/comunidad-hispana. Unity of 

SPRING CALENDAR
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Do you have an event to promote? Contact the Pathways Office 
to add your listing to our ONLINE CALENDAR for just $.50 per 
word. 

240-247-0393 or email pathwaysads@gmail.com 

Fairfax, comunidadhispana@uni-
tyoffairfax.org; 1-703-281-1767. 
www.unityoffairfax.org/ 

Creative Secrets with Soul. 
Learn them and watch your prob-
lem-solving skills grow. Knowl-
edge you won’t find elsewhere. It 
works! Brought to you by Rose 
Rosetree, Pathways Energetic 
Literacy Columnist. Start here 
with this free intro: https://bit.
ly/2WevN7x. Check it out today. 
No obligation. And maybe some 
big results for you.

Eckankar Spiritual Video 
Night, each 2nd Wednesday, 7 pm 
- 8pm, starting April 13th. Please 
join us for an uplifting 30-minute 
video talk and follow-on discus-
sion that can help unravel some 
of the mysteries of life. RSVP to 
spiritualdiscussions12@gmail.com 
for the Zoom invite. Eckankar of 
Northern Virginia:  703-916-0515; 
transformr@aol.com; 703-915-
4701. www.eck-va.org 

Intuition & Healing Develop-
ment. This video development 
group is an exciting blend of 
study and practice in the fields of 
metaphysics, healing and intu-
ition. The participants select the 
topic for each meeting. Come join 
us monthly and learn about the 
things that interest you. Discov-

er what you are great at doing! 
Tuition: $50 per class. To regis-
ter: call Wanda at 812-705-5135; 
or email Katie, katielynn3492@
gmail.com. All classes are online 
until further notice. www.lasseter-
lundy.com

Meditation for Peace and 
Well-being, every Monday 
and Thursday, 7:30pm - 8:3pm. 
Meditation for peace and well-be-
ing. A portion of each session is 
specifically designed for healing. 
Join us on Zoom. For beginners 
and experienced meditators. For 
reservations: 301-452-7780 or 
savitri@newfuturesocietycenter.
com. For more information visit: 
https://newfuturesocietycenter.
com/offerings-events/#medita-
tion; 301-452-7780.

Metaphysical Group, week-
ly from 10am - 10:50am. The 
Metaphysical Group explores 
different aspects of spirituality to 
challenge our thinking and raise 
our consciousness. Presentations 
are made using Zoom. Every week 
features a different presenter with 
a different topic. Feel free to jump 
in at any time! Unity of Fairfax, 
Metaphysical@UnityOfFairfax.
org. www.unityoffairfax.org/
metaphysical-group. 

Noon Prayer-Meditation 
Service, every Wednesday 12pm 
- 12:45pm, ONLINE. Take a break 
from your busy schedule and join 
us for 30 minutes of prayer, medi-
tation, and music. Unity of Fairfax 
holds a prayer and meditation 
service at noon via livestream to 
help keep spirits strong during 
these difficult times. All are wel-
come. www.unityoffairfax.org/
events. Unity of Fairfax, admin@
unityoffairfax.org;  1-703-281-
1767. www.unityoffairfax.org 

Online Organic Movement 
Classes in Duncan Tech-
nique, every Thursday 12pm 
- 1:30pm. Word Dance Theater 
offers organic movement classes 
for adults in person (Tuesdays) 
and online (Thursdays), March 
22-May 12. Classes are in the phi-
losophy and technique of Isadora 
Duncan. Open to all; no prior 
dance experience necessary. More 
info: info@worddance.org; www.
worddance.org 

Organic Movement Classes 
in Duncan Technique, ev-

P.O. Box 1052, Lander, WY 82520
307-335-8113

Group, Private & Phone Sessions Available

Channels St. Germain and The Council of 
Light Astrological Consultant and  

Medical Intuitive
The Gatekeeper is the producer/director  
of the play that your soul wrote before  

you came into this lifetime.

Our  May 2022 Intensive will be May 13, 14 and 
15 and the title is “Recognizing and Embracing 
the Emergence Your Crystallin  Self”. Join us 
in the beautiful foothills of the Wind River 
Mountains. For more info call or email Molly.

Our personal Growth theme is “Know Thyself 
II, Living Between Two Worlds”. Spaces are 
available for new seekers.

Check our upgraded website for more info on 
all activities.

mollyrowland22@gmail.com
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com

SPRING CALENDAR

ery Tuesday, 6pm - 7:15pm, 
Dance Exchange, Takoma Park, 
MD. Word Dance Theater offers 
organic movement classes for 
adults in person (Tuesdays) and 
online (Thursdays) March 22-May 
12. Classes are in the philosophy 
and technique of Isadora Dun-
can. Open to all; no prior dance 
experience necessary. More info: 
info@worddance.org; www.word-
dance.org   

Tai Chi and Qigong Class-
es, 6:45pm - 7:45pm. Monday 
evening weekly online classes 
and on-demand 24/7 video series 
available. In-person classes 
start May 2! Relax and learn 
step-by-step. Tai Chi is widely 
recommended by places like the 
Mayo Clinic and Harvard Medical 
School to prevent and reverse 
health conditions related to aging! 
For full class details, sample class, 
and demonstration videos, visit 
the website. Just Breathe Tai Chi 
and Qigong, kris@JustBreathe-
TaiChi.com; 703-966-3930. 
Details and Register: www.Just-
BreatheTaiChi.com

At Meadowlark Botanical Gardens—Vienna, VA

April 30, 2022 10am-Noon

World Tai Chi & Qigong Day

The last Saturday of April each year  
at 10 am local time, tens of thousands, 
in 100s of cities, spanning 80 nations 
join together to celebrate  
World Tai Chi & Qigong Day.  

Come be part of this outdoor, 
family-friendly event—watch, 
participate, experience, celebrate.

or visit 
PeaceableDragon.org

For full details

FREE   Demonstrations and Mini-Classes*   
Tai Chi •  Qigong  •  Yoga

Peaceable Dragon is a consortium of instructors and students 
of the internal arts who seek to further develop and enhance 
their physical, emotional and spiritual condition.

*$3 Meadowlark Botanical Gardens entrance fee. All demonstrations and classes are free.
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Saturday, 9 July, 2022, 10am–6pm
Sunday, 10 July, 2022, 11am–5pm

at the 
Lancaster Farm & Home Center
1383 Arcadia Rd., Lancaster, PA

Midsummer Holistic Expo
hosted by Therapeutic Thymes Magazine

Admission is $5
FREE to military, law enforcement, & first responders (with ID)

therapeuticthymes.com/midsummer-expo.com

Then, advertise your upcoming book or latest
deck in our new ‘Book Thymes’ section with a

quarter page, half page or full page ad.

NEXT ISSUE: SUMMER 2022
EDITORIAL & ADVERTISTING DEADLINE:

1 APRIL

FOLLOW US!  
@THERAPEUTICTHYMES  

@THERATHYMES
or email us:

info@therapeuticthymes.com
For advertising, call:

717-419-8796

ARE YOU AN AUTHOR OR
CREATE TAROT/ORACLE DECKS?
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MIND-BODY-SPIRIT

The Alchemy of Change: 
Embrace the New, Celebrate the Unknown

BY CAROL BURBANK

Photo: Carol Burbank, Storyweaving

 These last few years have tested even the most resilient of us. We’ve 
heard and experienced heartbreaking stories of tragic struggles and 
heroic recoveries, healing from loss, conflict and isolation. We’ve also 
heard and experienced transformative stories of priority shifts in work 
and family, trying on new habits and deepening a commitment to core 
values that sometimes got lost in pre-pandemic lifestyles. 
 Now, with the pulse of spring rising up within and around us, we 
feel the irresistible energy of change in our bones, our blood, mirror-
ing the trees and rivers and warming earth. Already immersed in the 
challenges of change, it’s time to harness Dylan Thomas’ “force that 
through the green fuse drives the flower,” as fierce as it is joyful, as 
startling as it is nurturing. 
 We are driven to grow in the same way as plants, equally influenced 
by circumstance. But because we are human (and stubborn) it is up to 
us whether we will answer, awaken, and bloom. Renewal comes with 
releasing expectations; release asks us to embrace the new. Embracing 
the new means actively co-creating the unique and surprising experi-
ences we’ll face in the process. 

The Coming of Spring Means Releasing Loss
 How we waste our afflictions!... [T]hey’re really our wintering fo-
liage, our dark greens of meaning, one of the seasons of the clandes-
tine year — ; not only a season — : they’re site, settlement, shelter, 
soil, abode.
— Rainer Maria Rilke

 Affliction takes us deep into ourselves. Loss strips away our uncon-
scious habits and comforts so we can acknowledge the stories that 
guide our lives, stark as the trunks of winter trees. Rilke names this 
season as a time of waiting, a settling that shelters seeds. It’s also a 
moment of choice — which story seeds do we want to take into the 
future, and which do we recognize as weeds?
 To think of these times of assessment as a kind of home means 
trusting that renewal can be as inevitable as change. This is more than 
a leap of faith; it’s a creative practice, alchemical in its power. The per-
vasive myth that artists and writers need to suffer in order to be great 
is a shadow myth of this alchemy. Healthy artists and writers simply 
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• Do you have an unfulfilling career?

• Do you have a hard time building wealth?

• Do you have repeating negative patterns in relationships?

• Do you have restless sleep and often wake up tired?

• Do you have chronic pain and dis-ease?

If you answered YES to any of these questions, please contact 
me for the life path reading of your Akashic Records!!! 

Make the decision today to get on the path to abundance by 
finding out who you truly are at soul level!!!

Contact me at  
www.enlightenedpath9.com  

or  
aurelia.enlightenedpath@gmail.com  

to get started!

Walk in your 
purpose!  

Live in abundance!

MIND-BODY-SPIRIT

release loss by transforming it from heavy lead into creative gold. 
 The truth is everyone faces situations that make us suffer in the 
short term so we can turn towards renewal. Everyone can transmute 
surviving into thriving, if they are willing to trust the deep dive. The 
core of that trust is holding a space where grief and inspiration, dark-
ness and light, are equally valued. That’s how healthy creatives, in-
novators, and people of faith integrate difficult experiences into their 
lifework. 
 Alchemically, it’s about transmuting one way of being, one under-
standing, into another. It’s not enough to jump to life lessons or tell 
the story of what we think should be learned before we’ve learned it. 
We have been given an opportunity to build something new on a foun-
dation of what once was. It’s as natural as letting a seed break through 
the earth into the day, flashing green and strong, rooted in darkness 
and reaching for the light.
 Daily renewal is a similar miracle. When we feel what we actually 
feel, and get the help we need to move through change honestly, the 
seed of grief opens into love. In that process, we begin to see patterns 
that make sense of new insights, shifting our understanding of who we 
are, what we know, and where we might transform. We blossom.

The Coming of Spring Means Using Our Gifts to Create Even 
More Beauty
 She who reconciles the ill-matched threads of her life, and weaves 
them gratefully into a single cloth — It’s she who drives the loud-
mouths from the hall, and clears it for a different celebration.
— Rainer Maria Rilke

 Trust helps us stay in the present even as we move towards bloom-
ing. But it’s the confidence to use our skills and abilities as we trans-
form that ensures we make something remarkable when the winter 
thaws and the warmth of Spring calls to us, live!
 Renewal is so much more than reproduction. No spring is ever the 
same. Every cycle brings us to a new place to begin, so we need to 
bring every resource we can to create an authentic celebration of life. 
And the good news is every time we use our gifts to weave something 
new, we expand our capacity to welcome the unknown.
 Because finally, that’s the purpose of the turning seasons of our lives 
— to move us into new and powerful new ways of being and knowing 
— in essence, moving us from the known to the unknown. Like the 
seed, we become something greater than we imagined we could be.
And yes, it can be an uncomfortable alchemical experience! For me, 
the questions that are raised in the process propel me into experi-
ments that ease the discomforts of this transformation. As a writer, 
I test and play with the unknown in wordplay. There are many other 
ways to explore, though. All of us need to find the expressive form 
— visual art, community connections, cooking, dream tending — that 
sustains us as we renew ourselves over time.
 Without a creative structure leading us forward, we’ll be tempted to 
grip onto the past, either through nostalgia or cynicism. We can, after 
all, refuse the invitation to grow, although that choice never ends well. 
Like seeds that rot in the ground, or sprout warped and temporary, 
people trapped in grief stay in the dark or distrust the nurturing sun. 
This tragedy is doubly troubling because it serves no one, and is never 
inevitable.
 The only inevitability is Spring, is change, is the thaw that turns the 
earth fertile again, ready for the force of green to rise in all of us. So it 
is with us, called by the world to bloom, awakening again and again, 
no matter how cold the winter has been. Such a surprise, this calling 
from change’s turning light. Such a delight, to turn over a new leaf 
with the soul-fulfilling creative alchemy of life’s restorative cycles.

Winter dreams the same dream every time
You can never hold back spring
Even though you’ve lost your way
The world keeps dreaming of spring
— Tom Waits  

 Carol Burbank is a writer and writing coach, founder of Storyweaving Coaching 
and Consulting. Based in Maryland, she runs the Storyweaving Retreat Center (open 
in April!) where her experiments with moonflowers, prisms and poetry help her nav-
igate the unpredictable. She is a regular columnist for Science of Mind Magazine. For 
more information: www.storyweaving.com.

Want to Create Sacred 
Space and Improve the 
Energy in Your Home?
Orderly Abodes Organizing and Decluttering
traditional organizing services also available, specializing 

in helping older adults uplift and freshen living spaces 
to accommodate a new way of living. Helping you get 

motivated to make the changes you deserve.

Free 30 minute consultation  
to Pathway Subscribers! Offer expires 5/31/22

Shelby Austin
Shelby@OrderlyAbodes.org  •  410-463-7912

www.OrderlyAbodes.org
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Politics and Civility...
...continued from page 11

A new book by Pathways contributor Patricia Ullman

Entering the Mainstream:  
Cultivating Mindfulness  

in Everyday Life  
(A Manual for Practitioners, Teachers, and the Simply Curious)

Lauded by critics as “brave,” 
“authoritative,” and “highly 
readable,” Entering the 
Mainstream features stories 
and guided meditations that 
are as stimulating to the 
seasoned practitioner as they 
are accessible to the novice. 
It is equally valuable for 
mindfulness teachers, offering
guidance and a range of tools 
to help lead individuals and 
groups in urban settings.

This new book and Patricia’s 
first book, Eight Steps to 
an Authentic Life: Ancient 
Wisdom for Modern Times, 
are available on amazon.com.

What happens? Energy Spirituality helps people like 
you with emotional growth and spiritual awakening.

Neither psychic work nor psychology, Energy 
Spirituality uses trademarked skills that have proven 
their effectiveness in 150,000 personal sessions so far. 

Sponsored 13 times for Japan’s top mind-body-spirit 
company, VOICE, what happened? Twice, Rose broke 
records as the most popular energy healer & aura 
reader in their 38-year history.
 

Making an appointment is easy. 
Email the Appointment Manager: 

Mitch@rose-rosetree.com

Solve 
problems 

better.
Thanks to Energy Spirituality 

phone sessions with  
Rose Rosetree.

the fact that not one of their Republican elected officials voted for 
these infrastructure improvements.
 I continue to search for books to help me understand why we are 
where we are today. I prefer to support local bookstores like Rock 
Top Bookstore and Bindery in Cashtown, Pennsylvania, even though 
thousands of books in my MD community are free in “mini librar-
ies” peppering our neighborhoods. I discovered Kenneth M. Stampp’s 
America in 1857: A Nation on the Brink. The book provides an histor-
ical perspective on today’s news, taking us from the Supreme Court’s 
decision regarding slavery in Dred Scott v. Sandford, the decline of 
the Know-Nothings and Whigs, and the rise of Lincoln and the Repub-
lican Party, to the ineffectual presidency of Franklin Pierce and the 
rise of James Buchanan, the Plug Uglies and nativism, all in the light 
of an impending Civil War in 1857.
 Conservative stations decry Biden as senescent and non-functional, 
showing archival footage of his stuttering. So, it came as no surprise 
that a question about his mental acuity came from a conservative re-
porter during his January 19th nearly 2-hour press conference, the 
longest in American history. Had that been a Trump press conference, 
that reporter would have been ignored, shamed or thrown out; nor 
would a Trump news conference last as long. 
 Instead, Biden chuckled, and although he was angry at the lack of 
respect for his accomplishments, and unapologetic about his decision 
to withdraw from Afghanistan, he called on conservative and main-
stream reporters, respectfully answered their questions, and asked 
Republicans who vote against all his legislation, “What are you for?” 

Hardly a senile response!
 The transformation of Republicans into Trump devotees seems to 
be based on blanket endorsement of a Trump they don’t really under-
stand, or understand too well and are happy to get behind his bully 
pulpit. The recent Supreme Court decision to release revealing doc-
uments, the uncovering of his illegal real estate dealings, tax evasion 
and tax fraud pre-dating his presidency, should alarm his followers. 
Most of us dutifully pay our taxes to support roads, schools, bridg-
es, etc., so why would someone who refuses to pay taxes be revered? 
These findings are not “political.” They are about a con artist and dem-
agogue who has mesmerized so many people into believing things that 
are simply not true.
 The conservative media usually won’t cover much of this. They will 
not tell you that in dictator-run countries admired by Trump, like Pu-
tin’s Russia or Kim’s North Korea, the general population is not al-
lowed to own guns. (Democrats believe in the Constitutional right to 
own guns.) They will not tell you that a dictator isolates himself from 
anyone who he even thinks might not be totally loyal to him. That is 
why so many people who have worked for Trump got fired for even 
suggesting something that differed from his whims. He would not 
defend his own Vice President, who chose to follow the Constitution, 
from a mob that wanted to hang him. No one is safe in such an envi-
ronment.
 What has saturated the thinking and fueled the derision just outside 
the beltways of metro areas is so deep that verifiable facts and truths 
have been completely blocked out. What was once known as the “lu-
natic fringe” has become part of the mainstream. But the idea of what 
constitutes “mainstream” is very different from what I see and hear 
when I travel between these two worlds. Ironically, the divisiveness 
plaguing our country only encourages world-wide totalitarian regimes 
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Restore Your Youthful Skin
…Non-Surgically!

Facial Rejuvenation uses Microcurrent & Acumotor Acupuncture points 
to tighten and � rm the face, neck and chest while smoothing facial lines, 
and revitalizing skin tone and texture. The treatments sculpt, lift and re-
educate the muscles back to their original position in a way that is safe, 
non-invasive, and pain-free. 

Achieve visible bene� ts and dramatic improvements with no 
post-procedure down time: 

• NEW! Skin Microneedling for acne scars, pigmentation concerns
• Reduced appearance of � ne lines, wrinkles and pu�  ness
• Improved cell renewal and elasticity promote healthy tone and glow
• Increased production of collagen for smoother skin

Call for a FREE 20-minute consultation 
and short demonstration—see the results!

Before After 4 Treatments

Acupuncture & 
Natural Medicine Clinic
Helena Amos, 
M.Ac., L.Ac., Euro. Physician
11140 Rockville Pike, #530
Rockville, MD 20852
301-881-2898
www.rockvilleacupuncturemd.com

Tibet Shop 
Huge Selections and best quality

Authentic Singing bowls and 
Meditation Supplies 

From the Hands of Himalayan
Artisans

Shop Online or In Person 

www.mytibetshop.com
3408 Janet Road 

Silver Spring, MD 20906
240-620-5492

that thrive on our discord. Unless we can find a way to restore civility 
and humanity back into our political discourse, and return to respect 
for the rule of law and our country’s founding principles, I fear the 
results of this year’s midterm elections and for our future as a Demo-
cratic nation.
 I urge readers to delve into what is really happening to our experi-
ment in democracy that has been revered worldwide. And I urge read-
ers to support candidates who believe in representative elections and 
take seriously their oath to uphold the Constitution and life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness for all Americans. Silence in the face of 
this tyranny is not an option!
  
 Michael has been a regional DC activist since 1963 when he pur-
sued a graduate degree in social anthropology, and spoke out for civil 
rights, against the war in Vietnam, and more recently congressional 
inaction on climate change, including “Fire Drill Fridays” where he 
was arrested along with climate activists and actors including Sam 
Waterston. This article has been adapted from entry #96 of Michael’s 
Farm Journal, which he’s been writing on farming, politics and his 
life. (Copies of Part 1 of his journal are available at the Takoma Park/
Silver Spring Co-op at the checkout counter.) Michael can be reached 
at info@lickingcreekbendfarm.com. 
 Michael and his wife Esther can be found on Saturdays, from 
June through December at the Adams Morgan Farmers Market in 
Unity Park from 8:00am - 1:00pm; and Tuesday afternoons at the 
Brookland Metro Farmers Market from June through October from 
4:00 - 7:00pm.  They will be celebrating their 50th anniversary 
farming at their Farm Open House on May 22 in Needmore, PA.  All 
are welcome. www.lickingcreekbendfarm.com

by
Mary Kay Reynolds

Swedish

•

Deep Tissue

•

Myofascial

•

Pregnancy

•

Aromatherapy

Massage 
Therapist

Nationally Certifi ed
Member AMTA

$10 off 
fi rst visit

mention this ad
new clients only

LOCATED IN TAKOMA PARK, MD
BY APPOINTMENT

301.633.7928
MARYKAYREYNOLDS@GMAIL.COM
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— Shop Thousands of Titles— 
Visit InnerTraditions.com • 800-246-8648 •  

Books for the 
Mind, Body & Spirit

Occult & Metaphysical, New Age Spirituality,
Natural Health, Card Decks & Boxed Sets 

Until Justice Be Done: America’s First 
Civil Rights Movement, From the Revo-
lution to Reconstruction
REVIEWS BY ALYCE ORTUZAR

BOOK REVIEWS

By Kate Masur
2021; W.W. Norton & Company, 
Inc.: New York
456 pp, (HB); $32.00
ISBN 9781324005940

Across the twenty-six states that 
then comprised the United States, 
laws that singled out Black res-
idents for discriminatory treat-
ment were widely accepted by 
white residents.
~ Excerpted from Until Justice Be Done

 This gripping and well-written historical narrative traces the ebbs 
and flows of our experiment with democracy, mainly in the context of 
black versus white race relations — how far we have come and how far 
we still have to go. This book focuses on the widespread prevalence 
throughout the United States in the eighteenth century and at least 
through the first decade of the nineteenth century, of egregious Black 
Laws that “construed African Americans as a separate and threatening 
class of people.” These laws required Black Americans to register with 
local authorities, which also entailed paying a fee. Black people were 
prohibited from voting and from testifying in cases involving white 
litigants. Other sordid chapters in our history that are covered in this 
book document when Asians and Asian Americans also felt the pain 
from racial disparagement, and exclusion from the political process 
and mainstream economic opportunities (in addition to the World 
War II internment camps). 

Being Black in America 
 In 1846 the Ohio Democratic Party newspaper, the Cincinnati Daily 
Enquirer, defended the discriminatory Black Laws and the purview 
of the state legislature to enact them. Despite demands from Black 
Americans for equal rights and citizenship, more states continued to 
enact these racist and repressive practices. The author characterizes 
this ongoing struggle on the part of African Americans to achieve ra-
cial equality as “America’s first civil rights movement that persisted 
during the first eight decades of our nation’s history. The tensions took 
place mainly at the state level where most individual rights were de-
fined, enacted, and enforced.” African Americans organized and led 
the opposition to this unacceptable denial of their humanity, person-
hood, and citizenship.    
 Life as an African American in the United States from its found-
ing meant that Black children were denied an education (public funds 
could only be used to educate white children); Blacks had no property 
rights recognized by the courts; and African American sailors could 
end up in a southern jail just for being black. There were few to no 
protections for African Americans from violent attacks that included 
kidnapping and being sold into slavery. 
 “In slaveholding Virginia, a dark skin color or any traces of African 
descent were considered prima facie evidence of an enslaved status.” 
In addition to restrictive laws passed in the 1780s and 1790s mandat-
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Eve’s Eden 
Holistic Health Home

o� ers Everything Healing 
Holistic and Healthy

Checkout our website 
www.evesedenholistichealthhome.com 

or call 667-777-3647 
for more information and discounts.

At Eve’s Eden Holistic Health Home we care for the whole 
person by providing alternative treatments for your physical, 
mental, spiritual and social well-being.

We specialize in health coaching and practices for individuals 
suff ering from chronic diseases (dis-eases).

We also off er everything 
metaphysical; crystals, candles, 
aromatherapy, clothing, jewelry, 
skin care, supplements and 
much more! 

Receive 20% off  your 
purchase by entering coupon 

code: pathway when you shop 
on our website.

919 King St   Alexandria, VA 22314  
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ing special curfews and harsher criminal penalties applied to Blacks, 
the Virginia General Assembly passed laws banning certain interac-
tions between free and enslaved Blacks. “In 1793, Virginia became the 
first state to ban the migration of free Blacks into the state.”   
 “This first civil rights movement changed America” by introducing 
and promoting a vision of racial equality “never before pursued nor 
widely accepted, at any level of government.” Yet “its most enduring 
consequence is the Fourteenth Amendment, a bulwark for individual 
rights, equal protection, and due process under the law.” Opposition 
to the notion of equal justice rested on “deeply ingrained convictions 
about white racial superiority.”                                                                                                             
 A few places in the U.S. Constitution — “particularly the privileges 
and immunities clause — opened the door to federal protections of 
free Black people's rights.” The process encompassed coalition build-
ing and compromises. These efforts “found a home in the Republican 
Party, which entered national politics in 1856 comprised of people 
with many different political persuasions.” They did, however, take 
the moral high ground in their treatment of Blacks. “With the Four-
teenth Amendment, Republicans sought to clarify that African Ameri-
cans are citizens, thus elevating federal over state citizenship with the 
promise that the U.S. government will protect the basic civil rights of 
all citizens.” 
 The Republicans of 1865 and 1866 “crafted the language of the 
Fourteenth Amendment to explicitly limit the power of the states. 
Many had long opposed racially discriminatory state laws and want-
ed to ensure that the Constitution would forever bar such language.” 
Questions remain as to “why the Republicans did not eliminate the 
anti-vagrancy laws and other measures used against poor people to 
harass them” and restrict their freedom of movement and economic 
opportunities. “And why, even after new measures were passed, did 

states retain such expansive powers of oppression?” 
 “There were proponents and leaders in every free state” sympa-
thetic to strengthening protections against discrimination. Yet the 
“Northwest Territory States barred slavery while permitting racially 
discriminatory laws. Efforts to bring the question of racial equality be-
fore federal authorities — Congress as well as the courts — were only 
marginally successful in an era in which southern slaveholders held 
disproportionate power in Washington.” State courts were also “im-
mensely deferential” to legislators; and race-based regulations legal-
izing slavery also targeted Native Americans and free Blacks. In addi-
tion, the 1873 Supreme Court Slaughter-House decision put the most 
important privileges and immunities under state rather than federal 
authority.
 Author Kate Masur’s well-researched book equips readers with a 
clear understanding of the problems and how we got to where we are, 
in addition to possible pathways and solutions. Every piece of infor-
mation in this book matters. Masur’s contribution to enhancing our 
level of literacy about our nation’s sordid history of civil rights and 
civil liberties is enormous. 

                                    Chasing Me to My Grave: An         
                   Artist’s Memoir of the Jim       
                   Crow South

continued on page 74

By Winfred Rembert, As Told To Erin I. Kelly
Foreward by Bryan Stevenson, Founder of 
the Equal Justice Center Initiative
2021; Bloomsbury Publishing Inc.; New York
285 pp; $30.00 HB
ISBN 978-1-83557-659-7
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“I Can See Clearly Now”
BY TRISH HALL

 Ah … cleansing, refreshing, renewing… revitalizing. 
 As children, most of us learned some form of the proverb, “Clean-
liness is next to godliness.” Most faith traditions convey the idea that 
those who are pure and wholesome are closer to God than those who 
lack moral purity and/or personal hygiene. Although it is not a Bible 
quote, the concept is tucked within the pages. 
 Purification rituals such as ablutions and washings are found in an 
array of spiritual traditions ranging from immersions in sacred rivers, 
washing of feet and other body parts to sweat lodges. Psalm 51:2 begs 
“Wash me thoroughly from my iniquity, and cleanse me from my sin!“
 Just like how our bodies get dirty, our thoughts, particularly our 
habitual thoughts, can get cruddy… corroded.
 Every time we let go of attachments (our thought-habits) and be-
come fully present in each new moment in the now, we are performing 
a cleansing. Setting out to let go of all that does not serve us can be 
arduous. It is our version of nature’s shedding. Although it may appear 
that what we are releasing never served, it is part of the collage we 
have become. It is woven into the fabric of who we are. There is much 
to be gleaned from all the choices we have made, even those we now, in 
hindsight, regret. We are each a grand tapestry that would not glisten 
so uniquely had we not had those experiences.
 Observing nature in all her wisdom, she follows a cycle of shedding, 
revitalization and regrowth. Spring rain washes away the soil and 
dead matter accumulated over the winter. The winds of March blow 
to refresh and surface cleanse Mother Earth while an internal deep 
cleaning is performed by the melting snow that simultaneously flushes 

waste away and nourishes the soil, awakening it to the next cycle of 
life. Animal life (including us) has multiple systems that constantly 
flush toxins from our bodies internally and externally to clear the way 
for new healthy activity. Whether for basic hygiene or when perform-
ing rituals of our faith traditions, we literally wash spent cells from 
our skin and germs from our bodies while we figuratively wash away 
the “sleep” that keeps us blind to the magnificence of what we are. We 
awaken with new sight to discover the new growth that surrounds us.
 Around the world, various spiritual and faith traditions and psycho-
logical approaches offer techniques to release or at least alter habitual 
thought patterns that keep us stressed, fearful, addicted (physically 
and/or mentally), dependent and attached. They can provide practic-
es — modeled after nature’s cyclical pattern of release, cleanse, nour-
ish and grow anew — that draw on our innate nature and strengthen 
our ability to live unconditionally.
 The objective of each of the following practices is to diminish, if not 
completely withdraw, the power our thought-habits are imposing on 
us, preventing us from being fully present in the present moment:

 Forgiveness frees us by inviting us to free ourselves from the 
clutches of the past that we have empowered to stop us from being 
present and alive in the moment.
 Meditation grants us an internal spaciousness that allows us to 
slow the mind, become calm and take that groundedness into the 
world of our affairs.
 Mindfulness calls us to engage with life in the present moment — 
to be aware of our thoughts, particularly our judgments and assump-
tions that form the stories that keep us from radiant aliveness.
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 Prayer provides us with a sense of connection with the God of our 
understanding, which for many of us is experienced most directly as 
Spirit within.
 Chanting with its repetitiveness empties the mind. Once empty, 
we can cultivate awareness from the inside out, opening to the vast-
ness of our pure potentiality.

 Our humanity can make a slew of poor choices; however, nothing 
that humanity does can diminish the Divine — our Divine essence — 
our soul. When I hear people speak of “soul cleansing,” I find it con-
fusing. How can the soul, that aspect of each individual that is Spirit, 
get soiled? And who are we to attempt to clean the Divine? 
 The soul is the spiritual or immaterial part of a human being or 
animal. It is regarded as immortal. Oneness understands that we are 
each individuations of One Divine. Our soul, the deepest point of our 
union with the Divine, can be no less perfect than the Divine, which 
resides within each of us, showing up uniquely as each of us. Noth-
ing in the world of circumstances or our most addled thoughts can 
damage, diminish or tarnish the seat of our divinity. This Spirit is the 
Divine Image in whose likeness we are made.
 It is this Spirit that gives us the power to create our life experiences. 
This immense power is the power of choice. Choice is a practice we 
use consciously or other-than-consciously, beneficially or malevolent-
ly. We can use this power for good or malpractice. It gives us the abil-
ity to shackle or free ourselves, to hold us back or set us free to soar. 
We can cleanse our thinking, washing away our attachment to hurdles 
and challenges of our own making, and save ourselves from poor de-
cisions. This is the genuine deep cleansing that empties out the clutter 
of our all-too-humanly-acquired habits. The resulting void draws in 
unlimited possibilities. We must stay alert to what we are letting into 

this fresh new void. This is the opportunity to renew our minds and 
bodies, and fling open the doors to new adventures.
 Our cleansing then is finding the key to our thought-habit prisons 
before we succumb completely to the idea that we are anything less 
than made in the image and likeness of Spirit. We must remove the 
scales from our eyes and see rightly. We are magnificent expressions 
of the Divine. 
 Now that we have awakened to what we are, feeling the exhilaration 
of being refreshed, renewed and raring to go transform the world by 
supporting everyone in awakening to their Divine Inheritance, we can 
all join the creative lyricist, Johnny Nash, by shouting to the world:

I can see clearly now the rain is gone
I can see all obstacles in my way
Gone are the dark clouds that had me blind
It’s gonna be a bright … sunshiny day …

Oh, yes I can make it now the pain is gone
All of the bad feelings have disappeared
Here is that rainbow I’ve been praying for
It’s gonna be a bright … sunshiny day

 Affirm: All that has held me back is washed away! I am renewed, 
refreshed and revitalized!

Trish Hall is an international best-selling author and acclaimed 
speaker. She is the Spiritual Leader of Center for Spiritual Living 
Metro where you are empowered to live the fullest expression of you. 
We come together in Oneness, celebrate the uniqueness of each per-
son, and invite you to “be you with us! ” www.cslmetro.org 
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For Better Breathing, Look To Better Oral Health
BY SARAH PHILPOTT

 A human can survive up to three days without water, but only three 
minutes without air, making oxygen arguably the most important ele-
ment to life. Because breathing is life, and not getting enough oxygen 
into the body can be detrimental to overall health and quality of life, 
it’s important to understand how oxygen affects many systems of the 
body and how to optimize functional breathing. 
 Though many factors can impact oxygen intake, jaw and airway size 
can be huge contributing factors, and they are often overlooked. Air-
way-Focused Dentistry is a growing field that focuses on mouth struc-
ture and the impact it has on breathing. An underdeveloped airway is 
determined on an individual basis, taking into consideration informa-
tion provided by 3D imaging, clinical exam, medical and dental histo-
ry, and patient interview. By examining the relationship between oral 
health and systemic health, as well as how underdeveloped mouth and 
airway structures can wreak havoc throughout the body, an airway-fo-
cused dental approach can help get to the root cause and eliminate 
symptoms.  
 To understand how the size of the jaws and mouth can affect the air-
way and breathing, it is helpful to look at the connection between the 
mouth and surrounding structures. The upper jaw (maxilla) is not just 
a bone that holds teeth; it is the entire central portion of the face. This 
bone provides the bone structure for the nasal passage, sinuses, hard 
palate, teeth, and even the eye sockets. This makes development of 
the maxilla critical to the structure and function of the mouth, upper 
airway, and face. Because the jaws and airways are essentially a con-
nected system, jaw structure and positioning are essential to airway 

development and — you guessed it — oxygen intake.
 So, the next question is, what is causing the underdevelopment?
The early research and studies of Dr. Weston A. Price, DDS, shows iso-
lated, primitive people and tribes around the world to have beautiful 
broad jaws and perfectly straight teeth, free from decay (Source: Price, 
W. A., & Price-Pottenger Nutrition Foundation. (2003).    
Nutrition and Physical Degeneration. La Mesa, CA: Price-Pottenger 
Nutrition Foundation). In today’s modern society, braces, retainers, 
crowded teeth, malocclusion (crooked teeth, or abnormal alignment of 
upper and lower teeth), jaw pain, wisdom tooth extractions, and sleep 
apnea are the norm. Recent evidence suggests changes in agriculture, 
sedentary lifestyle, and industrialization are to blame for our small-
er jaws, not genetics. (Source: Pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19514263/) 
Over the years, the human diet has softened, and we are no longer eat-
ing the diet of our ancestors, one that is rich in minerals and fat-solu-
ble vitamins. With changes in cooking techniques, and inventions like 
processed foods, pouches for kids, and protein shakes, we are no lon-
ger chewing our food to acquire adequate nutrition.
 In addition to the effects of changes in the human diet over the years, 
tongue positioning can have a huge impact on jaw and airway devel-
opment. The tongue is an incredibly strong muscle, so its placement 
is essential to the development of the jaws. Because the tongue and 
other facial muscles guide and stimulate proper growth and forma-
tion, abnormal functions of these muscles, which can come as a result 
of habits — like improper swallowing, thumb sucking, prolonged use 
of a pacifier, mouth breathing, teeth grinding, and incorrect tongue 
posture — can have a negative impact on growth. And many people 
are unaware there is an optimal tongue resting posture: lips together, 
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teeth slightly parted, and tongue pressed into the roof of the mouth. 
Maintaining this position when the tongue is not in use enables the 
tongue to provide natural expansion to the upper palate, creating am-
ple room for all the teeth to fit without crowding, or the need for ex-
tractions down the road.
 Healthy facial development is the product of properly functioning 
muscles, adequate nutrition, and fully developed airways, jaws, and 
nasal passages. When one of these factors is compromised, it will have 
an impact on the others. For example, a person with an underdevel-
oped airway may have trouble breathing through their nose. This may 
cause the person to breathe through the mouth which does not allow 
proper tongue resting posture, further hindering development, and 
creating a much larger problem. 
 Underdeveloped oral structures often leave inadequate space to 
accommodate the tongue. When the tongue does not fit comfortably 
in the mouth or is unable to achieve proper resting position, it can 
become a breathing obstruction. As muscles relax during sleep and 
gravity sets in, the tongue tends to collapse into the back of the throat, 
creating blockage. This blockage on top of an already underdeveloped 
airway can lead to sleep-related breathing disorders like snoring, sleep 
apnea, and upper airway resistance syndrome (UARS). When left un-
treated, disordered breathing can cause, or aggravate, a long list of 
potential symptoms and more serious health conditions, like anxiety, 
ADHD, depression, memory problems, gum disease, upper respirato-
ry infections, chronic sinus infections, obesity, diabetes, hypertension, 
hyperthyroidism, or even cardiovascular disease.
 Through Epigenetics, airway-focused dentistry can be used to 
achieve growth and express a more idealized DNA strand at any time. 
You can not grow your gums back after gum recession has taken place, 
but you can correct the reason it happened. The goal would be to ad-
dress the airway and decrease clenching to stabilize gum recession. 
Similarly to getting in shape and losing your belly fat can most times 
take a type 2 diabetic to no longer needs medication. Catching airway 
dysfunction early during development is helpful for prevention, but 
airway-focused dentistry can be life-changing for people at all stages 
of life.
 Underdevelopment is a dangerous snowball that has the potential 
to impact the entire body and overall health and wellness. Underde-
veloped jaws mean underdeveloped airways, which means less oxy-
gen to fuel your body and increase your quality of life. The good news 
is this process is reversible. An airway-focused dentist can help you 
achieve optimal growth of the jaws, allowing adequate room for the 
tongue to rest properly. Stimulating growth of the upper palate (max-
illa) encourages volume increase of both the nasal region and upper 
airway. By opening the airway and eliminating obstruction, functional 
breathing can be restored. 

 Sarah Philpott is a Certified Holistic Nutritionist with Nat-
ural Dentist Associates in Rockville, MD, where they practice 
whole body dentistry with a strong focus on airway health and 
the prevention of chronic disease. 

www.naturaldentistassociates.com/airway-dentistry/
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A Different World: The Moon Garden

Golden Evening Primrose; Photo by james jeon on Unsplash 

 If you work outside the home, you might only get to enjoy your gar-
den on the weekends or holidays. A night garden (also known as a 
moon garden) can open up a whole new way of enjoying your land-
scape after hours. Once your eyes have adjusted to the lower light lev-
els, a different world opens up.
 Night gardens are also wonderful for entertaining. Place a few can-
dles around in glass hurricanes or lanterns to create an enchanting 
and mysterious atmosphere. Strings of lights are always festive and 
inviting. The city lights are often enough to see by safely, but if you are 
worried about guests navigating a pathway you can add in solar lights 
at strategic spots around your landscape.

garden it is lighter at night and where a full moon’s glow might be best 
seen. A night garden can be designed around a small seating area or 
spot. 
 Plant choices for night or moon gardens include any white or pale 
flowers that stay open after dusk. There are also a few blooms that only 
open up at night. They include moonflower, night-blooming jasmine, 
evening primrose, and tuberose. Next, you will want to select plants 
with foliage that is variegated or has a silvery finish. These include 
many kinds of hostas, heucheras, caladiums, and brunnera.
 Then, you can start playing with hardscaping and other surfaces 
to add visual interest. For example, you can use tables with mirrored 
tops, or mirrored trays to set on them. Pillows can be made reflective 
with sequin trims and beading. White rocks can outline a path. Metal 
or white containers can hold plantings at various heights.
Sound is also an essential part of the night garden. As you rely less on 
your eyesight, your other senses become keener. A bubbling water fea-
ture nearby is a soothing touch, as is a small wind chime. The rustling 
of the breeze in tall grasses or bamboo is another pleasant night-time 
experience. 
 Finally, set up a comfortable seating area with a few blanket throws 
and place a chiminea, fire pit, or outdoor gas fireplace at its heart to 
enjoy the garden on cooler nights.
Regardless of whether you’re garden is in a suburban yard, or urban 
balcony, rooftop or tiny urban patio, adapting the space to feature 
a moon garden creates a gorgeous and unique nighttime oasis that 
showcases your personal style while also making a lush outdoor living 
area you’ll crave spending time in.

 Kathy Jentz is editor/publisher of Washington Gardener maga-
zine, a monthly gardening publication published online and specif-
ically for the local metro area—zones 6-7—Washington, DC, and its 
suburbs. Jentz is also the host of the popular GardenDC Podcast. 
 The magazine is written entirely by local area gardeners who have 
real-world knowledge and practical advice with the same problems 
you experience in your own gardens and includes information such 
as a local garden events calendar and gardening to-do list for that 
month. A year’s subscription, six issues, is $20.00.
 To subscribe: send a check/money order for $20.00 payable to 
“Washington Gardener” magazine to: Washington Gardener, 826 
Philadelphia Ave., Silver Spring, MD 20910; or to pay via Paypal/
credit card click on the “subscribe” link at www.WashingtonGarden-
er.com.
 This article is adapted from the new book, The Urban Garden: 101 
Ways to Grow Food and Beauty in the City by Kathy Jentz and Teri 
Speight. You’ll find dozens of inspiring and creative ways to grow 
flowers, shrubs, vegetables, herbs, and other plants in small spaces 
and with a limited budget, and ideas and resources to make outdoor 
living spaces functional, productive and beautiful.     

Samples, Questions and 20% Discount on orders, 
contact Michael @ 215-266-3232.  
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BY KATHY JENTZ

 Sitting out in the garden after the sun goes down is an experience 
that few take advantage of, but has many benefits. It is cooler in sum-
mer and the insects are less active. You will want to note where in your 

Moon Garden; Photo credit: Kathy Jentz
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“People in this country are still getting addicted to tech. It’s still in its 
infancy, not like the U.S., where everyone’s aware.”
 The group makes recommendations to its audience, such as not us-
ing one’s phone first thing in the morning, turning off notifications, 
and practicing meditation to use social media more mindfully.
 “The irony on social media is that while you’re trying to capture the 
moment, you’re missing out on that moment to show people who are 
not there in that moment,” says LookUp India Chair Rijul Arora, 25.
 One app LookUp has funded, called Mynd, allows users to rate their 
moods while on social media, selecting choices like “happy,” “angry,” 
or “anxious,” and then view trends as well as set goals for healthier 
social media use. Creator Madi McCullough, 23, a recent college grad-
uate and freelance social media coordinator, was inspired by health 
apps that “use persuasive technology for good,” such as encouraging 
people to run more, rather than promoting addictive use.

Less and Better Tech
 While the initial focus of LookUp was on funding tech projects like 
Mynd, Reynolds says that one of the widest-reaching initiatives cen-
ters around going tech-free. NoSo November, created by 20-year-old 
University of Colorado, Boulder, student Maddie Freeman, is an ini-
tiative for high schools and individuals to log off or delete all social 
media apps for the month of November and spend their free time 
doing activities like yoga, cooking, and calling friends. The idea is to 
make going off social media a group experience rather than a socially 
isolating one. (Freeman recently shot a promo for the challenge with 
The Social Dilemma director Jeff Orlowski).
 Like other Gen Z-ers, Freeman appreciates that social media allows 
her to connect so easily with people in different time zones and doesn’t 
think it is the sole cause of mental health issues, but she believes it 
contributes heavily. In high school, 12 of her peers, including several 
friends, and all of whom were heavy social media users, committed 
suicide.
During the first NoSo November challenge last year, participants no-
ticed a change right away, she says: “Within days of being in that chal-
lenge, everyone was like, ‘I do not miss these apps at all. I don’t want 
to re-download them.’ It was a weight lifted off of all of our shoulders.”
 While in the near-term, young activists have focused on raising 
awareness of social media’s impact and strategies to cut down on their 

use of it, they don’t talk about it as a matter of personal responsibility 
and self-control the way older adults often do. Instead, they frame it as 
a systemic issue that requires regulation, such as the KIDS Act and an 
online safety bill out of the United Kingdom that could influence how 
the rest of the world handles tech.
 At the same time, teens and young adults don’t believe social media 
is going away. The focus, they say, must be on designing more authen-
tic and less toxic ways of connecting, and teaching media literacy—and 
they are ready to help lead the way.
 “Being in Gen Z, social media was baked into the DNA of my child-
hood, and I think that’s going to be the same with every generation 
that comes after,” Lembke says. “As a society, we can force social me-
dia companies to prioritize their users and youth mental health, and 
to exist in healthier ways. I hope legislators will open up and listen to 
us, because there’s much to be said from our side.”

 Elaine Meyer writes about work, public health, and technology, 
writing for outlets including Dame, Salon, Fast Company, Forbes, 
Huffington Post, and Pacific Standard. Previously, she worked as 
a communications specialist in public health and taught English in 
France. 
 This article originally appeared in Yes! Magazine online, and is 
reprinted here with permission & licensed for materials designated 
as Creative Commons. 

How Gen Z Is Fighting Back...
...continued from page 15
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energy healing, chakras balancing, re-balance the body and 
Aromatherapy if necessary. Being clairvoyant and able to see people’s  
in/out Etheric fields add a useful touch to her great session. The “Best  
in Town” her clients say! She is available for Emotional Dowsing sessions 
with applied Kinesiology and Healing.

She provides an anti-viral and anti-microbial air filter in her room and 
the office is disinfected.

Brigitte Wiss is available by appointments only  
571-251-4732. Serving Northern Virginia and  
available for Home visits and Nursing Homes.

(Her office is located in Vienna, VA. Please leave a detailed message on her answering machine)

www.reflexologyandbeyond.com
THINK HEALTH … THINK PREVENTION, YOUR BODY WILL THANK YOU !

Blending conventional coaching, 
embodied practices, 
and energy healing

Finding workable solutions
Ful� lling intentions 

★ Virtual and in-person
★ Coaching and Healing
★ Workshops and Classes

Washington, DC area
301-660-7229

info@starchaser-healingarts.com
www.Starchaser-HealingArts.com

WashingtonGardener is the gardening magazine published specifi cally for Wash-
ington DC and its MD and VA suburbs — zones 6-7.  Th e magazine is published 
monthly online and delivered to your email inbox as a PDF. Come grow with us!
    Our regular annual subscription rate is $20. We are off ering GREENSCAPES 
attendees a year’s subscription for $18.00!

Name __________________________________________
Email address_____________________________________
Address__________________________________________
City ____________________________________________
State_________________________ Zip________________
Send a check for $18.00 payable to Washington Gardener along with this Washington Gardener along with this Washington Gardener
form today to: Washington Gardener, 826 Philadelphia Ave. Silver Spring, 
MD 20910

www.WashingtonGardener.com

Subscribe to WashingtonGardener magazine!

YOUR area gardening magazine!
Gardening tips that apply specifi cally 

to your climate and weather zone.
Why read anything else?

If you are a DC-area gardener, you’ll 
love Washington Gardener !
Th e magazine is written entirely by local area 
gardeners. Th ey have real-world experience with 
the same problems you experience in your own 
gardens. 
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Sticks and Stones
Gifts for Spirit, Mind, Body

We are a spiritual earthy kind of store, 
respecting all paths. We have Incense, 

Crystals, Candles, Herbs, Tarot, Drum Circles, 
Workshops, Readings, Root Work, 

Goddess Studies, and more!

11037 Lee Highway, Fairfax, VA
we are around the back of Westfair Center

703.352.2343
Let your earthbound spirit soar!

Sticks and Stones
www.SticksAndStonesCircle.com

Konstanza 
Morning Star
Certifi ed Medium & Shaman

Author of Medium: A Step-by-Step Guide
to Communicating with the Spirit World

Evidential Mediumship Readings 
Mediumship Workshops, Circles, Teleclasses

Soul Retrieval, Shamanic Healing, Spirit Release
Available via phone, Zoom, Skype, Face-to-Face

www.mediumshamandc.com
240-543-9414

GREEN NEWS & VIEWS

Fridays For Future Announces Global Climate Strike for March 25
BY COMMON DREAMS STAFF

“Join us for the Global Climate Strike as we demand policy-
makers and world leaders to prioritize #PeopleNotProfit!”
 
 Fridays For Future — a youth-led movement launched in Au-
gust 2018 when Swedish activist Greta Thunberg, then 15 years old, 
skipped school to demand urgent action on the planetary emergency 
— has announced that the next global climate strike is scheduled for 
March 25.
 “Join us and strike for climate reparations and justice, demand that 
the people in power prioritize #PeopleNotProfit!” tweeted Thun-
berg, whose initial solitary school strike sparked a worldwide mobi-
lization that has brought millions to the streets in cities around the 
globe over the past three and a half years.
 “The catastrophic climate scenario that we are living in,” Fridays 
For Future explained in a statement, “is the result of centuries of 
exploitation and oppression through colonialism, extractivism, and 
capitalism, an essentially flawed socio-economic model which urgent-
ly needs to be replaced.”
 “Climate struggle is class struggle,” the campaign noted, adding:
 
 For years, the ruling class, primarily through corporations and  
 governments from the Global North dominated by affluent, white,  
 heterosexual cis-males, have exercised their power, gained through 
 colonialism, capitalism, patriarchy, white supremacy, and exploita-
 tion, to destroy the Earth and its occupants with no remorse.
 
 They deliberately sacrifice the Global South’s ecosystems and peo-
 ples for the sake of their so-called “development” and everlasting  
 “economic growth.” Meanwhile, the working class is used as tools to 
 build the very system that is destroying them.
 
 The solution, according to Fridays For Future, is climate repara-
tions, which it defines “not as charity, but as a transformative justice 
process in which political power will return to the people.”
 “This should not be in the form of loans,” the campaign stressed, 
“but a follow-through on the demands from Indigenous, Black, an-
ti-patriarchal, and diverse marginalized communities to get their 
lands back, giving resources to the most affected communities by the 
climate crisis for adaptation, loss, and damages—a redistribution (and 

in most cases, collectivization) of wealth, technology, information, 
care work, and political power both from the north to the south, and 
from top to bottom.”
 Noting that “rich nations are responsible for 92% of global emis-
sions, and the richest 1% of the world population are responsible for 
double the pollution produced by the poorest 50%,” Fridays For Fu-
ture said that “colonizers and capitalists are at the core of every system 
of oppression that has caused the climate crisis, and decolonization, 
using the tool of climate reparations, is the best kind of climate ac-
tion.”
 “The richest capitalist 1% must be held responsible for their actions 
and willful ignorance,” the campaign added. “Their profit is our death. 
Their profit is our suffering. Together with different sectors of society 
across the world, led by the most marginalized, let’s bring back the 
power to the people whose power has been stolen.”
 
 This article originally appeared on CommonDreams.org and is licensed 
under Creative Commons (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0), granting reprint permission.
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TO YOUR HEALTH

Our Body’s Clock And Rhythms Are Critical To Health
BY JILL MATTSON

 The Earth, the moon, the forest… almost everything has a cycle, a 
rhythm, including a healthy body! When the body’s rhythms are off, it 
affects everything else. Correspondingly, when the body clocks get set 
right, there are immediate and vital benefits, such as:

 - Better sleep
 - More energy 
 - Weight loss
 - Better emotional balance 
 - Enhanced performance at almost everything you do.

 The next revolution in health care is to restore our body rhythms 
— to benefit our sleeping, eating, working, learning and exercising. 
Not having proper body rhythms increases disease, infection, insom-
nia, ADHD, obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, dementia and 
more. According to the National Institutes of Health, the American 
Heart Association and the American Diabetes Association, managing 
and resetting our internal clocks is the easiest and one of the most 
critical steps we can take to prevent and overcome disease. In most 
chronic diseases, internal clock function is compromised. A predict-
able rhythm creates healthy organs; living in opposition to rhythms 
leads to disease.
 Syncing your body rhythms are often more impactful than medica-
tions and diets. To underscore that point, a Nobel prize was given in 
2017 for the discovery of the impact of circadian rhythms on our bod-

ies. Why are body rhythms so important? Our cells turn on and off our 
genes at various times of the day and night. It is as if every organ has 
its own clock. Each body clock or rhythm turns on and off, impacting 
protein production and critical body processes that restore health. 
 Ancient traditions, found worldwide, taught people to live in har-
mony with natural dark and light cycles, moon cycles and seasons. 
Therefore, activities, exercises and ceremonies were to set your body 
clock to match nature’s cycles. In this way, you harmonize with the 
time of day and year. 
 Take eating, for instance. Your daily eating cycles drive almost ev-
ery clock in your body. The first bite sets your organ clocks. It is critical 
to understand that the first bite is anything other than water. Coffee is 
often our first bite. 
 Our cells cannot make and break up fat simultaneously — it’s one 
or the other. When we eat, “fat-making” turns on and stays on for at 
least two hours. So, when you only eat during 8-to-12 hours of the day, 
your body does something other than making fat. In a clinical trial, 
participants changed their lifestyles by restricting eating to only ten 
hours of the 24-hour day; subjects lost 4 percent of their weight in 4 
months, with no change in how much they ate or amount of exercise. 
Optimally, only eat during an 8-to-11-hour window. This rhythm you 
create results in better brain synopsis and reduces obesity, diabetes, 
heart problems and more. When you eat is far more important than 
we ever dreamed. 
 Sleeping is an essential and active body rhythm. Too much or too 
little sleep is a problem. Most adults need about 7-8 hours of sleep a 
night. Lack of sleep causes memory impairment, anxiety, depression, 
increased ADHD and other maladies. Inflammation reduces during 

www.OutlawReport.com
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sleep. If you wake up stiff with arthritis, perhaps you didn’t get enough 
deep sleep. When you get less sleep, your brain wants to refuel and you 
overeat — when you don’t get enough sleep, you crave excess calories. 
And drink more water for good sleep, because dehydration prevents 
sleep — you wake up for thirst.
 Bright light during the day makes you less sensitive to indoor light 
that messes with your circadian rhythms. Most importantly, syncing 
to and receiving natural light cycles enables better sleep. The Sun nat-
urally sets your clocks. Timing is everything. Rise at the same time ev-
ery day and get adequate hours of natural light. Go to bed at the same 
time. Avoid screens (computers, phones, TV) within at least one hour 
of bedtime. Time eating and exercise consistently. You will be amazed 
at the improvements you will see.

 Jill Mattson is a prolific artist, musician and author. Jill is a wide-
ly recognized expert and composer in the field of Sound & Color Heal-
ing. She also offers an extensive course on the Way of the Wizard at 
the Master School at www.JillsWingsOFLight.com. 

SUPERET ATOM AURA SCIENCE
God said, Let there be light.

Jesus said, I am the light of the world.
Put the armour (aura) of Light around you.

God is Light, and in Him is no darkness at 
all. On the mount of trans� guration, Jesus 
opened his aura to his 3 highest Apostles, 

Peter, James and John.

Learn how to harness your Human atomic 
energy through Jesus’ Light Science and Laws

Read: KEY TO SUCCESS by Dr. Josephine 
C. Trust. (To receive a complimentary copy 

just contact us)

(202) 291-8658  •  www.superetlightchurch.com

Spiritual Activism Group

Exploring Metaphysical Science & Spirituality 
to Enlighten & Uplift Humanity. 

Free Zoom Live Stream Every Sunday
For more information Contact:

metaphysicalfellowship@gmail.com

Visit Our Facebook Page: 
www.facebook.com/Spiritual-Activism-

Group-112796003831843

SUPERET ATOM AURA SCIENCE
God said, Let there be light. 

Jesus said, I am the light of the world. 
Put the armour (aura) of Light around you. 

   God is Light, and in Him is no darkness at all. On 
 the mount of transfiguration, Jesus opened his aura 
   to his 3 highest Apostles, Peter, James and John.

    Learn how to harness your Human atomic energy 
            through Jesusʼ Light Science and Laws 

        Read:   KEY TO SUCCESS  by Dr. Josephine C. Trust. 
    (To receive a complimentary copy just contact us) 

       (202) 291-8658        www.superetlightchurch.com  

An Underwater Friend 

Hypnosis facilitates connection to the 
subconscious and to the SuperConscious 
mind, the deep source of vast creativity and 
talent, accurate intuition and profound wisdom. 
Visit www.lifetransforminghypnotherapy.com  
for a full list of my diverse services and events.

• Remote Sessions Available • 

Soulsrvr@erols.com
www.LifeTransformingHypnotherapy.com 

BLOG: www.ExplorationsInSpirit.com

301-526-2043

Joseph Mancini, Jr.
Ph.D., CCHt., PLt., LBLt., M.S.W.

Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist
Certified NLP Practitioner

Life Transforming HypnoTHerapy
with Neuro-LiNguistic ProgrammiNg

HEALING WORKS

AC U P U N C T URE
& C h i n e s e  H e r b s

Betsy Golem
     L.Ac., DÔl. Ac.

�
Falls Church, ü  

703-209-5969

Delete
Pain

Vitality  ith

�
www.meridianhealingworks.com

Acupuncture releases 
blocked energy (chi) 
and gives relief from:

Practicing since 1999
Disposable Needles Used

   U  Aches & Pains
   U  Allergies
   U  Arthritis
   U  Headaches
   U  Insomnia
   U  Stress

Appointment Today
Call for 

 

Choose

Illustration © Elenabsl | Dreamstime.com
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The world 
needs 

your book
Make it bloom with the help of 
a professional writer and coach, 
who will honor your vision, sup- 
port your strengths and guide 
you through every step with 
detailed attention and compas-
sionate honesty.

Get started now!

Carol Burbank, PhD 
cburbank@storyweaving.com 

storyweaving.com

Want to Create Sacred 
Space and Improve the 
Energy in Your Home?
Orderly Abodes Organizing and Decluttering
traditional organizing services also available, specializing 

in helping older adults uplift and freshen living spaces 
to accommodate a new way of living. Helping you get 

motivated to make the changes you deserve.

Free 30 minute consultation  
to Pathway Subscribers! Offer expires 5/31/22

Shelby Austin
Shelby@OrderlyAbodes.org  •  410-463-7912

www.OrderlyAbodes.org

Amos With Joy
Amos Snider and Julie Joy are serving the 
world community with open hearts and 

healing hands.

Amos Medical Intuitive
Seeing clients on the second full weekend 

of each month in DC area. Release 
emotional patterns, relieve stress, sleep 

issues, herbal consulting and more!

Psychic Readings with Julie Joy
Receive a psychic reading through  

the Akashic Records. 
A powerful navigational tool for your life.

Visit www.amoswithjoy.com  
for more services.

502-321-2111

BOOK REVIEWS

Chasing Me to My Grave: An Artist’s 
Memoir of the Jim Crow South
...continued from page 63

I can’t understand why White people 
went through so much to degrade us 
and to hurt us — all that to keep us 
from becoming anything in life. Why 
was that so important to them? Why 
don’t you want me or any other Black 
person to be somebody? What made 
you that prejudiced? What makes you 
hate another person in that manner? I 
always wondered that, and I still hav-
en’t come up with an answer.
~ Excerpted from Chasing Me to My Grave

 Winfred Rembert’s story incorporates cotton plantations; the hu-
miliation of Jim Crow segregation and the legacy of slavery; and the 
trauma of lynchings, mass incarceration, and police brutality — all 
“premised on the anguish of racial hierarchies propelled by the myth 
and evil of white supremacy.” This book also includes many of Win-
fred’s carvings and paintings, which were highly acclaimed for their 
quality and relevant social messages. They incorporate the “lawless-
ness and mob violence” used to terrorize, marginalize, disenfranchise, 
and suppress Black communities and individuals.   
 Born into poverty in 1945 and subjected to all-too-common rac-
ist inequities and cruelties, including incarceration, it was in prison 
where Winfred had the opportunity to discover and nurture his ar-
tistic abilities. His works of art expose “decades of convict leasing, 
exploitative sharecropping, and abject poverty”; in addition to other 
“horrors of prison” such as chain gangs. He described chain gangs as 
“one of the most ruthless places in the world. The county owns them, 
and there are no rules or regulations governing them. If you can’t toss 
the dirt high enough, they crack you upside the head with nightsticks. 
If while you are digging you happen to dig into a hornet’s nest or come 
across a water moccasin, you will be shot if you run. Laws that protect 
prisoners from extreme hot or cold temperatures are also ignored by 
prison guards.”
 Winfred recalls when adults in Randolph County (Georgia) orga-
nized in 1961 or 1962, with the assistance of lawyers from the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). They 
demanded the right to vote by being put on the voting rolls. Out of ap-
proximately six thousand adult Black residents, about three hundred 
were ever able to vote. Some of these activists were musicians who 
could not even enter the venues where they played through the front 
doors. The local sheriff did not hesitate to use his night stick and fire 
hose on these residents, to prevent their names from being added to 
the voting rolls. After they organized and protested, most of them lost 
their jobs and incomes, including teachers. 
 Black residents were also arrested “for trying to buy tickets at the 
Whites Only window of the movie theater.” Their demonstrations 
then grew larger, with confrontations over segregated restaurants 
and swimming pools. “The police brought in dogs and burned dem-
onstrators with electric cattle prods.” After Congress passed the 1964 
Civil Rights legislation, “whites in the community beat Black activists 
with tire irons and baseball bats” during demonstrations. Winfred de-
scribes it as “real dangerous back in those times. White people had 
guns and they were killing Black people in those marches far more 
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DISTRICT FLOW YOGA
Yoga in Capitol Hill,  

Washington, DC 
Your first class is free to try 

Yoga classes include vinyasa, slow 
flow, yin, bodyweight sculpting,  
hot power vinyasa, and more. 

www.districtflowyoga.com

Scan the  
QR code to 
learn more!

$99 unlimited monthly 
membership for SE & SW DC 

residents, as well as for  
first responders, teachers, 

students, military, and  
healthcare professionals.

than the news was reporting.” 
 Winfred Rembert died in 2021. His engaging and informative book 
is our story as well as his — what we need to acknowledge about the 
history of America and what still remains to be changed.   

 Alyce Ortuzar is a freelance medical and social science research-
er, writer, and editor living in Montgomery County, Maryland. She 
runs the Well Mind Association of Greater Washington, a holistic 
medicine information clearinghouse that focuses on environmental 
and nutritional influences on our mental and physical well-being. 
For five years, she edited the U.S. Surgeon General’s smoking and 
health reports. She can be reached at (301) 774-6617 and by email at 
alyceortuzar@gmail.com.  

                  Equal Justice Initiative (EJI)
          www.eji.org
 
 The United States incarcerates more people than any other coun-
try, disproportionately impacting the poor and people of color while 
not making us any safer. Our reliance on incarceration is seriously 
misguided. In 1972, there were 200,000 people incarcerated in the 
U.S.; today, the number has grown to 2.2 million. Our spending on 
jails and prisons reached $87 billion in 2015, an increase of 1,000 
percent from the $7.4 billion spent in 1975.
 Bryan Stevenson established the Equal Justice Initiative (EJI) in 
1989 in Montgomery, Alabama. As a nonprofit organization, it pro-
vides legal representation to prisoners who may have been wrongly 
convicted of crimes; poor prisoners without effective representa-
tion; and others who may have been denied a fair trial. Bryan is also 
committed to ending mass incarceration and excessive punishment 
in the United States, in addition to challenging social and economic 
injustices and protecting basic human rights for those who are the 
most vulnerable.
 EJI believes ending mass incarceration is the civil rights issue of 
our time. EJI also challenges excessive punishment in the courts, 
advocates parole, and provides re-entry support. Furthermore, EJI 
advances systemic reform through research and education.
 The death penalty in America is also a flawed and expensive poli-
cy defined by bias and error. It targets the most vulnerable people in 
our society and corrupts the integrity of our criminal justice system. 
From police officers to family members of murder victims, Ameri-
cans are recognizing that the death penalty does not deter crime 
nor does it make us safer.
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MIND-BODY-SPIRIT

Everything Changes

 When Buddhist 
teachers are asked to sum 
up the essence of their tradi-
tion in one word or phrase, 
the most common response 
is, “Everything changes.” In 
the set of teachings called 
the Four Reminders, or 
the Four Thoughts That 
Turn the Mind, this truth 
is on the list, along with the 
fleeting preciousness of hu-
man life, the inexorability 
of cause and effect, and the 
inevitability of suffering and 
anxiety in this conditioned 
existence we find ourselves 
in.
 Buddhists contem-
plate these four basic truths 
over and over again to turn 
their minds toward them 

instead of habitually avoiding them. One of my teachers called these 
four contemplations “the facts of life.” They’re not religious beliefs we 
have to take on faith; they’re just true. Our lives are enriched if we look 
straight at them.
 Everything is impermanent. Nothing lasts forever, as it is. From 
the moment we’re conceived until the moment we die, our bodies are 
growing and changing on every level. This is fine with us until we turn 
the corner into aging, and then there is a fearful sense of the impend-
ing loss of health and life.  
 Seasons come and go, our loved ones and acquaintances depart, 
objects we love are broken, lost, or abandoned when we die. Even 
mountains and solar systems don’t last forever. And today we’re ex-
periencing more personally how societies as we know them are tem-
porary. Whether they last for a generation, a few hundred years, or a 
few thousand years, they all will eventually change into something else 
before they disappear altogether, leaving at best some archeological 

mysteries which themselves will eventually dissolve.
 This is the time we’re in now, a painful awakening to the inevitabil-
ity of the loss of our world as we knew it. We privileged ones wrongly 
believed that we were secure in at least some things, like the ability 
to see our friends and relatives, go shopping, and live on our savings. 
Those of us with the luxury of safety, an internet connection, electric-
ity and water, and enough money to at least survive for the time being 
can still, even with our deep feelings of sadness and loss, be compla-
cent about the preciousness of these things. But we should stay alert, 
because everything changes.
 In the midst of this, though, it’s obvious that human beings share 
a deep sense of connection and an inherent urge not only to survive 
but to be creative and connect with each other. Sometimes this gets 
covered over by greed, aggression, and other fear-base diseases, both 
personal and societal. But we can look for the goodness in ourselves 
and in each other and realize, more and more, how disasters bind us 
together and remind us of our common humanity.
 In this time of fearful sadness and uncertainty, you can contemplate 
what you have and what you do that brings you some energy and joy. 
You can be deliberately kind, which lifts you out of your negative story 
and reminds you of your own strength and power to help someone else 
feel better.  You can think of the things and people you have and real-
ize your good fortune and gratitude.  You can turn your mind toward 
the eternal truth of human goodness.
 This isn’t done to cover over the pain of change, but to shift atten-
tion from dwelling only on the negative consequences of that. There 
is another story that is equally valid. And as Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr., said, “… the arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends toward 
justice.” In this traumatic time, we can contemplate and celebrate the 
goodness and resilience of ourselves and our fellow sentient beings. 
 
 © 2022 Patricia Ullman | Patricia is a regular Pathways con-
tributor and the author of Eight Steps to an Authentic Life: Ancient 
Wisdom for Modern Times, and her new book, Entering the Main-
stream: Cultivating Mindfulness in Everyday Life (A Manual for 
Practitioners, Teachers, and the Simply Curious). Both books are 
available on amazon.com.

Marcia A. Snyder, L.M.T.
Director

Nationally Certifi ed in Therapeutic Massage 
and Bodywork

Member, American Massage Therapy Association
Swedish, Deep Tissue, 
Myofascial Release, 
Reiki Practitioner

301-649-4216 
www.bethesdatherapeuticmassage.com

Bethesda 
Therapeutic 
Massage

CENTER FOR LUMINOUS  
CONSCIOUSNESS & WELL-BEING

Newfuturesocietycenter.com
(301) 452-7780

NEW FUTURE 
SOCIETY CENTER

BY PATRICIA ULLMAN
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GLUT FOOD CO-OP
• Open to the public — No membership required
• Open 7 days / week: Tues-Fri 10 am–8 pm
• Sat, Sun, Mon 9 am–7 pm
• Tues, Wed, Thur, Fri 9 am–8 pm
• Natural foods at the best prices in town
• Not for profit and cooperative
• More than 40 varieties of cheeses
• Nuts, dried fruits, spices & organic produce

301-779-1978
4005 34th Street, Mt. Rainer, Maryland

swedish
•

deep tissue
•

Myofascial
•

pregnancy
•

aromatherapy

301-633-7928
marykayreynolds@gmail.com

Takoma Park
by appointment

massage therapist
nationally certified • member amta

NATIONAL

suicidepreventionlifeline.org

1-800-273-TALK (8255)™

TAROT 

Intuitive Readings
by

Tim Boyd
Certified Tarot Consultant  
Internationally Renowned

Call
703-521-1115

For Appointment

Readings in: Falls Church,VA
Telephone Readings  (Call for info)

E-mail: timstarot@aol.com
Website: www.timstarot.com

Member:
American Tarot Association

World Tarot Network
Capital Tarot Society

ON THE COVER

Firefly, By Justine Swindell

 Justine Swindell is a D.C. native illustrator and designer. With a 
love for capturing the essence of the human spirit she infuses her ret-
ro-pop style into dynamic pieces about city life, cultural identity, and 
social change. Firefly was inspired by the magic of summers in D.C. 
 Justine’s work can be found in editorial publications, books, adver-
tising campaigns, and murals. To see more of her work, or to find her, 
go to www.justineswindell.com; and on IG @justineswindellart.
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PATHWAYSRetreatsYoga • Meditation • Wellness

Rest, refl ection and rejuvenation await mind, body and spirit at 
Pathways’ private mountainside residence overlooking the Blue Ridge 
Mountains. With accommodations for up to 16 people, it is ideal for 

Yoga, Meditation, Health and Wellness retreats while steeped in nature’s 
wonders. Your wellness adventure transports you away while off ering all 

the comforts of home.

Booking 

Now!

Retreat (noun): 
(1) place of privacy or safety: REFUGE
(2) a period of group withdrawal for prayer, meditation, 
study, or instruction under a director

Pathways Retreat Center is located outside Charlottesville, VA — easy driving 
distance from the Washington Metro & surrounding areas. This beautiful home sits on 
34 mountainside acres of forest, with spectacular views, trails and streams on property. 
Points of interest within an hour’s drive: the Appalachian Trail, Shenandoah National 
Park & Skyline Drive, and several local wineries, breweries and distilleries.

HOUSE FEATURES:
• 6 Bedrooms (sleeps up to 16 people) + Den
• 3 Full Bathrooms
• Full Kitchen & Dining Room
• Living Room w/ Gas Fireplace
• Wraparound Deck w/ Outdoor Seating
• 10-person Hot tub w/ Deck

AVAILABLE ADD-ONS:
• Stocked kitchen w/ prepared menus for 
   ease & convenience
• Massage, Refl exology services
• Onsite event management, food service

More information on the RETREATS page at: 
www.PathwaysMagazineOnline.com
For details, rates and booking inquiries: 

pathwaysads@gmail.com or 240-247-0393
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